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INTRODUCTION
Joan Franklin Smutny, Editor

Director of The Center for Gifted, National-Louis liniversiN Evanston, Minoie

In the 1830's, Wilhelm Froebel of Germany coined
the term, "Idndergarten," which is literally translated,
'children's garden.' As Froebel envisioned it, kinder-
garten was a place where a young child's unique abili-
ties could germinate. Gently and with keen sensitivity,
the educator, or keeper of the garden, would preserve,
protect and nurture the child's inherent joy and sense of
wonder. Careful cultivation at this early age would turn
the child naturallytoward the light ofknowledge, thereby
enlightening his or her perspective toward learning,
work and play. By so enriching the whole of the child's
educational experience, the whole child, the 'full corn in
the ear,' would blossom in due season.

From today's perspective, it seems a marvel that a
gentleman who emerged amid the dawn of the Indus-
trial Revolution and ita particular mindsets could speak
so perceptively in terms of the natural unfoldment of the
child and the importance of recognizing and nurturing
his capabilities and talents, to achieve balance in the
physical, intellectual, moral, and spiritual culture of
this young child.

Recently, a parallel appreciation among educators
regarding the special needs of the young gifted child has
emerged. In an effort to bring these ideas and ideals to
a higher level of awareness, this issue of the Journal is
dedicated to this long-overdue trend in the field of gifted
education. It ia our privilege to share with you a
splendid collection of insights, experiences, observa-
tions and recommendations in regard to identifying,
nurturing and appropriately educating the gifted young
child, from some of the fme thinkers and doers in this
underrated and often highly neglected area. Parents of
young children, pre-school and kindergarten teachers,
as well as practitioners in early childhood and gifted
education, will find a rich harvest of information and
guidance among the pages of this issue. It is our hope
that myths will be dispelled and more accurate perspec-
tives concerning the essentiality of focus on the gifted
young child will be gained--and disseminated.

The first section, "Identifying the Young Gifted
Child,' opens with Susan Golant's summation of what
she reels are the most important qualitiee expressed in
the young gifted child "a love of learning, a burning
curiosity about the world and how it works, a sense of
excitement over a new discovery, and an ability to
integrate information and create a new reality." Maurice
Fisher and James Webb, two leaders and writers in
gifted education, provide significant insighta into vari-
ous approaches and testing used to identify giftedness
in young children. Beverly Shaklee, another well-known
leader, and Jane Rohrer, an instructor in special educa-
tion, share an important report on the activities of the
"Ee.rly Assessment of Exceptional Potential" project,
designed to determine gifted potential in young children

especially those who might be overlooked by stan-
dardized testing. Educators Jane Wolfe and W. Thomas
Southern discuss persuasively an empirical study they
performed to determine what teachers perceive as gifted
behavior in their preschool students.
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In the second section, 'Nurturing theYoung Mita
Child,* Annemarie Roeper, a pioneer. in gifted educa,
tion, identifies characteriatics of gifted children and
how parents and teachers can effectively respond to
them. la a companion piece, Roeper proyides a brief
statement outlining varioul needs of the yalingfited.
child. Dorothy Massilaki, early childho'od teacher;
provides incisive observations from a teacher', map*
tive on the need to maintain a sense of patience and
balance while educating the young gifted and talented
child. The reader will find substantive advice from
Caryl Krueger, author of many books for parents and
grandparenta, whose article here features ideas on
creating a home atmosphere that provides a nurturing
environment for the gifted child in particular and the
entire family in general. Recent research by known
gifted educators Rena Subotnik and James Borland
poses some provocative questions regarding the effect
that parents have on their gifted child's success or
failure in his or her chosen career as a gifted dult.

The reader may pick up a few new chess moves, as
well as learn an important lesson on dispelling precon.
ceived notions about "developmentally appropriate cur-
ricuhim,* in teacher Susan Kaplan's article which ap-
pears in this issue's third section, "Curriculum for
Young Gifted Children." Learning how to think, riot just
what to think, is the underlying theme presented by
gifted practitioners Anne Crabbe and Pat Hoelscher.
The two authors discuss an academic adventure upon
which they embarked, "The Future Problem Solving
Program,' which, they concur, augments the basic school
curriculum by employing the creative, six-step problem-
solving process dc veloped by Alex Osborn and Sidney
Parma. The ingenious qualities of the Froebel Gifts are
delightfully illustrated by Susan Belgrad, early child-
hood educator, with the help of her gifted son and his
third-grade classmates.

Continuing in the genie section, teacher Laura
Requarth shares diversified teaching strategies to as-
sist educators and parents in nurturing children emo-
tionally as well as academically. Early childhood edu-
cator Peggy Snowden emphasizes that teachers of young
gifted children must be conversant with the theoretical,
philosophical, and empirical bases of early childhood
education, special education and programs specifically
designed to meet the needs of gifted children. Snowden
includes several exhaustive resource lists covering top-
ics such as specific characteristics of the gifted child,
general curriculum components, instructional guide-
lines, and teacher roles for educating primary and pre-
primary students those who have been identified as
gifted and those who have not.

With an unorthodox approach, educator Don Rapp
communicates four "training points' he uses to develop
intuition, which provide his basis for establishing a
curriculum that can awaken in a child an increased
ability to succeed mentally, physically, emotionally, and
socially.



This isr.e's last section, 'Educational Programs
for Young GIL .ed Children, includes different perspec-
tives on cooperative learning and whole language. Edu-
cator and researcher Susan Linnemeyervjgcrously takes
the offensive, describing what she labels 'ten major
failinge or misrepresentations of cooperative learning
in regard to the gifted and talented. Contrariwise,
-educater Margaret-Bryant -contends that a *whole lan-
guage method of teaching young children to read is
highly effective, when combined with individual and
group writing activities? Cansidering the fact that
iioit iehool districts are facing tikliterbudiets, greater
scrutiny from taxpayers and governmental agencies, as
well as increased demands for accoimtability, thlawhole
languege approach, Bryant contends, is a winner for all
involved. Parent and gifted advocate from Chicago,
Kathy Hagatrom pleads for the right of the gifted child
to have educational programs tailored to his or her
needs, as do most children belonging to other, special
populations.

LeoNora Cohen, gifted educator currently working
in Australia, champions the idea of 'building a
"metatheory" to explain the development of creative
intelligence, an approach she believes would be central
to the education of gifted and creative youth. Cohen
presents a rigorous and scholarly argument that such
theory development is needed 'to unite the bits and
pieces of fragmented practices that characterize the
field of gifted education?
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On April 19, 1992, a symposium was held in San
Francisco entitled 'From Psychometrics te Gifted.' The
purpose of this conference was to pay tribute to Julian
Stanley, a leading contributor to gifte_ d eclucagon. ,In
honor of the event and the educator, we present an
excemtfrcan Reflections:-Personal Essays-by 23 Dietin,

Educator% recently published by Phi Delta
pa 09911 which -highlights Stanley's life work
Finally, the president of Illinois Council for the

Gifted, Jessie Sanders, and her son, Leonard, offer a
commentary on a general unified plan for gifted educa-
tion.

Elizabeth Peabody, an American pioneer in pre-
school education who became an enthusiastic convert to
Wilhelm Froebel'a teachings, founded one of the first
kindergartens in the United States in the 1880s, and
spent mr her energies communicating and promot-
ing Froebers revolutionary vision that recognized and
appreciated the inner capabilities and talents of the
very young child. It is our hope, dear reader, that you,
too, will become a committed advocate for the gifted
young child, in your activities as administrator, coun-
seler, teacher er parent. This expansion of thought will
serve to correct the stereotypes imposed upon ouryoung
and gifted, thereby cultivating our "children's garden,*
with the intent of enabling the bright, young child to
benefit from the support of both early childhood educa-
tors and advocates of gifted.

,
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HOW CAN I TELL IF MY PRESCHOOLER IS GIFIED?
Susan Golant, Author & Consultant, Los Angeles, Califonsia

. . Queen Elizabeth I (1633-1603) . . by the age of
6 I'm proadent in .11oth Lath and ,amek, _wad speak
and write Wench fluently, play the lute and the virgin-
als, and was an accomplished-iteediewoman, Such at-
tainments today would rank her as a prodigy, but then
were no more than what was expected of a royal prin.

_ . . Einstein set dawn. in the Australian bush a
century ago would no longer be a genius, since he would
not be very good at finding witchetty grubs and water-
holes. --Child Prodigies and Exceptional Early Achiev-
ers, John Radford.

Alas, there are as many defmitions of giftedness as
there are gifted people. Certainly a high score on an IQ
test is a start, but today all the experts agree that IQ
tests cannot measure the incalculable complexity of the
human spirit or the lightthat shines from within, when
a new idea takes hold. Many forms of intelligence such
as musical ability, inter- and intra-personal skills,
athleticism', and creativity simply aren't measured on
standardized IQ tests.

Before we even- begin to define giftedness as we
know it, let us also keep in mind that our personal
designation is relative, based upon our own culture and
values. Richard Bothmer makes this point in a recent
article published in-the journal Gifted Childreh lbday.
He explains that giftedness is simply a state of mind--a
reflection of one's culture at any given moment in time;
Suppose you were in the Australian outback with a
bunch of Aborigines. . .. How much weight do you think
vocabulary and verbal ability carry? Vely little, of
course; they are heavily into performance. Prized, here,
is the ability to seek out fat lizards that can be wrung
dry of juices for refreshment and then roasted. The
person who has the talent to do this best is clearly in
the highly superior category in that time and place.

Bothmer's point is well taken. What we call gifted-
ness, may be an absolutely useless concept among other
peoples. 'The title of 'gifted,' he concludes, Is always
a political decision. It is based on the local society's view
of what is a rare and valuable ability. And this is subject
to change as the society evolves?

'Giftedness is also dependent on timing and per-
haps more than a little luck. It has been pointed out by
other psychologists that Einstein (he seems to be
everyone's favorite example) might not have fared as
well, had he been born fifty years earlier; the world
:night not have been ready for what he had to offer.
Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci, and Rembrandtmay
also have struggled for recognition had they lived in
Manhattan during the 1960's, As Abraham J.
Tannenbaum explains in a chapter of the book Concep-
tions ofGiftedness, a person's talents must match society's
readiness to appreciate them, otherwise they are 'still-
born"--either passe or too avant-garde.

At the moment, we're all part of late twentieth
century western civilization, What does our society
value as being a rare ability? Clearly, it's not simply a
high score on an IQ test. Again, we are faced with many

comiliCting views about the nature of giftedness. Indeed, _

tha excellent, .book-Conceptions-of Giftedness, Drs..
Robert Sternberg and Janet. Davidsota of Yale Ikiver.
sits, have amassed- some rir-interrelated -yet -distinet
viewpoints of giftedness from as many experts.

None of this makes ajob as a parent any easier, but
understanding giftecinfek nat. iMmaible .eithett .

biliesiiiiiiiitchildietiare g dihTey how ideie-ot,
learning, a burning curiosity about the world and how -.
it works, a sense of excitement over a new distovery, an
ability to integrate infarmation and create a new reality. _

As parents, perhaps one of the easiest ways to
identify giftedness, is to observe a child's behavior.
Often a child's activities are the gentle footprints of his
hidden thought processes.

It's the Little Things
Many experts poinfto 'a child's advanced senie of

hunior as indication of giftedness, In fact, one of the_
early signs of a child's giftedness is his ability to find
incongruities humorous.

We derived great enjoyment, for example, fromour
daughter Cherie's sense of humor while she was still a
baby. When Cherie was less than ten months old, she_
giggled if we pretended to suck on her pacifier or bottle.
She thought it hilarious when we wore her tzaining
pants or her little jeans on our heads and she absolutely
cracked up when we tried to clothe her in the same _

absurd manner.
Indeed, 'funny dress-up* became one of Cherie's

most enjoyable games. We have pictures of her as a
toddler decked out in my sister's wooden clogs, my_ _

vintage 1969 knee-length boots (the kind that went with
mini skirts), and all manner of knit caps, berets, straw
hats, scarves shower caps, sailor hats, Sherlock Holmes =
caps, even plastic tupperware containers on her head.
The best outfit included cone-shaped party hats over her
ears, one pointing east, the other one, due west.

Cherie also displayed her giftedness at play. She
had an enormous attention span. We salvaged many a
Sunday morning by allowing her to entertain herself. _

One of us would respond to her 6 A.M. call by placing her
playschool or playhouse in the crib. At the age of two, she
could sit there, absorbed with it for an hour or more at
a time, singing nursery rhymes, humming, and talking
to herself.

Of course, when I was busy with dinner or needed
to study and wanted Cherie to occupy herself in her
playpen, she would have nothing of it. When I com-
plained to my mother that other babies seemed content
with that arrangement, my mother wisely noted that
Cherie was no dtmimy: she wanted to be where the
action was.

Cherie's ability to engage in complex imaginative
play flowered as she grew. At the age of five, she and her
best friend, a child of similar temperament and abilities,
constructed entire Barbie doll villages on her bedroom
floor, improvising linens, furniture, and buildings with
shoe boxes, tissues, cotton balls, paper clip dispensers,
wooden blocks, Legos, empty oatmeal boxes and what-



ever else the two of them could scavenge from the toy box
or my kitchen, closet, and desk.

The girls would engage in their building activity
.for hours. Usually by the time the citY was erected, it
was time for dinner and bed and I had the unenviable
task of- askingthem to clean up -sothat we wouldn't step

the toys and break them (or our toes). This, as you can
was met with hbwle of displeasure. 'But we

just started to play,* they protested. It never occurred to
them that the creation of these towns was a wonderfully

imaginative and expansive play experience, in and of
itself.

Thinking About Your Own Child
For most parents the label of "gifted does not come

as a surprise. Educators of gifted children have found
that we identify our children as being unusual, long
before schooling and testing are considered. We're so
good at it, in fact that when we err, it tends to be on the
side of underestimating our children's abilities.

HOW do we have this uncanny ability to know that
our children are gifted? 1...believe that our youngsters'
abilities reveal themselves to us in the little things that
they.say or do. In our family, Cherie's unusually ad-
vanced vocabulary, her creative play, her long attention
span, and her germ of humor all contributed to our
intuition that she was indeed gifted.

Other chiliren may display giftedness in other
ways:

Spencer's invention of his own secret alphabet
and number code
The long sentences that Jennifer masters at a
very young age along with a certain capacity and
willingnesa to carry on "adult' conversations
Mark's seemingly endless attention span

- Adrian's use of unusual and sophisticated vocabu-
lary

Max's fascination with numbers, weights, clocks,
and puzzles

- Mara's interest in puns and word play
- Paul's physical dexterity that allows him to throw

a ball farther, run faster, and climb higher than
his friends

- Carla's sense of humor and flexible thinking
Michael's boundless curiosity

- Julie's memory of exact detail
- Heather's ability to draw a surprising likeness
- Frank's facility in memorizing and "reading"

stories before his peers have mastered these
skills

- Janie's perfect pitch
- Josh's adroitness at pulling together seemingly

disparate ideas to create a new sense of order or
reality

These criteria are only useful as a starting point.
Parental informed observations and interpretations
may follow to more clearly paint an entire picture of the
child.

Early Reading or Early Thinking?
Cherie began reading at the age of three, which I

took as evidence of her giftedness. I might have been
wrong. On a superficial level we might consider the
early acquisition of skills such ES reading or writing as
indicators of giftedness. But experts are quick to point

out that precocity (early or premature development)
and giftedness am not necessarily synonymous. Re-
searchers have found, for example, that within a group
onright preschoolers, the .best_readera ara,m3 neces-
sarily the children with the highest IQ scores and
conversely,-not all childrenwith scores learnt°
read early.

Anne-Marie Roeper, heathnistress of the Romer
Lower School in Bloomfield, Michigan, explains in an
article in the Gifted Child Quarterly, that people often
confuse giftednesa with.p, Sher potitta:0*
that giftedness is a child's ability to think, togeneralize,
to see connections, and to use alternatives. The gifted
child is not necessarily ahead of others academically. A
precocious child, on the other hand, is ahead of others in
development, which means that this child will be more
able or mature at a particular time. 'Other children
catch up with the precocious child later.'

It's important to know, therefore, that teaching
your baby to identify different species of birds or stuffing
your four-year-old's head full of math facts will not
"make* him gifted. Facts won't do it, but his ability to
thiek will.
Learning Characteristics of Gifted Children

The Ventura County Department of Education in
Ventura, California has distributed a list of learning
characteristics of gifted children formulated by the la
University of California, Los Angeles education profe
sor, May V. Seagoe, that expends on these notions. I've
adapted this list to show why parenting a gifted child
may be such a joy.

A gifted child may display some or all of the
following characteristics:

1. Perceptive and receptive to new ideas; is willing
to explore the unknown; is alert and curious;
may also be intuitive.

2. Able to abstract, conceptualize, synthesize ideas;
enjoys learning, intellectual pursuits, and solv-
ing problems.

3. Curious about cause-effect relationships; can
apply learned concepts Lind loves discovering
the truth; looks for logical solutions to intellec-
tual problems.

4. Comfortable in structured, orderly settings; likes
consistency in dealing with values and num-
bers; may invent personal number systems, a
new calendar, or an alphabet

5. Capable of retaining material understood after a
single exposure.

6. Proficient verbally; may have an unusually var-
ied vocabulary and may express himself easily
and abundantly; may love reading and thus
acquire a depth of infonAstion in many fields.

7. Inquisitive and curious; motivated to learn out of
a personal intellectual curiosity rather than
through extrrnal motivation, such as grades.

S. Capable of thinking critically; may be skeptical
and may need te prove ideas to himself.

9. Creative and inventive; may look for novel ap-
proaches and find brain-storming exciting,

10. Persistent - able to concentrate on one subject
to the exclusion of all else, in order to see a
project to its conclusion.



11. Sensitive . may feel empatity far others' plight
and may need emotional support for her own
issues:

12. Energeti4 alert, =dem? .mayhavemonrents
of profound concentration and effort and works
_on inventing- a new product

13. Independent in work and study; may prefer to
work alone and to rely on kis or herself.

14. Versatile, enjoys an abundance of varied hob-
bies and talents.

15. Friendly and outgoing with a strong need to be
accePted

Ever-Widening Circles
As our understanding of intelligence has changed

over the decades, so has our appreciation of giftedness.
It's not so much the acquisition of knowledge, rather as
what a child does with the acquired knowledge that
seems to be important Gifted children are innovative;
they dream up and salve preblems; they invent new
ways of thinking; they take apart their radios and make
fire with magnifying glasses. Gifted children think
deeply and make connections between disparate bits of
information; they analyze and hypothesize; they turn a
problem around and look at it from a new angle. Gifted
children try to make meaning out of the chaos that
surrounds them; they wonder and experience wonder-
ment. Gifted children have minds of their own which
they use abundantly. This perhaps is the best definition
of what it means to be gifted.
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EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION FOR THE GIFTED:
THE NEED FOR INTENSE STUDY AND OBSERVATION

Maurice D. Fisher, President, Gifted Education Press, Manassas, Virginia
"All true sciences are the result of experience

which has passed through our senses, thus silencing the
tongues of litigants. Experience does not feed investiga-
tors on dreams, but always proceeds from accurately
determined principles, step by step in true sequences to
the end...." Leonardo Da Vinci (1452.1619)

What can parents and teachers do to improve the
identification of young children who are potentially
gifted? A useful answer to this question might help our
schools and American society to identify hundreds of
thousands of children with high abilities who would
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usually 'slip through the cracks' of screening and iden-
tification procedures. If young children with the poten.
tial for being/becoming gifted are overlooked during the
preschool and primary years, we as educators and
parents will miss a crucial opportunity for nurturing
and educating our greatest natural resource the
young gifted children of America.

The main reason that we must improveour success
rate in the early identification of the gifted is closely
related to the concept of imprinting derived from the
study of animal behavior or ethology. This concept

V



means there are critical periods in the development of
all animal speciea, including hunumkind, during which
they are most sensitive to environmental influences and
cpwrtunities for learning (Grego:7, 1987). The basic
skills, characteristics and behaviors which underlie
giftedness will develop during the critical period from
infancy through five years if the child receives the
properstimulationfrem parents and teachers for elicit-
ing these skills, etc. Therefore, as in the development of
all children, it is essential for children who show poten-
OA fix being gifted' to_receive the most stimulating
edueational and social opportunities dtringthis Critical -
period of their development,These op-Jeri:unities must
include abundant and stimulating conversations be-
tween, the parenticher and child; intriguing gaines
and toys; numerous opportunities to travel to new
educational environments such as other cities, houses,
buildings, museums and zoos; and stbrulating opportu-
nities for play and social interactions with other chil-
dren, siblings, relatives and other adults.

As important as providing a stimulating environ-
ment for developing giftedness -is the need to observe
behaviors and characteristics which underlie gifted-
ness. Parents and teachers should become more aware
of these behaviors and characteristics so they can iden-
tify gifted children at an early age. However, we must
caution the reader to be sensitive to the term, "potential
for giftedness.* We believe that giftedness is composed
of emerging skills, behaviors and characteristics which
may take 20 or more years to develop to the fullest
extent possible, and that it is important to look at
giftedness as being a potential for great accomplish-
ment rather than a particular characteristic or test
score. By perceiving giftedness in this manner, we can
open up opportunities for children who may not demon-
strate the high test scores or beha viors necessary for
being admitted into a gifted program at a particular
time. However, with proper encouragement and stimu-
lating educational opportunities, these children may
exhibit giftedness later in childhood, in adolescence or
as a young adult.

When we discuss giftedness in regard to young
children, we are describing something which is exhibit-
ing itself in small and progressive steps. What happens
to the future progress of these 'gifted* characteristics
and behaviors is a function of the child's social, environ-
mental and educational experiences. If giftedness were
viewed in this light aa a long-term, progressive and
emerging capability, there would be fewer problems in
identifying children for gifted pi ograms and far less
rancor among experts concerning what is the 'true
definition of giftedness.

Given that the child is placed in a stimulating
environment, similar to the one just described, how does
a parent or teacher become skilled in identifying the
behaviors and characteristics which form the basis for
giftedness in young children? First, it is important to
study and become more knowledgeable about the great
researchers of child development and early childhood
education. In this regard, we highly recommend the
works of Jean Plaget, Maria Montessori and Lev
Vygotaky. Second, it is important to improve one's
observational skills in order to notice certain character-
isties and behaviors indicative of giftedness. Let us

briefly examine some of the ideas et these giants of child
development and early childhocd education who unfor-
tunately seem to have been forgotten by many contem
porarv educators.

ean Piaget, the famous Swiss psychologist, has
marlito offerthose whawant taundentand giftedness
in young children (Plebe/ * Fisher, 1981). lie said in
1965 that, l'Ourschool system, as much under left-wing
as inder right-wing regimes, has been constructed by
ccarervatives (from the pedagogic point of view) who
were thinking much more in terms of fitting-our es* g
generationifinta the inolda than--
in terns of training inventive andcritical ininds.
the p *int of view of society's presentneeds, itis apparent
that those old molds: are cracking in order toinake way
for Wender, more flexible systems and more active
methoeie....* Plage* detailed and systematic observa-
tions a .1 the basis for studying the growth of reasoning
abilitie $, in young children and their understanding of
the wcal d. This extensive research (Piaget, 1967; Gruber
& Vonethe, 1977)- on the Sensori-Motor, Pre-Opera-
tonal ar 1 Operational stages of development can be
used by t- wheys and parents to better understand how
reasoning processes follow certain fixed stages of devel-
opment Fierthermore, Piaget's examination of how chil-
dren perform on conservation of substance, space, time,
number, volume and quantity tasks illustrates how
children &inn their perceptions of the world through
constant interactions between their innate reasoning
abilities, and the physical, psychological and social
world. By studying the work of this eminent psycholco
gist and philosopher, we can learn an enormous amount
about what types of reasoning abilities to look for in
potentially gifted children and whether these abilities
are advanced far beyond those expected for a child's
particular chronological age.

The work of Maria Montessori (Fisher & Fisher,
1981), provides teachers and parents with benchmarks
of advanced development She said, 'No one can be free
unless he is independent: therefore, the first, active
manifestations of the child's individual liberty must be
so guided that through this activity he may arrive at
independence. Little children, from the moment in which
they are weaned, are making their way toward indepen-
dence." (1912) We recommend her seminal book The
Montessori Method (1984), for a better understanding of
how teachers and parents can create an educational
environment that stimulates the high level abilities of
children who might not usually behave like they are
potentially gifted. We should emphasize that the
Dottoressa was trained as a physician. She became
interested in education through her medical experi-
ences with children from poor and disadvantaged homes.
Based upon these experiences, she decided to design a
speeial school in the slums of Rome, Italy. (Ironically,
most American Montessori schools today am located in
upper-middle class neighborhoods!) Through her care-
ful observations of young children, she formulated an
educational method based upon offering stimulating
learning materials organized into a graded sequence of
difficulty levels. These materials were organized and
presented in a manner which caused children to become
self- or intrinsically motivated. We believe that teachers
and parenta should use Montesscai's curriculum ideas



to set up stimulating learning opportunities for poten-
tially gifted children. These children would then be able
to *show off* their high abilities with ease andpleasure.
Unfortunately, the Montessori movement never be-
-came a strong force in America'epublieschoolsbecause
the dominant educational influences of the 1920w and
193(WobtediatifiajihiroioPIliaidiaiihidiaf
more widely fisceptatby Americaneducatoft during the
1920* and included in our present-day curricula, would
Montessori's ideas have produceda better public educa-
tion system for both gifted and non-gifted children? We
Say yes because -of Madams:Ws emphasis upen the_
maximMii deVelOinentif eachihild'a unique abilities.

The third giant of early childhood education is Lev
Vygotsky (1978), a Russian research psychologist pri-
marily interested in how language affects children's
reasoning abilities and social interactions. Like Piaget
and Montessori, Vygotsky was a keen observer of chil-
dren. The most important aspect of his work related to
the study of giftedaess,was his research on the develop-
ment of classification and reasoning skills in young
children. Unlike Piaget, he believed that human lan-
guage played a crucial role in. the successful develop-
ment of these skills. Words followed a systematic pro-
gression from purely emotional meanings in babies, to
concrete designations, to abstract meanings. Vygotsky's
research on assessing children's abilities is also impor-
tant for identifying the gifted because') la designed a
method of assessment for use by educatiotal Psycholo-
gists known as the 'zone of potential deve.ppatepe - a
method of comparing how children why+, prohlims by
themselves and with the help ofa teacher. A8 ipidividu-
Ms concerned with the study of giftedness in young
children, we should examine Vygotaky's research to
learn more about which features of children's language
and reasoning demonstrate accelerated learning and
exceptional language facility.

By studying the research and writings of these
three individuals, what can we conclude about the types
of behaviors and learning characteristics indicative of
giftedness in young children? Can we develop a system-
atic observation instrument foruse with young children
that would be helpful to teachers and parents in identi-
fying those who are potentially gifted? Our work in this
area during the last several years has concentrated
upon using the ideas and research of Piaget, Montessori
and Vygotsky to develop such an instrument (Fisher,
1988; Walters, 1990). We would like to discuss some of
the observational categorierwhich have been included
in this instrument.

Accelerated Reasoning Abilities
Educators have usually concentrated upon the

training of children's reasoning abilities and thinking
skills beginning at the upper elementary level and
through the secondary level. But Plaget's researchdem-
onstrates that these abilities and skills begin in infancy
and make significant gains during the preschool and
primary years. As Piaget has shown, babies and young
children initially reason and solve problems primarily
by means of their motor movements. We must system-
atically observe how children use their motor abilities to
reason in order to identify advanced thinkers at the
early childhood levels from infancy through ages 3 or 4.
In addition, we must observe the sequence of

preschoolers' behavior to determine if they are engaging
in logical, step-by-step sequences of problem solving. If
we &mama relatively complex sequences of problem -
solving in a child between about 2 and 8 year!) this
behavio is an éilleiit &I1ir of ilftixiness.

iNraMIL.C... OR SELF...MOTIVATION. -The
Montessori method concentrates; upon developing self .
motivation in young vhilchen.:Thie is:achievedty de--
signing the proper match between the child's ability and
the difficulty level of the curriculum. If a young child
consistently demonstrates this type of motivAtion
her/Itia play, palm ttolvitig behior, Pnd poweie
concentration, then we can validly say Auld exhib--
its a characteristic of giftedness. Relate,: ..o intrinsic
motivation is the child's willingness to spend large
amounts of time on difficult tasks, to work indepen-
dently, and to attend to solving problems for much
longer periods than is typical for his or her age level. The
eminent psychologist, J. McV. Hunt (1961), said that
intrinsic motivation was the key to high levels of learn-
ing and achievement He was the first American psy-
chologist (in the 1960s) to show his colleagueshow the
study of Piaget and Montessori can help educators to-
design learning environments which encourage
dren to become self-motivated. A more recent explora-
tion of the importance of self-motivation is discussed by
Csikszentmihalyi as related to what he calls "now*
behavior (1990).

ACCELERATEI) MUSICAL ABILITIES. All
great musical geniuses such as Mozart and Hadyn-
exhibited their,abilities at an early age. Composing and
playing music involve the uae of extensive and complex
cognitive skills such as reasoning, classification, encod- --
ins musical sounds into musical scores, and rhythmic
interpretation. A child who shows early musical ability
is not only engaging in aesthetic and affectiveactivides,
but is also using complex reasoning abilities. Therefore, -
musical abilities (both perfonnance andcomposition)in _

young children are clear indicators of the ability to think
and reason effectively.

ADVANCED MEMORY ABILITIES. Dr Mary
Meeker has said that the single best measure of gifted- !
ness, based upon her Structure of Intellect research, is
high level memory (1991). Why? The physiological and
mental operations which underlie an excellent memory
are related to the ability to recall many different eventiV
things from the past in a coherent fashion, and to recall
complex ideas quieldy and vividly. In regard to memory,
the great psychologist William James said, 'The one
who thinks over his experiences most, and weaves them
into systematic relations with each other will be at one
with the best memory.*

SENSIBILITY, THE SINE QUA NON OF GIFT-
EDNESS. This characteristic of giftedness is seriously
overlooked in selecting program participants mainly
because it is difficult to measure with a standardized
test, and it does not "fit in* with current behaviorist
approaches to measuring hunmn abilities. Throughour
research and observation we have concluded that gift-
edness is almost synonymous with high levels of semi-
bility. By this, we mean that gifted children ahow high
levels of awareness to the nuances and gradations of
different ideas, problems, theories and methods in art,
m isic, literature, history, politics and the scienoes. The



result of this sensibility is to engage in behaviors we
typically associate with giftedness, such as an interdis-
ciplinary attitude towards learning, ethical awareness
tgictenal. VcieL_Ce_Deern with letiming iv% .110Atent 4ind
process, an affinity for discussing ideas and problems,
preference-for higher level .thinking,- and-the-need for-
ongoing challenges from teachers, parents and peers.
&lability involves a unique -way of perceiving the
world as demonstrated by the writings, compositions,
artistic creations and theories of great authors, musi-
eianitkpainters and scientists.

We also have concluded that the behaviors and
characteristics of potentially, gifted children discussed
in this essay, such as high level problem solving and
memory, culminate i Producing the high levels of
sensibility associated with giftedness. Although most
types of sensibility are not expressed until the upper
elementary and secondary levels, preschoolers can show
some basic forms of sensibility which combine their
reasoning abilities with divergent production *ills. For
example, a 4-year-old might become very interested in
the 'flying images' in Chagall's paintings and tell imagi-
native stories about what they mean. Or a 5-year-old
might become very concerned with the plight of home-
less people and organize hiather kindemarten to send
food or money to groups serving the homeless.

concluolon
Educators of the gifted should not abandon stan-

dardized tests in identifying young children who are
potentially gifted. These testa such as the Stanford-
Binet and Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scales of
Intelligence have a long and illustrious history in iden-
tifying the gifted. During the last 60 years, Lewis M.
Terman's conception of giftednesa (1925) based upon
using IQ tests has been the predominant force in the
gifted field His identification procedure served many
commendable purposes in the early days of this field,
such as the use of standardized procedures for assessing
children's abilities, and the &sign of statistically reli-
able and valid normative scales (deviation IQs) for
comparing children's abilities. However, because of the
educational and social dynamics of the 1990s, we highly
recommend that identification procedures be
reconceptualized to reflect the needs of our current
society and today's students. Instead of *identifying the
gifted,* the classroom teacher in cooperation with par-
ents and gifted program personnel should become more
concerned with documenting giftedness as a dynamic
combination of in-school and out-of-school behaviors
and characteristics. This documentation process will
require teachers to become highly skilled at observing
and recording those behaviors associated with gifted-
ness. The foundation for honing such skills depends
upon first studying the great observers of young chil-
dren such as Piaget, Montessori and Vygotsky. By
systematically studying these individuals and applying
what they have learned to screening and identification,
teachen; will add an important ingredient to the selec-
tion process -- the observation of giftedness in action.
Furthermore, teachers will have more control over se-
lecting children for gifted programs because their obser-
vations will become equal in importance to psycholo-
gists' test results.

In mammary, our main ideas related to identifying

young children for gifted programs are as follows (based
on a paper presented at the 1991 meeting of the Penn-
sylvania Association for Gifted Education):

1. Eduentegf QtY0Wig (112fickentneLesiU) Plage _mere
emphasis upon observing and recording the behaviors
and characteristics which underlie giftedness,-

2. The identification of the gifted must start in the
classroom based upon theteacher's observations of her/
his students' behavior.

3. Educators of the gifted need to systematically
establish sinvonoR:DATA BANKS of gifted behav-
iors for use in training teachers to know -'what to-look
for* in their classrooms.

4. Behavioral assessments of giftedness can be
effectively used to identify different types of giftedness
and to select gifted children from different ethnic groups.

5. The concept of SENSIBILITY underlies effec-
tive and useful behavioral indicators of giftedness.
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ASSESSING GIFTED AM) TALENTED CHILDREN
James T. Webb, Director of SENG, Professor, Assistant Dean,

School ef Professional Psychology, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio

Although retarded children have longbeen consid-
ered amopriate subjects for psychological study, gifted
and -t.eted. ehildren - those *ith subitantrilly above
average intelligence or creativity .- have been largely
neglected by psychologists. Even though children de-
ficeilas gifted (typically the upper three to Ave percent)
comprise generally the same percent of the population
as those called retarded, imphasis is placed far more
heavily in clinical training and practice on those func-
tioning two standard deviation units or more below
average. Research efforta and emphasis within the field
of psychology have been episodic and small, with the
most recent coordinated efforts culminating in the 1985
publication by the American Psychological Association
of The Gifted and Talented Developmental Perspec-
tives (Horowitz and O'Brien, 1985). This volume at-
tempted to crystallize the scattered information exist-
ineabtilut gifted and talented children, and to invigorate
the interest of psychologistie

In their graduate training, mast psychologists'
exposure to the topic conaists of a brief review of the
classic Terman studies (Terman, et al., 1925; 1926;
1930; 1947; 1959), with emphasis being placed on the
research. Most often, the conclusion reaehed is that the
Tennan studies show that gifted children are generally
physically healthier, socially better adjusted, and men-
tally and academically superior. These results imply
that gifted children naturally are better at coping and
solving life's problems, or in fact have no problems.

Little aetention is given to problematic character-
istics of children labeled 'gifted* or 'talented," and even
less to the methods of assessment or implications for the
child and the family. Even follow-up reportson the long-
term Terman Audies (e.g., Coleman, 1980) have mini-
mized the proportion of underachievers and those with
emotional problems - some 20% - in the Terman sub-
jects, and only rarely is it noted that the sample selec-
tion procedures used by Terman may have biased the
results since they tended to exclude children who were
likely to have persona! or emotional maladjustments.
Indeed, as a result, more than one young psychologist
has received advice on the order of, *Beyond IQ 130,
intelligence test scores don't matter; you can discon-
tinue testing?

The attitudes of psychologists and other health
care professionals appear to reflect the views of current
society. The notion prevails that gifted children haveno
special needs, require little attention, and (like cream)
will simply rise to the tap if they receive only benign
neglect. Despite the Marland Report (1972) of the U.S.
Department of Education that 'Gifted and talented
children are, in fact, deprived and can suffer psychologi-
cal damage and permanent impairment of their abilities
to function well...? there exists a cultural ambivalence
toward gifted children. That is, leaders in government,
education and society at large make statements like
We need our brightest minds; they are our nation's

greatest resource? But simultaneously, mazy such

persons protest against special programs orfocus being
given to children of high potential, lest we become
'elitist?

This cultural ambivalenee results in substantial
numbers of children with unusual talent and ability
being unidentiaed receiving little (If any) special flmus
to develop their potentiali and indeed being criticised,
rejected, and even punished for exhibiting the very
characteristics that are part of their high potential
(Webb, Meckstroth and Tolan, 1982). Our country's
educational systems most often focus on basic minimal
competence, and exert subtle pressures to conform to
mediocrity (a notable exceptica to this is in school
sponsored athletics). As a result, gifted children are
'mainstreamed? Teachers struggle to adequately stimu-
late and challenge these youngsters in the regular
classroom. Families often find the child's crelitiVity,
intensity and curiosity to be burdensome and irritating.
Peers often find the gifted child's interests to be discrep-
ant and puzzling. Gifted children, themselves, question
why they Seem to feel different

Early screening, identification and guidance of
gifted children and their families by health care profes-
sionals is warranted,, not only for appropriate educa-
tional planning, but perhaps more importantly so that
the family, through understanding and supportive be-
haviors, can avoid or ameliorate problems which gifted
children might otherwise experience later in childhood
or even adult life (Hayden, 1985; Whitmore, 1980).
Some of the problems most often noted for gifted chil-
dren of school age are ones of underachievement, peer
relation difficulties, intense sibling rivalry, poor self-
concept, perfectionism, and depression (Webb, et al.
1982). For preschool gifted children, particularly if the
child has not been identified as potentially gifted, the
problems more often involve family disruptions con-
cerning discipline issues, sibling and peer problems,
impatience or intelerance of self and others, hyperac-
tive-like behaviors, and questions of school readiness
and early entrance to school. Sometimes the problems
are ones of parental enmeshment, where one or both
parents overly identify with the child's intellectual and
creative behaviors. This problem can, in fact, arise
directly from identification of the child as gifted or
talented, and caution is needed that this labeling does
not result in accelerated axpectatione which are not
appropriate for the child (Colangelo and Fleuridas,
1986). Most often, such enmeshment and inappropriate
expectations occur (if at all) in the early stages after the
child is identified, and decrease markedly as the parents
become more knowledgeable about gifted and talented
children.

Definition
Although individual states have varying defini-

tions (Karnes and Johnson, 1986) which generally are
calculated to identify approximately three to five pec-
cent of the children, these many definitions derive
basically from the U.S. Department of Education
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Mar land Report (1972) which stated:
Gifted and talented children are those identffied

by professionally qualified persons who -by virtue of
010skin ding abilities are Capable efiligb PerferinaMe.
These are children Who require differentiated educe-

- tional -programs And-services beyond- those normally
provided by the regular school program in order to
manta their contribution to self and society. Children
capable of high performance include those with demon-
strated achievement and/or potential ability in any of
thatallewing arearg general intellectual ability, specific
academic aptitude, creative or productive thinking,
leadarship ability, and visual, performing arts, and
psychomotor ability.

In subsequent rules and regulations, this defini-
tion has been adapted and modified to exclude the
category of psychomoter ability since that ability re-
ferred primarily to athletes whosegifte already seemed
to be sufficiently recognized and supported by society.

Although in educational and psychological
conceptualization the Marland definition may be use-
ful, the focus in practice has been almost exclusively on
the first two categories, that is, intellectual ability and
specific academic aptitude (Pox 1981). Thus, "gifted-
ness* is typically treated as though it were synonymous
with intenipnce test scores and/or academic achieve-
ment test scores or educational achievements. Far less
attention is given te areas of creativity, leadership and
visual or performing arts except in a few states or local
communities. There does, however, seem to be inweas-
ing recognition in psychology and education that gifted-
ness is not necessarily a *fr factor, and that persons are
not (and need not be) necessarily gifted /ix all areas.
That is, persons may have unusual potential or ability
in only one, two or several areas, and still qualify as
being 'gifted.'" In the past, auch a pattern would prob-
ably have been referred to as 'talented" as distinct from
'gifted; but more recently the two terms are being
treated synonymously.

A further limitation of the Marland Report defmi-
tion, and derivatives of it, is that such definitions are far
more applicable to school-age youngsters than to pre-
school children. That is, it makes little sense to talk
about the academic achievement of a preschool child,
and probably in similar fashion it is difficult to consider
emativity, leadership, etc. in children of that age. No
agreed upon definition or description of gifted pre-
school children yet taists.

Despite the emerging definitions and variations in
how they are implemented in various locales, and even
with the lack of current national standards for opera-
tionally defining gifted and talented children - particu-
larly pre-school gifted children - psychologists, and
other health care professionals, have an important
professional role. The reader is reminded that the
Marland Report definition, and derivatives of it, is
generic both in its use of such language as *outstanding
abilities..., capable of high performance and 'identified
by professionally qualified persons.' What these abili-
ties are, and who are the professior.ally qualified per-
sons certainly seam to be appropr;ate domains for psy-
chology, as well as for educators and other profession-
als.

As discussed subsequently, formal tests of intel-
lect, creativity, leadership, etc. in preschool children
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have notable limitations regarding reliability and valid-
ity. Although such formal assessment approaches can
be used (with suitable caution) for screening and iden-
tificAtim prefessieminimally willAnclitztm helpful
to directly conaider behaviors characteristically thcwri
ey preschool-gifted childrem Manyof thesebehaviors-
underlie the formal dermition listed above, and appear
to be inilicatore and precursors of a-child'a potential to
meet the requiremees of the Marland definition. The
following list of behaviors has been adapted from such
sources as Webb, et al. (1982).

- Unusually large vocabulary and complex sentence
structaire for their age.

- Greater comprehenaion of subtleties of language.
lAmger attention span, persistence and intense
concentration

- Wide range of interests
- Highly developed curiosity and limitleas ques-

tions .

- Interest in experimenting and doing things differ-
ently

- Tendency to put ideas or things together in ways
that are unusual or not obvious (divergent think-
ing).

- Learns basic skills more quickly, with less prat' ..

- Largely teach themselves to read and write as
schoolers

- Able to retain much information; unusual memory.
- Imaginary playmates.
- Unusual sense of humor.
- Desire to organize people and things, primarily

through devising complex games.

Pre-evaluation Considerations
Prior to formal assessment, it is essential to gather

information from the parents, and probably also impor-
tant to gain additional information from the child's pre-
school teacher or pediatrician. Certainly the latter is
needed if a visual, motor or other handicap is also
present since many intellectually gifted children with
physical handicaps (such as cerebral palsy, vision, hear-
ing or perceptual problems) are overlooked (Maker and
Whitmore, 1987).

In part the background information collected will
be the customary developmental milestones such as the
Gesell norms (Ames,. et al., 1979); in part it will be the
parents' observations concerning these developmental
milestones, as well as concerning the presence or ab-
sence of the behaviors listed above. Although more
important for counseling than for identification of a
child ea "gifted,* information should be gathered about
the parents' expectations and perceptions regarding the
relationship between the child's abilities and the behav-
iors being shown. That is, are the child's abilities and
behaviors an undue source of pride, a puzzlement to
parente, a problem to be squelched, etc.

The professional should reccgnize that the state-
ment 'Every parent hea a gifted child" is a myth, along
with the categorical assertion that 'Gifted children are
a Joy to raise." Certainly these are true statements on
occasion, but with gifted youngsters clearly are not
universal. Some parents, indeed, are overly enmeshed
and ego-involved with their preschoolers - particularly
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first-born end are 'pushy parents" who produce a
'hurried child' (Elkind, 1981). More often, parents of
gifte4 children are surxised, puzzled, and even doubt-
ing that their child's behaviors are outgrowths of un-
tilivalifitelleitual md CreatiVe potential.lhis difficulty

An. attributing the thild's behaviors_ to intellectual or
creative precocity seems 1: mitt cui arty likely when the
-parents are of iuperlor intelligence themselves, since
the child's intellectual endeavors often seem "average"
to them from their own familial experience.

-In their asseument, professionals must- also real-
ize. that most parents (and aildrefi) dislike the term
*gifted' and react negatively to it, or equate the term
with "genius." Commonly, parents are shy about dis-
emit:ling "giftedness," partly due to their internalized
reluctance to have a child that is different, and partly
because moat often parents quickly develop a history of
negative interactions where friends and relatives have
made disparaging comments when the parenta at-
tempted to discuss their child's unusual abilities.

In evaluating a gifted child, it is important for the
professional to distinguish between profoundly gifted
youngsters, and those who are 'only* of superior abili-
ties and potential. The implications for assessment and
intervention with a family clearly vary if the child is
profoundly gifted. Aa professionals review the litera-
ture, they unfortunately will fmd that reference most
often is simply made to "gifted* in contrast to "non-
gifted' children, as though all gifted children were the
same, and as though 'giftedness' is MI "either-or' thing.
It should be borne in mind that it makes no more 'tense
to consider all gifted children the same than it does to
consider all retarded children to be of equal ability and
to have identical characteristics.

In IQ terms, a score of 155 or above is generally
taken to suggest that a chil d is profoundly gifted (Albert,
1971), while an IQ score of 130 to 155 simply ia called
'gifted.' Intellectually, the profoundly gifted child -

particularly above IQ of 165 - is so clearly different as to
be of the sort that likely would be called a prodigy.
Behaviorally, the differences appear to be s ar I y
extraordinary, with the characteristics listed above
likely to be present to a greater, more pervasive, and
more intense depee within the child, and to appear
much earlier in the child's life (Groat, 1970). Profoundly
gifted children are ones for whom intellectual stimula-
tion and/or creative expression are clearly emotional
needs that may appear to be as intense as the physi-
ological needs of hunger or thirst.

Ironically, although the concept of profoundly gated
individuals has been present for centuries (Albert, 1971),
the scoring norms for mos . current measures of intelli-
gence typically go at moet only four standard deviation
units above the mean (i.e., an IQ score of 160), thus
precluding much detailed information about the extent
and types of abilities of those persons who score above
the norms.

Despite a widespread belief that persone obtaining
IQ scores above 160 are so rare as to b.. negligible,
current experience by the present author (and others) is
bringing this matter into question. Based on the normal
curve, only one out of 33,000 individuals should have an
IQ score of 160 or above, and only one in 1,000,000
should have an IQ of 180 and above (Battler, 1988).
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Instead, field reports are suggesting that approximately
twice as many persons as would be expected obtain IQ
scores above 1601 and more than three times as many
above zq 180. To use a concrete example, in southwest-
ern Ohlo the author has taw *ell over twenty indi-
viduals.who obtained IQ scoresin excess of.160,-. and an.
additional six who scored above 180. (Note: Pro-rating
formulas and procedures to exceed -the tabled -norm
values in testing manuals can be found in Battler, 1988,
in Reynolds and Clark, 1986, and in the test manuals for
the Stanford-Binet Form IrM, ef Terman and Matra
1973. As Ofnowrthe-FOUrth Edition Of the Binet Offen
no such provision for extrapolation). The reason for so
many persons exceeding the cabled norm values is
unclear, with the possibilities ranging from inadequate
inclusion in the normative samples, to hypotheses that
the upper end of the intellectual spectrum may not
follow the normal curve smoothness of function. What-
ever the underlying reason, the praLticality is that there
seems to be a "bump" on the norm; IQ curve at about
160; and clearly such individuals an not as rare as
many professionals believe. (Note: As will he diacuased
below, this phenomenon is not likely to be seen with
several of the newly normed and revised individual
intelligence tests duet° an artificial ceiling effect within
those tests which sometimes allows scores only two
standard deviation units above the mean.

Because so much of psychologists' training focuses
on intelligence tests, such as the Wechsler Stales, the
tlinet, Fourth Edition, etc., it seems easy to speak in IQ
terms when talking about gifted children. The public's
general familiarity with IQ scores further encourages
this. However, in the same way that IQ scores are not
synonymous with mental retardation, neither should
they be equated with giftedness. For example, mea-
sures of creativity show extremely low correlations with
measures of intelligence when IQ scores are above about
120 (Amabile, 1983). Similarly, intelligence tests are
seldom adequate masures of °talents" in individual
areas.

Individual test of intelligence are particularly hin-
dered in measuring giftedness potentisl when adminis-
tered to preschool youngsters where developmental
spurts and lags occur mentally as well as physically, and
where motivation and attention factors are extremely
variable from day-to-day and from situation-to-Elkus-
tion. These ;actors result in low reliabilities for formal
test scores. For example, under the age of twenty-four
months, testa of intelligence generally correlate leas
than .50% with later measures of childhood IQ scores
(Anastasi, 1988). In some cases the 19 scores increase,
while in other cases they decline, sometimes as much as
Wor more IQ points (Roedell, 1980). For gifted children,
who are at the extreme of the normal curve distribution,
the variability may be even greater from occasion to
occasion.

Additionally, recent investigations have raised
strong doubts as to the adequacy of current IQ tests to
measure "intelligence," since most present tests mea-
sure convergent, culturally-bound thinking, rather than
including divergent, creative, and innovative mental
prooesses. Perhaps the most salient conceptualization
is that of Gardner (1983) who posited at least seven
intelligences (linguistic, musical, logical-mathemati-
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cal, spatial, bodily-kinesthetic, interpersonal and
intrapersonal), only two or three of which are regularly
measured by typically used psychometric measures.

__Adnaliecti,Murmatifitc14t4Acimini4eXe4t9_00ktdigge
children do reasonably Predict how well such children
will do academically-in-school settings; however, these

_ testa do not adequatelymeasure intelligence in a broader
-hellion that may well be more germane to success and
overall achievement in life.

When examining the IQ testa of groups of gifted
pmeeheolets,. one is Attu* by * acmes
aubtdimensions of the tests as well as acmes
patterns in general (Roedell, 1980). Indeed, the early
acquisition by pre-schoolers of advanced academic skills
may have a very small relation in regard to obtained
measures of intelligence. Some pre-school children with
IQ scores above 160 have not yet learned to read, even
though generally most gifted children do teach them-
selves how to read and write prior to entering school.
Similarly, cases have been reported where some pre-
schoolers with IQ scores as low as 116 were fluent
readers by the age of three (Roedell, 1980). The range
of levels of academic skills varies more widely among
gifted preschoolers than among preschoolers in gen-
eral, prompting at least one researcher to note that
lntraindividual differences among abilities are the
rule, not the exception.' (Robinson, 1981). Even so, "it
Ri highly unlikely that preschool children who are ex-
traordinary in one area of mental functioning will be
average or below average in all other areas of function-
ing' (Settler, 1988). Despite the controversy and the
witle range of individual differences, the "g- factor or
some other clustering of abilities does ascii to be present
in most gifted children.

Some particular idiosyncrasies of frequently used
testa of intelligence are noteworthy. On the WPPSI,
Verbal IQ sores for gifted children generally are signifi-
cantly higher than Performance IQ scores (Speer,
Hawthorne and 9uccatello 19M), and subteste often
have an inadequate level oftifficulty (Hawthorne, Speer
and Buccatello, 1983) which results in many of the these
children reaching a ceiling effect on one or more subtests
(Jackson, 1980). This ceiling effect significantly hinders
the professional from doing an adequate scatter analy-
sis of the WPPSI profile, as well as obscuring how far
above the ceiling that child's performance might have
gone (Reynolds and Clark, 1986).

Similarly, the Kaufman Assessment Battery for
Children (K-ABC) has difficulties with ceiling effects
which limit its effectiveness tor use with gifted children.
As Settler (1988) notes, "Over half et the subtests on the
Simultaneous and Sequential Processing Scales pro-
vide maximum scores that are only two standard devia-
tions or less above the mean. The Achievement Scale
also has a restricted range? It appears that this ceiling
effect is at least one reason why Mental Prowasing
Composite scores from the K-ABC appear to be gener-
ally lower thar other tests ouch as the Stanford-Binet,
Form 1,-141 and the WISC-R (Kaufman and Kaufman,
1983). It is less clear why the K-ABC and the WISC-R
correlate only about .65 for fourth, fifth and sixth grade
youngsters (McCallum, Karnes and Edwards, 1984;
Naglieri and Anderson, 1985), and even less so (about
.35) with children in kindergarten, first and second
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grades (Moreland and Webb, 1988). Thus, the amount
of variance in common between the two tests for gifted
youngsters appears tot range only from about 134 to
45%. for these reasons, caution should be eszercised
when using the K-ABC with gifted children, whether
preschool or school age,-

The Fourth Edition of the etanford Bind Intelli-
gence Scale-does not-appear to have a ceiling effect for
pre-sehool children, but questions about its appropri-
ateness have arisen due to the lengthened administre
tiro- tine for in4k-1410r4i- v_Iffill 411 gencer*
wkother teatineuures aami4initiriiaiong si the
earlier Porn 1.44, or whether different and unlmown
dimensions are being assessed. Correlations between
the Fourth Edition and the Form LeM with gifted
children samples have been found to range from .27 to
.66, suggesting less than 30% of the variance is shared
for these two testa with samples of gifted children
(Harkins and Webb, 1088).

Other frequently used tests for intellectual screen-
ing of pre-school and primary gifted children have been
the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test-Revised (PPVT-
R), the Simon Intelligence Test (Sit), and the McCarthy.
Scales of Children's Abilities. None of these appears
a " te for routine use in identlfying preschool gifted
chil though they might have seine use for screen-
ing purpose". The PPVT-R not only has lower reliability
than such tests as the WISC.% but also the WM for
gifted children typically are significantly lower than on
tests such as the Stanfccd-Binet (Bracken, firma!, and
McCallum 1964; Hayes and Martin, 1086).
scores on the McCarthy Scales for gifted preschoolers
generally are lower than tests such as the WPPSI and
the Stanford-Binet, Form L-M (Jackson, 1980), Scores
on the Bloom Intelligence Test, on the other hand, tend
to be significantly higher for gifted children than on
such tests am the WISC-R (Bondy, Constantino, Norcross
and Sheslow, 1984).

Clearly many questions remain to be answered
regarding the adequacy of current intelligence tests
with preachool gifted children. The consensus appears
to be that, prior to age three, formal testa are of little ustv
Such measures as the Bayley Scales of Infant Develop-
ment have only a moderate predictive correlation with
later measures of intelligence (Settler, 1988) that they
likely would be helpful only with profoundly gifted
children.

Between the ages of three and six, testing may be
even more useful but even then these scores have
substantially less stability than similar test scores of
children beyond age six (Anastasi, 1988, Settler, 1988).
Although IQ scores obtained with gifted children at this
age often we an underestimate of later tests scores, not
always is this the case. Jackson (1980) reviewed several
studies showing that a substantial minority of children
who obtained individual test IQ scores above 180 as pre-
schoolers, subsequently obtained scores well below this
level when re-tested two or three years later.

Attempts to measure creativity in preschool chil-
dren, as distinct from measuring intelligvnce, has met
with even less success. Most of the efforts to measure
creativity generally have focused on divergent thinking
and behaviors, as opposed to convergent thinking or
standard achievement The independence of creativity
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as distinct from academic intelligence has been demon-
strated in children of varying ages from kindergarten
up, awl thoe is suggestive evidence of more than one
tspe of creativity (Wallach, 1970) Formal testa de-
-signed expressly for preschool -children are few and
relatively invalidated. Such tests! ap the Wellach end
1(4in Crentiiity Battery (1966), Which is desigied for
kindergarten andeleanentary schoolchildren, can likely
be used with gifted presdiool children however. This
test allows scoring of the child's verbal responses for
fluency an4unlnueskess, The Torrence Test* of Creative

'flanking (1974) are also derligned for children-in kin-
&mar m and above, but can housed with preschoolers.
The tes s measure creative productive think-iris both in
verbal and in figural dimensions, and allow scoring on
fluency, flexibility, originality and, in some aspect,
elaboration. The test-retest and predictive validity of
both of these testa has been low, however (Jackson,
1980), and has prompted one expert to state that "pre-
dictive validity might best be circumvented by consider-
ing the quality of the child's responses, rather than
simply scoring the number and uniqueness of the
answers given" (Crockenburg, 1972).

Even more so regarding creativity than in measur-
ing intelligence, the professional is well advised to
examine behaviors of the child, and to conduct an
informal assessment of divergent, creative thinking,
rather than attempting to mt. on a formal tasting.
Settler (1988) has suggested a compendium of tasks
selectee from various measures of creativity, and some
of these are listed below. In using these, the profes-
sional must carefully consider 'the factors that might
contribute to the substantial unreliability....such as the
emotional atmosphere and time li nita of the session,
the availability of inapirat1onal cues in the testing room,
eild so on' (Jackson, 1980), Even so such approaches to
creativity, as distinct from measures of intelligence,
may provide a fairer assessment of giftedness potential
te minority or culturally disadvantaged preschool chil-
dren (Battler, 1980).

Some informal creativity measures (Settler, 1988)
that can be used are to ask the child to:

- list new ways to use specific common objects
list problems that might arise from a common
situation
suggest ways to improve an object

- list different ways in which two things are alike,
and how they are different

- suggest what the effecta would be if an everyday
class of objects (e.g. cars) no longer existed
list questions that could be Baked about a particu
lar picture, or suggest possible outcomes of the
scene in the picture.

Because of the various difficulties in formally
testing gifted preschool youngsters, Roedell, Jackson
and Robinson (1980) adopted an approach that is par-
ticularly appropriate. They noted that 'very young
children are rarely so consistently cooperativs that they
can be relied upon to demonstrate the best performance
of which they are capable during all phases of a test
sesaion. If a session contains reveral measures.... one's
chances of observing evidence of a child's advanced
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capabilities are greatly increased.' Thus they adopted
a testing philosophy that*the most meaningful aspectof
a young child's test performance is not the 4110 aver!
age level of performance across a wide rage of taiilm,
but-the advanceci performance-demonstrateroe
Although admittediy an unconventional view, _this
'Pia& islesilikOlY to
and is most in keeping with educational philosophies
regarding starting at readiness level in various skill
areas. In evaluating I:Le-school children, it is better te
be overly inclusive, than to be inappropriately exclu-
sive.

Thus, in evaluating preschoolers, little emphasis
should be given to formal testing of gifted children
younger than age four, and where testing is done, the
'best performance* model should be used. An exception
should be made where it appears that a prodigy is at
hand that is, a child who is clearly functioning in one
or more areas at least five to seven years ahead of what
would be expected for a child of that age. In such cases,
formal teating can provide useful benchmarksof achieve-
ment and/or potential that will help in knowing how
best to appropriately communicate with the youngster, --
what sorts of enrichment activities might be most ap-
propri ate, and in planning which educational activities

school placement would best match the child's
competence.

With gifted preschool youngsters, however, the
behavioral observations, and the repcata from parent's
pediatrician and preschool teacher are generally more
important than teat scores, It is interesting to note in
this regard that when parents are educated as to the
general characteristics of gifted children, they are able
to identify their preschool children as being gifted at
least as accurately as such tests as the Woodcock-
Johnson or the Raven Progressive Matrices (Hanson,
1984).

Referral Queetion
Seldom is a preschool gifted child referred simply

for asaessment of intellectual or creative potential.
Instead, a gifted preschool child far more often ia re-
ferred for behavioral problems, ostensibly relmed to
'immaturity,' with creativity or intelligence rarely be-
ing mentioned by the parents nor the professionals
making a referral. Some of the more common com-
plaints are as follows:

- High activity level: low impulse control
- Seems too serious for a child that age; raises moral,

ethical or philosophical questions
- Always into things; takes things apart

Perfectionistic, expects tea much of self
- Needs very little sleep, Lat has extremely vivid

dreams
- Seems too emotional; gets intensely frustrated

where unable to accomplish a goal; throws temper
tantrums at such times.
Can't seem to complete tasks or stay on track
Seems narcissistic and overly self-absorbed

- Has difficulty relating te age peers; wants to boss
them, doesn't share interests expected for that
age, spends much time thinking or alone or with
older peers.

- Continually asking questions, interrupting others,
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showing off knowledge
- People keep telling me that I have an unusual

child.'

All of these may be real problems in their own
right, and perhaps could be handled in a circumscribed
ind iiiirrow fashion without considering the concepts of
gifted and talented. Our experience, however, suggests
that it is far more effective to explore the extent to which
these behaviors axe accompaniments and outgrowths of
lanusually high intellect or creativity, lest these behav-
lora -incorrectly be explained as part -of some other
diagnostic entity suth Alia conduct disorder. Indeed, in
the absence of such information, parent, and children
alike construct their own rationale for these behaviors.

Parents in particular seeM prone to label the above
characteristics as problems in discipline, immaturitY,
or socialization, or occasionally simply as inborn tem-
perament difficulties. When parents learn that these
behaviors are normal for many.- perhaps most gifted
children, these parents are able to Ire-frame" the prob.
lem behaviors, allowing themselves to act more appro-
priately with support and guidance to shape these
behaviors, rather than to punish them or attempt to
extinpuish them.

it is important to note that the characteristics that
may be problematic in childhood are the very ones that
we want and expect our creative adults to possess and
demonstrate. The problems arise primarily because (a)
these children do not fit our expectations for children of
that age, (b) they enter and pass through developmental
and mental stages more quickly than our programs are
designed to handle, and (c) due to lack of life experience,
their judgement, wisdam and empathy lag significantly
behind their intellect, creativity and intensity.

The Assessment
In interviews with the parenth, as well as in the

observations and formal testing discussed below, atten-
tion should be given to the child's behavior in the
following areas.

- Cognitive/language abilities
- General motor ability
- Fine motor ability

Interpersonel relations
Persistence, intenaity, concentration

Developmental schedules such as the Gesell De-
velopmental Schedules (Ames, Gillespie, Haines, and
lig, 1979) or even the widely used Denver Developmen-
tal Screening Test (Frankenburg, Dodds, Fandal, Kazuk
and ('ohn, 1975; Fish and Burch, 1985) can be used to
guide the conceptualization and provide norms forcom-
parison, even though such develorsnental schedules
were not specifically designed for the task of identifying
gifted children. In general, gifted preschool childrenare
about 30% more advanced developmentally than the
norm, though wide variability exists (Brink, 1982), For
example, the average child speaks three words (other
than I'MaMa* or TaDaye) at about fourteen months.
Most gifted children achieve this milestone at about
nine to ten month'', though same gifted children will
have accomplished this tasks as early as six months,

and will be speaking in complete sentences of five to ten
worde (or more) the end of the first year (Fish, 1984).
Gifted children above IQ of 150 begin reading on the
average at four and one-half years, with some of these
children starting to read at eget*" (Khitsid, 1969).

_ The firet thmereas - Cogniiiv'lLanguage, Gen-
eral Motor Ability, and Fine Motor Ability, can be
assessed using a cheddist -such as that presented in
Table 1. Generally, gifted children are advanced in all
three areas, although the development is unlikely to be
equal M all three areas. This table was developed by
Hall and Skinner-(1980) llyfi this -in
parent interviews to assess whether a Pre-14001 child
might he gifted, and is based on information compiled
from such source* as the Gesell Develo tal Sched-
ule and the Bayley Infant Scales. Mil need not be
advanced by 30% in all of the areas Mead. Indeed, most
gifted children are not equally advanced in all arem due
to the developmental spurts and lags noted earlier.
However, if a child I. advanced by 30% or more in most
of the itoms, particularly in cognitive,language, infor
mational or mathematical skills areas (Jackson, 1980),
then it is likely that the preschool child will later be
categorized as gifiAL

A pattern that is particularly frustrating to the
child occurs in some gifted children when the General
Motor or Fine Motor development lags significantly
behind the cognitive development. In such situations
the child can visualize a desired behavior, but is unable
to accomplish the task due to puor motor skills.

Developmental Guideline For Identifying
Gifted Preschoolers

General Motor Ability
Lift chin up when lying stomach down
Holds up bath head and chest
Rolls over
Sits up with support
Site alone
Stands with help
Stands holding on
creeps
Stands alone well
Walks alone
Walks, creeping is discarded
Creeps up stairs
Walks up stairs
Sesta self in chair
Turns pagea of book
Walks down stairs one hand held
Walks up stairs hold rail
Runs well, no falling
Walks up end down strum alone
Welke on tiptoe
Jump. with both feet
Alternate* feet when walking up stairs
Jumps from bottom step
Rides tricycle using pedals
Skips on one foot only
Throws hall
nips alternatins feet

30%
Normal More
Months Advanced

1 0.7
2 1.4
3 2.1
4 2.8
7 4.9

5.0
04

11 7.7
11 7,7

121 9.76
16 104
15 10.5
18 12.8
15 12.8
18 12.8
21 14.7
21 14.7
24 10.8
24 18.8
ao 21.0
ao 21.0
30 25.2
ae 25.2
se 25.2
48 35.8
48 33.6
00 42,0

Normal
Fine Motor Ability Months
Grupo handle of spoon but lets go quickly 1
Vertical eye coordination
Flap with rattle 3

16-- 16

IKRa
Mors

Advenoed
0.7
0.7
2.1



Manipulates e ball, is interested In detail 6 4.2
Fulls lazing adaptively 7 4.9
Shows hand preference 8 5.8
Holds object between fingers & thumb 9
Holds croon adaptively 11 7.7
Alarms car alone 1 1 7.7

I .2_ *ale 'PGA tfneeullY 13 . 9.1
Drawing imitates etseke 15 10.5
Fa ld! paper once imitatively 21 14.7
Miming imitates V stroke & circular stroke 24 18.8
Imitates V and H abtikea 30 21.0
imitates bridge with blocks 36 25.2
Draw. person with two parts 48 33.6
DraiVe unmistakable wean with body 60 42.0
Copies triangle 60 42.0
Draws pinion with neck, hands, clothes 72 50.4

Normal
30%

Mere
Cognitive loulgunge Months Advanced
Social smile at people 1.5 1.05
Vocalizes four times or inure 1.6 1.12
VieuellY reev=tze mottle' 2 1.4
Searches with eyes for mound 2.2 1.54
Vocalizec two different sounds 2.3 1.81
Vocalizes four diffenint syllables 4.9
Says 4idit.de or e4uivelent 7.9 5.53
Responds to name, nano 9 8.8
Looks st pictures in book 10
Jabbers espressively 12 8.4
hnitrates works 12.5 8.75
Has speaking vocabulary of 3 words

(other thsn dada and mama)
14 9.0

Has vocabulary 44 words Including names 18 10.5
Pointe to one aimed body part 17 11.0
Names one object (What is this?) 17.8 12.48
Follows direction to put object in chair 17.8 12.48
Has vocabulary of 10 words 18 12.8
Has vocabulary of 20 word. 21 14,7
Combines 2 or 3 words spontaneously 21 14,7
Jargon is discards, 3 word aentences 24 18.8
them I, me, you 24 18.8
Names 3 or mare object' on a picture 24 18.8
Is able to identify 6 or more objects 24 18.8
Fives full name 30 21,0
Names 6 objects on a picture 30 21,0
Identifies 7 objects 30 21.0
Able to tell whet various objects are used for 30 21.0
Counts (enumerates) object. to three 36 25.2
Identifies the sates 38 25.2

Of the other two areas - interpersonal relations,
and intensity, concentration and persistence - it ap-
pears that the interpersonal relations aspect is fairly
similar to the Personal-social dimension on the Denver
Developmental Screening Test, the Bpl.elle Develop-
mental Inventory (Newborg, Stock and Wnek, 1984) or
other similar inventories. As with the earlier dimen-
sions, the 30% advancement over average should be
used with regard to the general interpersonal skills
tapped by these instruntents, such as the progression
from parallel play to interactive play.

There are, however, some behavioral and interper-
sonal dimensions that should be examined which are
not typically included in such standard assessment
instruments. In particular, the aspects of intensity,
concentration and persistence are seldom represented,
though they have clearly been recognized as signs of
advanced intelligence which appear quite early in life
(Kolata, 1987; Webb, et aL, 1982). Most often these

characteristics can be estimated by a professional based
an a Parental report Gifted preschool childrentypically
have a broad range of interests, but also spend unusu-
ally Icag periods deeply involved in the project at hand,
literally hours sometimes; and -totha-pint that-thoSe
around clea* -._thOSWLerengP,fr&ALS

An exception is gifted child who is also suffer.
ing from aftention-defkilt dikaider:(ADD). Theis. thil-_,-
dren show extremely high skill levels in various areas,
have wide ranging interests, but have great difficulty
with impulseamtrolorinatayingontasirwhendistra*
ingorcompetingstimtliare -pritifent libloOthe-pretiente
or absence of an attend:1440dt disOlder is eitreniely
importantin the recommendations tofollow, care should
be taken to rule out this possibility if possible.

%ether the preschool gifted child has an attend
tion-deficit disorder or not, ens of the most universal
characteristics among gifted children, and perhaps the
most difficulttodefine, is intensity. Perhaps one mother's
description of her child will suffice when she said, My
child's life motto seems to be 'anything worth doing, is
worth doing to excess!' Indeed these children do seem
to be excessive personalities, and their intensity perm.
atea virtually eventking they do fromtheirbehaviors to
their emotions. It is as though they are overly intense
in every respect, even in thinking and sleeping. A. a
result of the lack of modulation lathe behaviors of gifted
preschoolers, their emotional and interpersonal chine.
teristics usually are distinctly florid and excessive,
often to the point of causing problem for those around--
them.

In addition, to the above general guidelines, the
following behavioral characteristics have been reported
consistently by professionals and parents alike as being
relatively unique characteristics of prom:awl gifted
children. Professicaials should specifically inquire about
them.

- Does the child use humor, particularly in riddles,
incongruities, or puns?

- Does the child prefer older playmates?
When playmates are not easily available, does the
child create games with imaginary playmates?
Does the child attempt to modify, improve on,
create, or organize games being played with oth-
era?

- Does the child who is capable of interactive play
spend substantial amounts of time in solitary play
involving manipulating or creating objects?

- Does the child maintain unusually long periods of
focused attention when involved in an area of
interest?

- Does the child repeatedly seek complex tasks and
challenges even though experiencing frustration?

- Does the child show unusually intense feelings
(sensitivities) in areu such as the arta or regard-
ing social inequities or moral dilemmas?

- Does the child experience keen impatience or
frustration when peers do not share interests, or
when others cannot seem to grasp solutions to
problems?

- Does the child seem to need significantly less sleep
or significantly mon sleep than others?

- Does the child have a wide range of interests, such
that there seem not to be enough hours in the day?



- Is the child highly competitive, and intensely
dislikes losing?
If the answer to a majority of these questions is

*yes,* a strong likelihood exists that the child will fall in
the iftéd éatégory In addition to the above Cheeklists
audguidelines.afewntherfindingshave apPearedwith
greeter frequency ainong gifted children andtheirfami-

-lies lliey do not, -however, -usually -appear -to-be of
significant help in making clinical decisions, and are
hated here only for completeness. Gifted children tend
tikhave greater birth weights andhead circumferences

itiatlEtifige,"1916;1Wigii-Vciore,
11181). Mothers hittond 'aka '40 ipPear Maio &illy to
have profoundly gifted children (Matheison, 1980). Boys
with, IQ scores aboVe 140 appear to shoiv significantly
higher actiiiiity levels and more difficulties with impulse
control than boys below IQ 140 (Shaywitz, Shaywitz,
Jamner, Towle, and Barnes, 1986).

Observation: Where possible, the child should be
obsetiied and interacted with individually. Typically
the behavioral characteristics noted above become
quickly apparent when .the child is asked to perform
stich;tasks ai drawing apkture,tellinga Story, con-
structing three wishes, ortalking about fmnityand-daily
activities. It is not helpful to ask children directly
whether they think they might be gifted. Seldom are
gifted children aware that the way they see and do
things differs significantly from others: They have
grown up seeing the world through their eyes, and to
-them that is 'normal* or average. Instead, they often
puzzlingly find themselves feeling out of step, but with-
out being able to explain why others their age seem not
to share their interesta or skills. Thus, it is more
appropriate to ask them about their activities and the
quality of their interactions with peers, shared interesta
and games, etc.

Formal Observations: As noted previously, indi-
vidually administered tests of intelligence or creativity
are generally no more likely to be accurate than inter-
view and observation, and the added professional time
and expense of formal individual tests are probably not
warranted until age Mx or so. The administration of
group tests appears even less warranted due to their far
lower reliability and validity (Sattler, 1986).

Some situations, however, warrant formal testing,
particularly when a learning disability is suspected, or
when there are limitations on the usefulness of inter-
view or observation methods such as in children with
speech, hearing, or motor difficulties that interfere. The
professional should bear in mind, though, that the
child's handicap ithelf may have made the testing situ-
ation more stressful, may have reduced the child's
exposure to esperiences that would have contributed to
knowledge, or may hinder the child's ability to perceive
or respond to the test instructions. "Thus, a handi-
capped child who earns the same score as a non-handi-
capped child may actually be demonstrating a more
unusual performance and greater capacity for future
learning.' (Jackson, 1980). In such cases it is frequently
necessary to adapt the standardized administration
procedures so that the child can have a reasonable
opportunity to demonstrate abilities and skills. Of
course, this means that the professional will then have
to use professional judgement in interpreting themean-

ins of scores since interpretation of the test scores
according to the typical norms can no longer be done in
straightforward fashion. -Here the liest performance"
In0410f4004et.410Miskartiogalyipproartate.
not on& as a measure of potential, but also to identify -
. areas of strength-that can-be huilt-uponin educational
planning.

In-cases where a learning disability -or -develop;
mental disabilities in motor development is suspected,
tests such as the Beery Test ofVisual-Motor Integration
ortheaanderVisualeetniAty*heAplu_Ey.:,-2::
(alitiref; ER48)- ibPkOlitttkette ate Ailed in IXOXin1144ial
with whatever portions ere able to be used-of an mdi-
viduel test of intelligence. Though these tests donot
measure 'giftedness* per se, they are relevant for many_
gifted children who caii see in their *mind's eye what
they would like to do with a task, but their muscular
coordination does not cooperate. Often this frustration
mirrors similar experiences that the child has at home,
or is likely to have at school, where the child's frustra-
tion culminates in temper tantrums that otherwise are
inexplicable to the adults around.

An wash -comment is needed 'about preschool
gifted children susiected of being learning &tabled.
The professional should be extremely reluctant to dia
nose a pre-school gifted child ai being learning &alibied
unless the evidence is truly compelling. Instead, consid.
oration should be given to the nioitilikely-Plieneineriiiii
of a develepinental lag. Gifted children, likeOtero their _

age, do not develop smoothly across various skill areas.
Indeed, the relativediscrepanciesare lately tobe greater
simply because thetotal potential range of their skills ia
too high. If is not unusual th find discrepancies between
Verbal and Performance I scores of 20, 30 or even 40
IQ points. Among Scaled , differences of five to
seven points are not uncommon. Experience suggests
that these variations most often reflect temporary de-
velopmental anomalies, rather than pendstent chars&
teristics. Although recommendations can still be made
to parents about remediate efforts, caution should be
exercised concerning giving a label of learning dis-
able& to a gifted child under the age of seven.

Formal testing of gifted children often differs in
other respects. Generally, testing takes longer since the
children do not reach the ceiling as quickly as other
children. Testing should be scheduled over two or even
three occasions so an accurate measure of functioning
can be obtained, since otherwise fatigue is quite likely to
be a factor. In addition, the gifted child's playfulness
and sense of humor may inhibit straight:byword pro-
gression through the test, and some allowance must be
made to adequately consider this both in administration
and in interpreting the resulta. Paradoxically, self-
evaluation and self-criticism by the gifted child is also
more likely than in other children, and can hinder the
testing bemuse of the child's reluctance to guess. Even
so, most gifted children find the experience of testing to
be enjoyable at least if it is presented as a fun set of
challenges tiat will help dirk family to plan for school
entrance. Most gifted children can readily comprehend
such a description, and are already extremely anxious to
enter school; they can hardly wait to get to the place that
has the 'rest of the answers.* Thus testing can be
construed to them in ways that they find to be in their
own self-interest.
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In the scoring and interpretation of tests, profes-
sionals must not confuse high intelligence with wiedm
tkat comes from accumulation of life experiences. In

children, ,iclgenrent lags_ significantly behind
irea arcssie11,-1980',Wthh-, et IL, ItirAnotbeCaUse

the chilli ia_not .smart,-but. because_there -are-many
aspects of life that cannot Ise *reasoned out* and Can Oniy

iderstoodtbrough-aceumulation of various experi-
ences. This lag in judgement is often quite frustrating
to parents who begin to expect the child to 'act' in
ItE...PWithH, ,Mostoften t'ke Social and
'interpersonal Jtidgèneit is BhUi aiiead at the-
illd'ichronological age, but yet is significantli lagging
behind the child's 'mental age?

Similarly, caution is particularly needed in inter-
preting 'age equivalent" or °grade equivalent' scores
that gifted children obtain on such tests as the Wide
Range Achievement Test or the Peabody Individual
Achievement Test. Sometimes tests such as these are
used for °out of level* testing to obtain some estimate of
a child's reading, spelling or arithmetic level, and are
often used in making early entrance or grade placement
decisions. -Such an 'out of leiter tatting is an appropria
ate appmach, but amtion must be exercised in inter-
preting what these scores mean. Certainly they do not
necessarily indicate that the child is ready to enter a
specific pads or that the child functions at that age level
in &respects. The sampling in such testa is in specific
domain/ only, and many other foundation skills that are
tintght III specific grades of school are not measured by
these tests. Parente, in particular, often need to have
this distinction made for them in order to allow them to
plan appropriately.

Recommendations to Parents
Although the professional hopefully will want to

learn more about gifted children and their families
through reading and other continuing education activi-
ties, the followhig brief descriptions represent a distil-
lation of insighta gained from the 'author's decade of
working with gifted children and their families. Fur-
ther information, including bibliographies of books,
magazines and journals, and names of relevant national
associations, can be found in the appendicea of such
books as Webb, et al. (1982) and Clark (1988).

In reviewing assessment results with parents of
gifted children, the professional should expect that the
parents initially will be uncomfortable since must often
they expect that you - as the professional- will have
found something that they did wrong as parents. Al-
though parents of preschoolers generally may be some-
what insecure, the parents of gifted preschoolers typi-
cally are more so, sin= they characteristically come to
the professional because they are puzzled by the child's
behavior. In addition, as noted previously, most parents
of gifted children already have acquired a history of
negative interactions with others who have accused
them of bragging or overstating their child's abilities.
Expect these parents also to be frustrated with many
aspects of their gifted child, whose intensity (combined
with the other characteristics noted previously) have
caused at least one mother to say, 'Having a gifted child
doesn't change the family's lifestyle; it destroys kr

Parents of such children are typically overjoyed
and grateful to discover a professional who is willing to

listen to them, to take their situation seriously, and to
help them plan for the future. Some parents will worry
that being gifted inevitably will lead to emotional prob-
lems, It is intpertantfortistimekssional to assure thiem __-
that sea is not ihe case, particularly when gifted
children-areunderstood and. supported by parents and -
scheol ***ems. Thus, the interactions _with the per
-chologist mother professional iilionld be castinthelight
of enhancing human potential and preventing potential
difficulties, rather than being viewed from a psychopa-
thelsay_Model. .Ptuisista find thiasirePre#011`WskrinsiJii,..

&over that
insurance reimbursement seldom asters such profes-
sional services unless there is a co-existing or derivative
problem, snob as anxiety or depression.

Most parents soon bring up questions which re-
volve around providing enrichment activities, questions
of early entrance to school, finding the "right' school,
peer relationships, sibling rivalry, developing impulse
control and self-management skills. Some of these
questiona can be answered simply. Others require more
detailed information and extended effort by the parents
and the child.

Enrichment should follow the child's lead, rather
than forcing development on the child. Give the child a
broad array of stimulating experiences, and provide
more in-depth exposure when the child expresses inter-
est. Museums, librarisa, zoos; trips to junk yards -.all
can be exciting wonderlands for gifted pre-school chil-
dren. It is important to help Parents underitand when
a child might be through with an activity. That is,
parents of gifted children often feel that a child should
carry all activities through to completion in order to
learn responsibility. However, for gifted children, par-
ticularly preschoolers, the complexity of the task under-
taken andfor the diversity of interests of the child may
preclude the child from reasonably completing it, though
the child may have learned much that ia stimulating in
the process. Parenthetically, yet another characteristic
of gifted children ia that they often set unrealistic gosls
since their imagination is so great, only to experience
keen disappointment if they fmd that their goals amnot
be rnet

Early entrance to school iB a amsideration since
most gifted youngsters do better with such an approach,
as contrasted with situations where they feel chroni-
cally bored and unchallenged in schools if the curricu-
lum is inflexibly lock-step (Webb, 1982). Such a decision
must involve consideration not only of the child's intel-
ligence and achievement in aaidemic areas, but also
sociological variables. If the community ia one with a
preponderance of gifted children in the school system,
then it is likely that the child will be able to find suitable
support and enrichment without early admission. Of
course, this is not as likely to be true for profoundly
giftet children who generally seem to do well with one
year' advanced placement Occasionally, radically
advanced placement of two or more years is warranted,
but only after considerable study of the individual
situation, only if the family la high informed and sup-
portive, and only after attempts have been made at less
radical solutions.

Given our society's present sex-role expectancies,
boys probably should be in the upper 50% of the growth
chart before early entrance to school is seriously amid-

ls



ered. In some school systems, and in many school
readiness schemes, adequate fine-motor coordination is
liltewiae considered necessity for early entrance Lisu-
ally this is operatipnally defined through such tasks as

:7
_and stay withinthe. gifted yoUngsters, the _

leek ef these sidlls is not an adequate reason to deny
earlyentranceisines gifted childienioicklylearn coma
Peneatory ways to work around these temporary deficits
which a tbarrieratàlóarnin. Parents of preschool

children shouktbe encouraged to Approach.thera-ra it at ieit aTe* i(thrprIorto the &Id
iigkindergartan,_ or is tuch as a yeerlieTore the

child enters first grade. -The contact initially should be
With the coordinator Of gifted educatien for
that School sistem, or perhaps with the pal. Par-
ents commonly report that if they initially contact the
regular classroom teacher, they are quite often met with
open or implied disbelief, or at least a reserved "wait and
seek attitude.

Encourage the parents to give you permission to
aced azeport of your finding* to the achool. Having- a
-profeSaional's opinion thatthe child may be Mtellectu-

,--- --ally-or creatively giftectassista the-school-personnel- in
giving more serious consideration to the possibility that
this, child may be one who is different from the average
child for whom uniform school systems in the United
States havespecial differentiated educational programs
for gifted children only beginnitig in the third grade (and
-thehlisitelly only for a few-hours per week), awaka .
tions can be made within the regular classroom setting
even in the first school years to nurture and develop
intellectual abilities as well as the child's sense of
integrity and self-concept. It is important for the par-
ents to develop an alliance with the school, and that they
be seen by school personnel as helpful, rather than as
complaining adversaries. More information on how to
do this along with information t. Incoming what expect-
ancies parents and schools should have of each other,
can be found in such resources am Webb, et al. (1982) and
Clark (1988).

Particular support of the parents by professionals
is needed if the preschool gifted child is female or is from
a cultural minority or disadvantaged setting. Socializa-
tion factors begin quite early in life to shape family and
self attitudes concerning the acceptability of creative
and intellectual behaviors. Gifted girls learn quite early
that they should camouflage their brightness, and ghoul d
lower their overt aspirations (Kerr, 1985). Cultiral
minority and disadvantaged gifted pre-schoolers often
find themselves confronted with lowered, often prejudi-
cial, expectancies about their abilities, and may belong
to sub-cultures that place far less value on intellect and
creativity (Colangelo and Zaffran, 1979). Counseling
with parents can be of particular help in both instances
since these gifted pre-schoolers are far more likely to
differ from the norm in ways that will become Imre as.
ingly obvious BB they mature, and which can result in
emotional and interpersonal difficulties unless the dif-
ferences are anticipated.

At home, it is important that the parents not be so
awed by their preschool gifted child that they allow the
child to rule the family or become the virtual exclusive
focus. Similarly, on the other hand they must not allow
a gifted child to become a liability rather than an asset

_

.-
1;e

dr ough overly cautioning, limit-satting or criticizing
gifted child behaviors so that the child feels =accepted
and unacceptable.

Persmis who are awed often fall into the trip of -7

treicitWit *441W -Child
.riersons,..ln.their_interacilonit With_ e_giftect mambo,'
child, often are BO Struck by the child's precocity that
thei raiment
relatives or in a arocery cbeck-out line. Such reinforce-
ment of the child'i intellectUal, treat/Veer eltisticskills
.111.1Wa_ik .! PIANO.** chilkof the " .'" butrunathe. ,

_ 'aro' T -.T: diantfonp .tiffellfilti'
can do; Stich éhII&i SA 'itt Ida: for itamattiettly
feeling that they tan be of value only if they are produe,
ins tarnetietg, and that they cermet-be valued sinipli
for theinsilves. Not oily I. it hinuirdotis to his* One's
sense of identity on a single hook (Le, intellect), but also
such a singular focus interferes with the child's ability
to relate to others.

With gifted Children, as with all children limits on
behaviors are needed. However, because of the gifted
child'itintensity and creativity, and because the child is
so often "mit of Step" with age peers and the eystears and
expectancies for-children of that age,- the likelihood
increased that the child will be criticized for many of the
very behaviors that are inherently a part ofbeing gifted,
It is extremely easi for parents to beceme engaged in
power struggles. that serve only to create distance be-
tween parent and child. An example would be the gifted
child who needs only siz hours sleep at Iva five, or the
four-year-old who asks incessent questions of everyone
around. Instead of attempting to stifle such behaviors
a at the expense of one's relationship with thechild it
is more beneficial to recognize that these behaviors are
to be expected in many gifted preschool children. An
important motto to impart to parents is that of glowing
with, rather than fighting against? Though it is Impor-
tant to shape and mold the behaviors, most need not
become the sources of power struggles or criticisms of
the child's intensity, creativity and curiosity. Later in
life these children will encounter more than their share
of persons who feel a need to "take them down a pegs or
to 'show them they're not as smart as others say they
are?

Limits set on gifted preschool children generally
should be as few as possible, but should be consistent in
their enforcement. Our experience haa been that the
natural or logical consequences approach of Dreikuts
and Seitz (1964) works particularly well with most
gifted pre-school children, and their book is one which
we recommend to these parents, along with 'Guiding
the Gifted Child' (Webb, et al. 1982). The exteption is
for the attention-deficit disordered gifted child. There,
limits are needed that are frequent, tighdy enforeed,
and which involve close monitoring of an aspects of the
child's behavior. These children give the appearance of
incredible cunning in violating house rules, and appear
almost hnmune to usual reinforcenumt schedules since
they habituate so quickly to new discipline appreaches.

For most gifted preschoolers, however, positive
reinforcement is quite effective, and can be used to
ameliorate or prevent several oommon problem that
otherwise may occur. Because gifted preschoolers often
have such wide interests, they may have great difficulty
staying 'on task.' Since this is an area of importance to
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school personnel, parents should use successive re-
warding of mail increments to psionioto this skill.

Similarly, cooperative, rather than competitive
play, can be reinforasL Though such a comment might
-ston-applicable toallprehool en, the intense mien-_ ,Y4t_t* 11;vglift_41V-Achoglers
orients them disproportionately toward gantes and ac-

4ivitieithat are caripetitive andviherethey can "Win.'
Needless to say, this does not always make for the most
harmonious sibling or peer relationships, and will need
_ocused attention by the _parents _to help the child de-

Op-alternate tityles-ofinteriteting.-RaliFekidellitg by
the 'parents of cooperative and noik;conspetitive
ties is particularly helpful, es ls role-playing with the
child to help develop empathy for another's viewpoint

A related and very poWerful technique is that of
'special time,* wherein the parent gives each child in
the family five minutes of undivided attention to jointly
do what the child wants to do, except it cannot, be a
competitive activity. Such special times give opportu-
nity far the child to experience sharing and cooperative
venture% while removing competitive ones. This, and
other related teehniques, are described in more detail in
Webb, et al. (1982).

Finally, the professional will encounter some par-
ents who believe their preschool child is gifted when, in
fact, this is not the case even when using a 'best
performance' approach. Most often this occurs in chil-
dren who are above average in intelligence, usually with

IQ scores of 120 to 125. Many of these parenta initially
ardently desire for their child to be formally deaignated
as 'gifted, and may refuse to believe the professional
who attempta to tell them otherwise. A helpful ap-
proach in such situations is to suggest that the child
may fall in the range of 'optimum intelligence,' though
not at this time in the range called 'gifted.' The concept
of optimum intelligence (in IQ terms about 120 to 145)
was formulated by Hollingworth (1976) to represent
that intelligence level where tasks are mastered easily,
but where one is not so different from society's main-
stream as to have an increased risk of being noticeably
different It is from this group that most of the leaders
in our culture come from, and clearly is sufficient gen-
eral intelligence to comfortably complete college level
academic work, or beyond, yet still 'lave a sense of
belongingness to those around. Upon understanding
this, most such parents are both satisfied and relieved.

Most of all, suggest to parents of apparently gifted
preschoolers, that they treat their Aildren as though
they were gifted, at least until such time as more
reliable and accurate estimates can be obtained, usually
when the child is about age eight or nine. Encourage
them to talk to other parenta, to Join local discussion
groups, to share child-rearing recipes and parenting
experiences, and to read the literature on gifted and
talented children. If their child subsequently turns out
to be gifted, this approach will have helped signifi-
cantly. If not, it will have done no harm, and the
additional information they have gained will have pre-
vented them from placing inappropriate expectations
on their child in later years.
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EARLY ASSESSMENT OF EXCEP11ONAL POTENTIAL
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Introduction
The past decade has been one in which the issue of

equity has been prominent in the reform of American
schools. This eoncern hie affected gifted as well as
general education. The National Report on Identifica-
tion (Richert, Alvino & McDennel, 1082) revealed that
culturally different and econmnically disadvantaged
students were underrepresented from 110-10% in gifted
programs throughout the country, Furthermore, na-
tionally based researeh (Coe, 1 1) on service delivery
models used across the country to meet the needs of
intellectually gifted students have shown programa to
be extremely uneven in scope and depth, and centered
on upper elementary grades four to ei ht.

These issues have formed the hak und for new
federal legislation, the Jacob Javits Gifted and Talented
Students Education Act of 1088, which has been autho-
rized to support research on innovative ways to equalise
opportunities for underserved culturally different and
economically disadvantaged gifted students. Beginning
in 1989, some twenty-five national projetts were funded
under the auspices of the Act. The purpose of this article
is to describe one such effort on behalf of young children
from culturally different and/or economically disadvan-
taged settings.

Early Assessment for Exceptional Potential
The Early Assessment for Exceptional Potential

(EAEP) project (Shaklee, Whitmore, Barbour, Barton,
Ambrose & Viechnicki, 1980) was designed to create
and implement a non-traditional model for the assess-
ment of exceptional potential in young children,
particularly those who might be overlooked by stan-
dardized testing. The university-bend team began with
a set of assumptions about young children and their
teachers: (1) the regular classroom setting should be the
focua of the assessment effort; (2) primary classroom
teachers are professionally competent individuals who
can make decisions about children; (3) indicators of
exceptional potential are universal in nature; (4) a
systematic, continuous system of observation can be
used to make decisions about children and subsequently,
curricular change; and, (5) an evaluation model can be

created to determine the impact of the project on teach-
ers and students.

The project was initiated in Fall 1989, when the
Collaborative Assessment Council(CAC) was created.
The Council consisted of university based faculty from
gifted child education, early childhood education and
evaluation; primary regular and gifted child clesereient_
teachers; and administratom and curriculum coordina-
tors from five local school eysteme. The CAC functioned
as the decision making authority for the project. During
the first year of the project, the CAC established three
subcommittees which completed the following tasks: a)
a research-based list of universal primary identifiers of
exceptional intellectual potential with operational de-
scriptions; b) a needs assessment of regular primary
classroom teacher's knowledge and comfort with gifted _

assessment and education; and c) a portfolio assess-
ment process for collecting and evaluating observational
and self-report data from teachers, children and par-
ents.

Preparation of the primary classroom teachers
who were to implement the assessment model became a
focal point of the discussions in the CAC. Reviewing
earlier research on ataff development, the Council fo-
cused ita efforta on creating a design that would immerse
the teachers in the goals and objectives of the project,
prepare them te use the portfolio process and build
ownership in the Early Assessment program. One of the
key training questions revolved around our ability to
show teachers authentic examples of young children
demonstrating examples of the primary identifiers (i.e.,
How can teachers be shown examples of young children
exhibiting primary identifiers of exceptional potential?)

Authentic Examples
In order to provide authentic examples of the

primary identifiers, the CAC decided to create a sinies
of videotapes for primary classroom teachers. Six class-
rooms of identified intellectually gifted students
representing grades 1(-3 were videotaped once a week
from October 1989 through March 1990. These class-
rooms were selected because they represented similar
populations in age, grade level, culture, ethnic origin,
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socio-economic status and type of giftedness (Le., intel-
lectual) to the EAEPtarget population. Forty-five hours
of videotape footage Were coded and analyzed in relation
to the priniary identifiers using a computer program,
ViData- auckennan,1994 Inter.rater-reliability-was
established at .81 and intra-rater reliability at ;94. The
computer analysis yielded"457 exiimptetbf the-18 Itili-
maTidentifiers. A seconduy screening of the aamples
bis--ed -on accuracy of representation, culturaVethnic
bias, and auditery/visual clarity was conducted by five
external reviewers. The final examples of the primary
identifiersivereusedlocreatefour sinatnictionai video-
tapes that reflected- the -categories 2of identifierie
exceptional learner of knowledge; exceptional user of
knowledge; exceptional generator of knowledge; and,
exceptional motivation.

Portfolio Assessment
During the same period the portfolio assessment

process was created and piloted with fifteen primary
classroom teachers. This model was based on using
developmentally appropriate (National Association for
the Education of Young Children (NAEYC), 1986), ob-

-servationa of children in theirown classroom. In addition
to helping circumvent the cultural bias which -may be
inherent in particular testa, the observational approach
has been endorsed by NAEYC (1986) as being more
developmentally appropriate and possibly more repre-
sentative than a one-time evaluation provided by an
unfamiliar examiner. Gifted educators (Eby & Smutny,
1990; Karnes, 1983; Kitano, 1985; Whitmore, 1980);
developmental psychologists (Feldman, 1980; Gardner,
1983) concerned with young children; and researchers
on culturally diverse populatioi)s (Frasier, 1991) have
also used and endorsed observational approach to as-
sess children's ability.

The Portfolio Assessment Process (Shaklee,
Barbour & Rohrer, 1991) which emerged combines the
use of observational strategies with multiple data sources
in an ongoing assessment structure. Teachers collect six
types of evidecte from four audiences (Le., parent/
community members, teachers, student and peers)over
a six-week time frame. The evidence includes: (a) anec-
dotal records that recorded a minimum of one child per
week; (b) observations of class members during six
sample lessons which are selected to elicit evidence of
exceptional potential; (c) a peer/self nomination ques-
tionnaire; (d) a home-conununity survey; and (e)
examples of products produced by the child whichcan be
selected by the child, teacher(s) and/or parent The
portfolio is collected and used for all children in the
primary classroom. Teachers are guided in assessing
the evidence of exceptional potential, and a profile of
student strengths emergee from the data. Based on
individual/group profiles teachers are assisted in mak-
ing adaptations and modifications in the primary
curriculum and environment which will support the
development of student potential.

Staff Development Primary Teacher
Institute

A two-week Primary Teacher Institutewas used to
prepare 40 primary classroom teachers for the imple-
mentation of the program. Designed to reflect the kind
of developmentally appropriate inquiry learning they
should promote in their classrooms, teachers were ac-
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tively involved in discussion, reflectien, guided practice,
simulation and other activities during their stay at Kent
State University. The topic!" encompassed the key ele-
ments of the prt4ecU exoptional powitiiii; culturally
diverse -populations; observational -analysis; -portfolio
assessment; modifications in curricula and envirer"-

for
implementation (LC, teacher cohorts).

Impact and Evaluation
Multiple methods of evaluation (Le., structured

and open-ended. interview*, jousvole,Aimorma. 4t8P1'.
valet*. fciur school year itelnevelopmen. t pessiges,
and post assessment using videotape examples) have
been used to document the impact and effectiveness of
the Early Assessment project. The ultimate impact of
this project is a longitudinal question. However, infor-
mation to date indicates substantive changes in the
perception of primary classroom teachers toward their
students. Although multiple sources of data are being
collected, some of the most powerful statements are
found in the language of the teachers themselves when
discussing the Portfolio Assessment Pewees.

During indepth interviews, primary classroom
teachera indicated thatthis model, based ()lithe strengtha
of ehildren, created a new paradigm from within which
to view individual children. Some students with behav-
ioral problem were seen in a new light, as teachers
began te perceive divergence and non-conformity as
positive characteristics which could be fostered through
more appropriate channels. The need to keep weekly
anecdotal records on each child motivated some teach-
ers to question the Invisible* children in depth, thus
encouraging students to share motives and feelings
which they had not previously shared. As one teacher
said, "When I was forced to write down comment', I
realized the breadth of the child's abilities. Collecting
products gave teachers a way to pass on information to
the next year's teacher 'The purpose is to prevent little
Williams from being lost Ifi can show the (next year's)
teacher products, that will help.*

Teachers were often surprised at the congruence of
the peer nomination forms with their own perceptions of
students within the class. Furthermore, the teachers
began to appreciate the parent perspective of their
child, noting the objectivity that the majority of parents
used when describing their children, 'They (the par-
ente) were surprisingly honest; they didn't try to mark
their child with the top notations all the way down the
questionnaire.'

One of the benefits for the project members has
been to work with a group of professional, candid teach-
ers. In their interviews as well as during the Primary
Teacher Institute, the teachers acknowledged that us-
ing portfolio assessment Rrocedures was 'a lot of work'
but 'worth it.' There was universal agreement that the
portfolios provided a wealth of information for everyday
use as well as the creation of profiles of exceptional
potential. The teachers also noted that in some cases
being a part of MEP gave them 'permission' to modify
curriculum and environment Their participation in
EAEP enriched their array of learning alternatives to
offer to students. We are fortunate to be working witha
group of committed, motivated primary educators.
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Summary
It appears from the 'work in progress that the

issues previously _identified in both early childhood
assessment and gifted child education can be addreseed
-by systematic-long-term-preparation-of primary -class-
room teachers. Key elements of the succ(ariful usaof the

-the-
PagAtial in young miner* an4for economictilly disad-
vantaged students are being identified by the Early
Assessment project To date we have come to the follow-
ing conclusions:1) the univeraal iderkWiersofgezeptionai
Pettintial can be categerized- and Verationalized -in a
meaningful isjaY iiiththe Use of videotape examples; 2)
there are workable strategies for alternative assess-
ment procedures in the earlychildhood classroom; 3) the
assessment of exceptional potential which includes the
entire classroom rather than a particular target group
is more likely to alleviate the problems of
underrepresentation and underservice; and 4) primary
classroom teachers must have a "voice' in the creation
and implementation of the process.

The "voice of our primary classroom teachers has
been instrtunental to the success of the program. In the
upcoming years we will have the opportunity to work
with some 30 classroom teachers and over 2,000 pri-
mary children. The following years of the project will
document the long term impact and effectiveness of this
particular plan for the identification of exceptional
potential. To date we are pleased with the progress of
the Early Assessment project. Only time will tell if it has
made a difference in the lives of teachers and children.

Authors' note: This article was written under fund-
ng from the Office of Educational Research

Improvement, U. S. Department of Education
(#R206A00160-91A), Jacob Javits Gifted and Talented
Students Education Act.
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Introduction
The study of gifted preschool and/or primary chil-

dren is beginning to attract the attention of educators.
Until recently the major emphasis of professional jour-
nals has been directed toward identification and pro-
gramzning for the gifted school age child - generally
those in third grade or higher. Giftedness among pre-
school age children has been a low priority for educators
for several possible reasons. The selection and applica-
tion of appropriate insAruments for identification was,
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and is, very difficult, as well as the fact that them have
not been large numbers of preschoolers in educational
programs.

However, social changes in the last several years,
including the increased number of working parents and
single parent families, have increased opportunities for
formal education for many more preschool children. In
addition, early intervention with various high riskpre-
school populationa in the last 20 years has provided
documentation that early intervention does improve
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social, physical, and cognitive skills of preschoolers.
This trend, capped by the passage of PIA 99-457, has
helped accelerate interest in provisiona for meeting the
nee& of gifted children at the preschool and early

iSiaiYleVL

intervention with gifted young children has been based
_ _estaliree issues. _Firit, there-1i a grcavingAtecognition

that current options at the preschool and primary level
may not serve the needs of the gifted population, and
,MaYviadeed, result in the underdevelopment of poten-

iãbilfty -(MR13 -lore; -1971Vilif*1'iriaiv 1988).
litOnd, the lack 0/ 0401404 PrOgratittf for you Chil-
dren may have had the greatest impact on economically
disadvantaged children who are deprived of a wide
array Of options available to middle and upper-class
students (Southern & Spicker, in press). Third, evi-
dence has begun to amumulate that appropriate cur-
riculum opportunities can benefit all children in the
preschool or primary setting. Parke & Ness (1988) have
recently pointed out the importance of these early years
for gifted children and the necessity of haying a curricu-

- lunt planned specifically for them. Karnes & Johnson
(1987) found that providing a special training program
for Head Start teachers and youngsters, thought to be
gifted, helped -all of the children in the program make
academic and social gains. After identifying Strengths of
the children, the teachers were taught specific ways to
encourage thinking and problem solving skills. With
few -programs available specifically for gifted
preschoolers, this finding has strong implications for all
programs for young children. The current understand-
ing and emphasis towards a developmentally appropri-
ate curriculum by leading professionals such as David
Elkind and by professional organizations concerned
with young children (e.g. NAEYC) clearly reinforces
this finding for all children, including our very bright-
est.

Current Identification Practice
with Young Children

Studies on identification of young gifted children
have generally concentrated on the cognitive traits that
are believed to be indicative of this population. Intelli-
gence testa like the Stanford-Binet or the Wechsler
Scales are most often used to identify students for early
intervention programs (Kitano & Delon, 1088). These
measures are, however, expensive and time consuming.
Moreover, the reliability and long term validity of IQ
testa for young children is questionable (Tannenbaum,
1983). Critics have also pointed out the potential short-
comings of these measures in the identification of other
facets of giftedness (e.g. Sternberg, 1981; Gardner,
1982).

Studies that examine areas of potential giftedness
or talent other than cognitive are rare and report di-
verse and contradictory results (Lupkowski, 1989). The
appearance of potential tq lent in the visual or perform-
ing arts, leadership or creativity has been studied infre-
quently with this age group. Some theorists have ex-
pressed pessimism about identification of areas such as
visual arts in early childhood (Clark & Zimmerman,
1984) because the lack of appropriate aptitude and

1 achievement measures for this population preclude all

but the most precocious children. Robinson, &ode%
and Jackson (1978) have reported that some early
assessment of talent. and interest can be accomplished
with very young children (am early as one year old in
some cues).- Thelitriample-trhowweir; very -pranwi
dons__ laameasatocits trailit104. ability weallurestellts---
Stanford-Sinet). Such a selection procedure reflects a
circimigieribedvieW--Of ftifttidneli,, arid
to other popidations of gifted children must be ques-
tioned.

In.addition, this res AVell Mil Many Other_
studiekthat
ehlitirOn. Offer itto tittWirA wedusiotott 'cal*
sions from these studies are derivedfrout into* groups
already identified as gifted. Characteristics derived this
way may arise from the Method of selection rath n. than
from the inherent traits of giftedness. For example,
there is ample evidence that reliance on standardized
testing results in identification of a large population of
economically advantaged Students. Any traits general-
ized from this group may, thus, result from SFS rather
than innate ability. One even. larger concern must be
that these young children with only 3-5 yeara of experi-
ence are being 'tested to determine giftedness. We
must use a variety of methods to understand these early
abilities and not rely on a method that has been devel-
oped to look at skills of older and more experienced
ch ildren.

Alternate Identification Sources
If recognition and programming for more varied

traits of giftedness and talents among young children is
to continue, other instruments and procedures will be
necessary. One potential source for this information is
to involve parents in the identification procedure.

Parents have the most extensive contact with
young children, and may have a wealth of anecdotal
information valuable in identifying children's abilities
(Silverman, 1988). Haensly (1988) also found that par-
ents are quite accurate in observing and reporting the
abilities of their children. However, parents generally
are not able to provide information about the relative
performance of their children. Because of this, they
frequently do not make the same interpretations of the
characteristics and traits listed on many rating lists.
What is meant by a long attention span? What is an
advanced vocabulary? Or what exactly is implied by
early reading ability? Even something as basic as the
age at which a child learns to talk can be interpreted in
different ways. Does talking mean saying one word, or
does it mean using sentences? A trained teacher will be
able to incorporate these anecdotes into information
helpful in determining giftedness potential and can
then help parents to understand how to help their child
further develop all kinds of talents and abilities.

Teachers
If the pattern establiahed with older populations is

followed, much of the responsibility for screening and
rating performances of young children will fall on teach-
ers working with these students in the classroom. Many
districts and preschools will turn to staff members to
provide information about the performances of young
children. Although the technical validity of teacher
ratings has been brought into question (Pegnatto &
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Birch, 1959; Gear, 1978), most gifted programs solicit
iiifermationfieniteachers(Ilichert,Alvino,&McDonned,
19821 Indeed, support for use of teacher ratings re-
cently has been growing. Gear (1978) described empiri-
--cal-results indicating-that-specially trained teachers
could reliably identify students with high individual

fliälli 0988). iiinalu-
alonsitthanced by.tritics of teacher accuracy. In most of
the studies that indicted test:tea ability to identify
gifted children, individual IQ scores were used as the
criterion for successful identification. However, if a
Wider,- multifaceted view of giftedneu is adopted, it is
also passible that feac.hers recognize abilities not as-
sessed by the IQ test, especially when aided by parental
input. In such instances, teachers could provide valu-
able information about students that goes undetected
by traditional cognitiva measures.

Sources of Validity anli Relialin,ity Errors
in Teacher Nomination

Generally, efforts to solicit teacher input involve
checklists or rating scales used in assessing studenta.
Theme lists, developed from research with older popula-
tons, might be inappropriate if applied unchanged to
preschool children. Although a number of researchers in
gifted education have developed checklists tailored to
the-early childhood population (Karnes, I978; Sthwedel

Stoneburner, 1978., Kitano & Kirby, 1986), these lists
are often used by teachers and parente who define the
chrracteristics in many different ways.

When a teacher applies the checklists to various
students, there is often a history of both positive and
negative performance that has shaped the teacher's
judgement about thatstudent. To date, any mfortnation
available about teacher judgement has come primarily
from studies of teacher judgement with older popula-
tions, but it is possible to speculate that some of the
same types of errors might occur.

One source of error in teacher nomination arises
from prestippoeitions about what behaviors might pre-
dict potential giftedness. These assumptions may con-
flict with ezistingresearch literature about characWris-
tics of gifted child:en in general and young gifted chil-
dren in particular (Richert, Alvino & McDonnell, 1982).
There are a large number of myths about what consti-
tutes giftedness prevalent among educators, including
the view that precocity is an essential prerequisite for
future gifted performance; that all gifted studente are
highly verbal; or that gifted children universally exhibit
extended attention spans (Richert et al. 1982). The
extent to which teachers involved in identification and
assessment adhere to these myths can reduce the valid-
ity of their ratings, especially in relation to young
children, whose thinking, physical development, and
social skills are qualitatively very different from the
older students.

Teachers may also be swayed negatively by traits
exhibited by some gifted children. Richert et al. (1982)
lists eight behaviors associated with giftedness that are
viewed as highly undesirable by teachers . For example,
creatively gifted students may be disorganized, may
appear off task, and may question traditional values.
Resistance to authority and resistance to classroom
exerciaes that are not viewed by the student es mean-
ingful have been associated with students with high
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cognitive ability. Confronted with these characteris-
tics, a teacher might resist assessing mich a child as
sifted. These types of won may be sycamore harmail
or misleading when wade with yowl; children, because
these very behaviors often-seen as negative -are very
=Ina' and PaidtP0e1W1ors 0.17,P..114400.4111- .

-The iiiPeilinee Ofthitiiiiher in theclassroom, and
with the age group beitigrated, may have en iinpact en
the quality ofthe resulting assessment. Hanninen (190
reported that differences between experienced and nov-
ice teachers in older grades were obtained with experi-
enced teachers performing moreeffectively in identify-
ing gifted children. Support fbi results of prior studies
that linked training in gifted education with increased
accuracy for teschernomination was alsoreparted (Gear,
1978). in addition, it might be inferred that lack of
experience might also include lack of experience in the
age group currently being assessed. Because of differ-
ences in behaviors of very young children from those of
older students, extensive esperience with upper grade
studenta may not be relevant for assessing younger
students and perhaps may actually encourage
misidentification.

The differences in the demands of various settings
in which children operate, and the varying behaviors
they exhibit may cause further difficulty for teachers
auesting giftedness, Preschool teachers may, and prob .
ably should, look for widely different performances to
judge student potential than do teachers at the elemen-
tary level, Substantial differences would require that
rating and observation instruments be sensitive to the
age grade level being assessed.

A related issue arises in examining whether there
are traita that are viewed as so importent that they are
prerequisites to identifitation. Little ia known about the
relative importance teachers assign to individual char-
acteristics. Lists of characteristics often are quite lengthy,
and they may Include traits related to several areas of
glitedneu. If teachers view some characteristics as
necessary characteristics of giftedness, the remainder
of the characteristics might be examined and rated less
carefully. The result could be that the identification
becomes skewed to certain typea of giftedness, or even
biased toward characteristics that are not highly re-
lated to ability in some performance areas.

Even when teachers are trained, the validity of the
results, especially for young children, must be mea-
sured by the extent and frequency of purposeful obser-
vations of behavior. Single observation settings may not
provide an accurate description of student abilities.
Very young children are in a period of rapid growth and
development. Skills and abilities may not appear con-
sistently or in nanow periode of observation. Unite*
screening for behaviors and traits is conducted continu-
ously, over large spans of time and by individuals who
have a close relationship with the child, it is possible
that key behaviors may be missed.

Goals of the Study
The present study was designed to begin answer-

ing the question regarding what teachers recognize as
advanced behavior in young children. Teachers of pre-
school, kindergarten, first, and second gradeswere sent
questionnaires to discover not only the area, that they
see as indicatione of advanced understahding, but also



to see if the areas that they identify vary from grade
level to grade level. There have been studies showing
that training teacbere to encourage thinking skills does
improve scores earned by disadvantaged children
(Karnes & Johnson, 1987); Mightthis also be true for
treining gifted children at the linter
Do teachers iveriiiiig with gifted ;T:.: ,

havet-onsistent atifinitionsefgifted behaviors? To what
extent do teachers' perceptions reveal accurate infor-
mation about characteristics of young children that are
highly related to later giftedness? istisis awareness due
more to the merit ncefor due to trainingand education?
The ;resent study Will begin to antiwer these queitions
by first looking at preschool through second grade
teachers' perceptions of giftedness and then examine
these perceptiona to see if there are differences related
to experience or grade level taught.

Subjects
One hundred fifty-six teachers working with pre-

school, kindergarten, first, or 'mond grade students in
Northwest Ohio and Virginia were selected because of
their previous association with education programs for
young children. Sixty-six (43.3 percent) teachers re-
sponded to the questionnaire.

Each subject was mailed a survey and asked to
respond to a series of 50 Lfitert scale questions. Items for
the scale consisted of characteristics, traits, and behav-
iors frequently aasociated with gifted children derived
frttm several wid* used checklists (e.g. Renzulli et al.,
1916; Clark, 1983) for older gifted children. The traits
and behaviors were modified to apply to younger chil-
dren (e.g., "reads a great deal; usually prefers adult
books" was altered to 'reads well and was self taughe).
Some characteristics were included that have low to
zero Wel correlation to giftedness or later achievement,
(e.g., la near; °always follows directione; Richert et
al, 1982). Respondents were assessed at the end of the
questionnaire to list: (a) the three characteristics they
thought most indicative of giftedness, (b) the three
traits least indicative of giftedness and (c) traits not
mentioned that they felt were important. Teachers were
asked to report on the level at which they were currently
employed, other levels at which they had worked, years
of experience in current and other placements, and
educational level achieved (including area studied).

Results
Item responses were analyzed and a reliability

estimate for the scale was generated (Cronbach alpha
=.837). Teacher responses were scored and analyzed.
Questions that had the highest (very important) and
lowest (least important) item means are presented in
Table 1. The most frequently occurring, open-ended
responses as to which of the items were most and least
important in diagnosing a bright or talented child, are
presented in Table 2.

The 56 items of the scale were grouped into a series
of categories: a) Cognitive Traits, b) Personality Traits,
c) Physical Traits, d) Creativity Traits, e) Talent Area
Traits, and 0 Social Traits. Responses to these catego-
ries are presented fn Table 3. In addition, responses by
teachers were compared in these six areas using two-
tailed t-testa on the basis of current grade taught, years
of experience at that grade, and whether or not the

respondent had a degree in early childhood education.
Significant differences vrere noted far years of experi-
ence in responding V, personality (tm 2.184, p=.05) and
social traits (ta2.624,p=.02g); forewent gradatau
significance was -spizesehed physical-traits tc:-
1.981, ps.0521. No significant differences were nota for
a &lilies- Ili ii tTtildoocr
dard deviations, and t values for the Area comparisona
are reported in Table 4.

Table 1
Highest and Lowest item Means

for Specific Questions

Items with Wind Means
1. Undest-an6 abstract concepts
2. Has an ability to generate unusual

comparisons and categorizations
3. Learning is ezceptlonally rapid
4. Possesses insight Into cause and

effect relations
5. Poseesses a large storehouse of information
6. Chooses advanced or challenging activities

and hobbies

Items with Lowest Means
1, Hates physical activity
2. Is large for age
3. ls neat
4. Is rebellious
5. Is well liked by classmates
6. Prefers to sit and watch before engaging

in games or activities
7. Seems to shift from interest to

interest rapidly
The remaining item means were 1.905- 3.238

Table 2
Frequency Of Factors Labeled

Most Likely Indicators Fre-
of Giftedness - Thai quency
1. Understands abstract concepta 25
2. Learning I. exceptionally rapid 14
3. Articulate and verbal 12
4. Is highly imaginative 10
5. Reads, and was self taught 9
6. Hai an ability to gen Irate unusual

comparisons and categorizations 8
7. Possesses insight into cause and

effect relationa
8. Has diverse, frequently self-directed

activities 7
9. Is curious 7
10. Advanced vocabulary 7
11. Good memory 6
12. Risk taker a
13. Writes and tells stories 3
14. Long attention span 3
15. Solves difficult puzzles 3
16. Responds to emotional need

of peers 17
Other responses

(given 2 or fewer times) 17
TOTAL 145

note: not all respondents chose 3 factors

27 28

Means
3.476

3.444
3,413

3.366
3.333

3.323

Means
1.270
1.587
1.603
1.666
1.794

1.841

1.857

% of
Responders

as
21
18
15
14

12

12

11
11
11
9
4
4
4
4

26

26



Least Likely Indicators
of Giftedness - Tmit
1. Is large for age
2. Is rebellious
3. Is well liked by classmates
4.-Hates phytical activity
5. Is neat
6.-ShilUfreou intvest to interest
7. Refuses to follow directions
8. Cisicount to 10
9. Sense of humor
104 !Ake. art and music
11. Plays an histrument
12. Overly sensitive
13. Site and watches before doing
14. Self criticism
15. Good memory
16. Has advanced gross

motor development 3
Other responses

(given 2 cr fewer times) 14
TOTAL 143

note: not all respondents chase 3 factors

Irre-
quencY

FA
16
14
14
12
7
7
6
6
6
4
4
4
3
3

Table 3

Cognitive
Social
Personality
Talent Area
Physical
Creativity

Table 4

Alit of 66
Respondents

36
23
21
21
18
11
11
8
8
8
6
6
6
4
4

Means for Ares Trait Scores
STANDARD
DEVIATION

.321 63

.443 63

.285

.458 63

.399 63

.513 63

4

21

MEAN

3.012
2.362
2.367
2.529
1.837
3.006

Differences on Trait Rating
N MEAN SD T ALPHA

PHYSICAL TRAITS
Current Grade 4.981 p=.052

Teaching PreX X 33 1.742 .417
Primary 33 1.939 .390

Years Experience 1.422 p;136
4 5 19 1.96 .451
> 6 47 1.79 .391

EXEMUMEE
Current Grade .1.709 p=.092

PhsK X 33 2.99 .336
Primary 33 3.08 .292

Years Experience 1.86 p=.124
< 5 19 3.11 .225
> 5 17 207 .345

EQOAL
Current Grade -1.429 p=.673

Pr& K 33 2.357 .564
Primary 33 2.408 .406

Years Experience 2.674 p=.012
< 5 19 2.593 .369
s 5 47 2.298 .508

13234MALITY TRAITS
Current Grade -1 .048 p=299

FreX - X 33 2.317 .412
Primary 33 2.418 .368

Years Experience 2.184 pr2.050
< 5 19 2.514 .325 2.185
> 5 47 2.307 .402=NT

Current Year -.891 p=.376
ProK - IC 33 2.994 .477

1 28

Primary 33 2.596 442
Years Experience

< 5 19 2.598 .537
> 5 47 2.523 .412

C194inenatifenar
Pr& X 39 2.909 .501
Primary 32 3.086 .627

Years Experience
< 6 19 3.100 .504
> 6 97 2.955 323

Discussion
Respondenta tended to rate characteristics that

have low association with giftedness or talent as the
least likely indicators of giftedness. The lowest rated
questions included physical size, neatness, and popu-
larity. Overall ratings of physical factors were low.
Cognitive traite were rated as more indicative of gifted-
ness than any other group of traits, though they also
seemed aware of traits that are often linked to creativ-
ity. Traits incidentally associated with creativity, such
as rebelliousness or resistance to authority, were sel-
dom seen as- indicativeof giftedness.

Many of the respondents seemed to identify as
most likely indicatorw of giftedness those traits identi-
fied in the literatuivas indicators of cognitive giftedness
in older children. When asked te chaise the top three
indicaters, the three listed moat frequently - under-
stands abstract concepts, exceptional rapid learner, and
articulate and verbal-are till cognitive variables that
are highly valued in eleMentary and secondary class-
rooms.

Traits that have been associate<1 with talents were
not widely cited or highly rated by the reapondents,
though directions were included that specifically re-
quested the respondents to consider characteristksthat
would point to musical or artistic abilities. Those gifted
preschoolers who only demonstrated these traits would
probably not be Identified as gifted by these teachers. It
is posoible that such a diagnosis is difficult for this
population of students. On the other hand, itmay mean
that teachers value cognitive abilities in school type
settings more than visual and performing art abilities.

A number of affective traits, such as rebellious-
ness, oversensitivity and self-criticism, were included
in the list client likely indicators. Mention ofany talent
area (the only one identified was playirg an instrument)
was included more often in the least likely group than in
the most likely group.

The unsureness of these teachers of young chil-
dren in determining what gifted means can be seen in
the number of traits lista! in both the most and least
likely groups. Ten traits were included in both lists.

It was surprising to fmd few differences forgrade
level taught, experience, and early childhoodeducation.
Teachers of preschool children are a bit less skeptical
about the value of personality traits and social develop-
ment than peers who teach primary age students. They
are also a bit more negative about the value of physical
development for such diagnoses.

Conclusion
The results of this survey can be viewed as an

indication of the need to take a greater in-depth look at
teacher pemeption regarding the components of gifted-

.523 pm.652

4.388 p=.170

1.044 p=.308



ness. In order to generalize the results, responses hum
greater number of teachers at each grade level repro-
= a wider geographic background would need to
be 3 ' However, the result, obtained do provide
some clues as tothestate of therespondentaiknowledge
and attitudes toward characteristics that might trigger

crene the likelihd-Of the fctiiitifkaltoit of a
student assiftet

For the most part teachers of kindergarten and
primary children are aware of the cognitive traits that
the literature has shown to indicate giftednes& Con-
trariiise, these same teachers recognize that-physical
size 'does not hAve a lot tb do With giftednesi. An

ii:S=difference, albeit small, was found in the
that teachers having taught, five or more

years see less importance in both social and personality
traits. This finding is consistent with the findings of
Howell & Bressler (1988) which found a significant
correlation with years of teething gifted and more
cognitive based teaching styles while showing a signifi-
cant negative correlation with the sensing- feeling teach-
ing style. This trend seems also to be true for the sample
ofteachers ofyounger students. Young children imam
social, and learn about their acceptance in the world
through their interactions with people. Because chil-
dren learnearly to value or not value school, often based
on how they are made to feel about themselves, educa-
tors must continue to examine how teachers assesa
children's abilities and how we communicate this as-
sessment to the children.

Given results of the present study it would seem to
be essential that effort be given to understanding how
teachers are actually klentifying and responding to
gifted preschoolers. It may then be possible to make
changes in teacher education programs to insure that
what is known about preschoolers is used in the effort to
identify potentially gifted preschoolers. Continuing to
apply a single concept of 'gifted' to all children, no
matter what their age, not only eliminates some poten-
tially gifted children at early ages, but it may also
actually play a role in altering the development of young
gifted children who do not fit the mold expected of older
"gifted". It is time that preschool educators and gifted
educators work together to develop methods of identify-
ing and encouraging young gifted children in ways
uniquely appropriate to thsm.

Mitchell (1988) presented ideas for identifying
culturally different gifted preschoolers that might well
be appropriately tried for all young children. In one
sense, all young children are culturally different since
they differ from adult, middle class culture. First, ex-
panding the notion of potential giftedness to include all
children in the observation would provide insight into
behaviors that might otherwise be overlooked. Second,
providing observation sheets for the teacher to use in
assessing childi-sn's behavior will allow the observa-
tions to become more objective and will encourage teach-
ers to include all children because omissions will be-
come obvious. This objectivity may also allow teachezs
to discover aspects of the class structure that prohibits
aspects of creative activity. Because teachers value
certain performances, they may structure their class for
this performance only.

Third, carrying out observations over a number of

weeks, or months, will allow the teacher te discoverthe
pattenrs of development and abilities. Young children's
behavior hi not as consiztent as beharbn. KUM hi eider
children, and observing children Only ones w tirice
provides -too many-opportunities to-missexamplarof
sequences indicative of advanced reasordng.

(1984h/el. iihew reibiarYfiii
preschoolen overate nimilitiotheirAnioustnting
frequent, but net constant, instaners of behavior's of
advanced knowledge, creativity,- social -maturity, and

skills. Much of the time, however, the cified.

With Meter chronologicil age. Alhiee-yeir.old ia 'al
ways a three-year-old'The *avenge cifinitft ac-
tivities over time nitwits for a much. better repreamte.
tionofachildisabilitiestobeseen.Itisknownthatifyou
give preschoolers a choice of 3 or 4 activities they will
most °nen select the activity that is the most develop
mentally correct (Parke & Ness, 1988).

What is needed at this point in understanding
gifted preschooVprimary children is the observation of
what is actually. happening within classrooms. Only
when observations and astesimetsta provide aticurate
indications of ability is it . possible to appmpriately
encourage the strengths of young children.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF GIFTED CHILDREN
AND HOW PARENFS AND TEACHERS

CAN COPE WIM THEM
by Annemarie Rower, Cofounder of the IteeperitehooL.Bktemfkid, Kkhigan

Child: Unusual emotional, creative and intellec-
tual development and an unusual development or Self.'
crifted children often see themselves as being 'outaid .
ere iheir groups; Clartior family,

Parentie Parents need to change their normal
expectations and attitudes and expect unusual reac-
tions and behavior from their children. Giftedchildren
need much love and emotional support. They need to be
recognized, respected, and understood. They need to be
"insiders' (or parents. Gifted children need intellectual
coraradeship. Parents need to avoid the temptation to
over-organize their gifted child. The child often has
special interests already. It might be better to follow the
Child's leads where stimulation is concerned. Enjoy
common interests. Gifted children do not-have to go to
more concerts and museums than other children. They
may not be ready for special responsibilities in the
household.

Teachers: Teachers need to approach gifted chil-
dren with expectations -different from those of other
children as well as similar expectations. Gifted children
are not likely to be the most popularchildren. They may
need the teacher's particular emotional support and
they may need an intellectual relationahip. They often
tempt you to make a teacher's helper out of them. Don't
follow the temptation. Gifted children need stimulating
discussions and projects which require logical thinking,
like creating mazes, how does a letter get from home to
school, etc. They react very well to the inquiry method.
Don't expect the child to be a reader at a young age, but
if she is, provide the opportunity to read at an appropri-
ate level.

Child: Gifted children have a tendency to be perfec-
tionista. They may for that reason choose not to expose
themselves to failure. They may not try anything new.
They may have unrealistic expectations of themselves.

Parent: The child may have high expectations of
himself. It is important that parents do not add to this
pressure by their own increased expectations. Help him
look for realistic standards. Explain the learning and
growing process. Explain that learning takes place by
trial and error. LA them know about your own failures.
Help thain get the courage to try something new, for
example: learning to ride a bike.

Teacher: Perfectionism may lead to showing off,
may lead to avoiding anything that leads to failure. The
teacher needs to be aware of this, and create projecta
that show procesaea of growing and learning. For ex-
ample, collect baby pictures of the children so they can
see where they came from and where they are going.
Invite older children for comparison. Discuss what they
themselves can do now, what they couldn't do when they
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were babies, and what the older child can do now and
what the adult can do. Make clear to them that learning
ie triat and ernm Admit:_elt -
Enco4140 taid-
example) the child mays bitild the same-buiding every
day with blocks or paint the same picture because he
knows he can do that particular thing. Insist that he try
something new if he seems ready for it

Child: Child may not know his own place in the
family and try to make all the decisions. He may want
to be the adult in the classroom.

Parent: As children grow older, they should be
allowed to participate in decision making where they
are concerned, and possibly where the family is con.
cerned. However, it it important to be-sure to remain
realistic. The gifted child is still a child. You by virtue of
age and experience have the responslility to know
more answers and must make final decisions. Some
parents are in awe of the gifted child. This Makes them
insecure and confused.

Teacher: Leadership must be in the hands of the
adult. One should not be in awe of the gifted child and
make him feel special or exhibit his particular accent.
plishments. The gifted child needs defmite frameworks
of expectations, within which he needs freedom He
needs to learn the process of decision making, he needs
to be allowed to participate in some decisions within the
framework and be respected for his knowledge. But the
final decision must be the teacher's. The expectations of
the teacher, however, must be realistic in tenns of this
particular personality and not in terms of the accepted

Child: The gifted child often has a global point of
view. Her perception, concepts, and interests, may be
beyond others her age. She may be truly worried about
the state of the world She does not blte to be deceived
and she knows when she is deceived or kept in the dark.
She wants and needs people to be honest with her.

Parent: his important to provide the opportunities
she seeks to understand the world. Discuss her concerns
with her. Let her know you understand and that you
share them. Try not to divert attention or to just make
her feel better. Take her seriously; otherwise, she will
feel she is left helpless and alone.

Teacher: Give her opportunities for exploration.
She needs to build a structure ofhow the world functions
in her own mind. Social Studies and Science nejects
should be a part of the curriculum for all children within
a framework of active inquiry.

Child: A gifted child may or may not be a high
achiever. Gifted children do well in areas that require
logical thinking and often not so well in mechanical
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skills. They may or may not be self-taught or early
readms. Sometimes they am late readers.

%rent Do not expect the gifted child to be a high
achiever, especially not in skill meas. Do not push, bet

--maintain standarde-within- a -wide-range. Allowlearn-
log to continue to be a joy ratherthan liVingup ts same

-Thii-gifted Willer learns Tecause
niester4e_world._Help him learn what he wants to
learn. Ube is excited about reading, help him read. If he
wants to learn scientific facts, help him do that. The

learning process will beeven more exciting and satisfy-
ing if you explore areas that interest both you and the
chikt

Teacher: If a child le ready for academics like
reading or math, telp-him, but do not-make-it- an--
obligation. Gifted childrenoften do not do well in small
musde coordination. They eften-do-notdo well in'coni:
putation orether They do, howeveri understand
Mitth, *kali& 'AM other ônaepts -Veil well. fro learn
basic concepts with hands-on materials is oftenexciting
for gifted children.

THE NEEDS OF TM YOUNG Gnerrem MILD
(A SHORT AND INCOMPLETE OVERVIEW)

Annemarie Roeper

One oftheoutstanding characteristics ofthe gifted
child is the dichotomy between the intellectual and
emotional development. At no time in their life is this
more noticeable than during the early years of child-
hood. A child may be intellectuallyon an eight-year-old
level, emotionally on a three-year-old level, mentally
six, and chronologically four. This has a great many
Psychological consequences. The child will not act in
accordance with our expectations. He or she may have
a vocabulary and understanding that constantly de-
lights and amazes us. Fbr mtample: a group of three-
year-olds is occupied with water play typical for three-
year-olds. Three little girlsscoop up inter with a paper
cup, pouring from one cup to the next, each in the hands
of one of the childign. Suddenlyone of them says, 'This
is what you call cooperation.* At the same time she wets
her pants and her expression changes from one of
enjoyment to one of guilt. Here we have a gamut of
emotions and thought processes. The word 'coopera-
tion and knowing what it means is way beyond the
usual expectations. The wetting is below the expecte-
lions and the exwession of guilt may be beyond the
usual at this age. Their awareness of reality is greater
than that of others their age. They feel guiltyfor normal
actions of aggression or infantile behavior. They are
eager to understand the world because that gives them
a sense of mastery. They are often loners because their
language and iMeresta me not uuderstood by other
children. For instance, chessmay be exciting and under-
standable for a five-year-old who I. gifted. A number of
them are self-taught neadeas; othersmay not be particu-
larly interested in learning to read. They me perfection-
ists; they are often fearful of the unknown and of many
other things.

What does this mean for the teacher and parents?
The gifted child often delights us with his unique ex-
pressions and observations. We may forget that the
same child may need much attention from the adults to
help him cope with their emotions of anxiety and guilt
stemming from a particular awareness of the complexi-
ties ofthe world. Theyneed the help of the adultsto help
them bridge the gap between themselves and other
playmates. Gifted children also like the stimulation of
conversation with adults.

Mental activity kw as exciting and important an
activity for them as physicel activity. To watch a gifted
child in an act of discovery is exciting. Opportunities for
this need to be provided through free play, discussion
and exposure to the world such as science concepts,
nature study, social studies, continuous and in-depth
projects including the study of the globe and 'hands-on"
math material, etc. The mechanical acquisition of learn-
ing the alphabet or to count should not take up a major
part in the life of the gifted child. On the other hand,
intellectual stimulation such as learning about the
structure of the world is deeply desired by the gifted
child. Gifted children also have a great need for and
eathusiastically enjoyphysical adivity includingsports,
dance, mid gymnastics as well as creative activity such
as art, photography classes, and music.

Identification is, ofcourse, not easy, yet most of us
have a feeling for what is typical for the gifted child, and
the experienced teachefs observation is often confirmed
by IQ tests.

There is much more tosay about the needs for the
young gifted. child. Fin hoping, however, that this will
give you a glimpse of it.
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THE WHOLE CHILD AND THE GIFT ---
NURTURING OUR VERY YOUNG GirneD STUDENTS

Dorothy Mass/aft/kip Teacher of Monfeammi. Cambridge. Mainawbasetts

A. recently as the last decade, parents, educator%
L:-Land-researchershaveshoWn Wrilingnesstoielikiwlm

edge early indicators of giftedness in young children.
Indeed this century's hiatory is resplendent with evi-

of child .= Yehudi Menuhin (violleist);
weatfotet atitraminitadiratikturirand

in 1990, at-the age of 14 was the youngest
person to exhibit her paintings at the Smithsonian).
The pawing knowledge ofearly childhOod developinent
neeisiritetes serious Study and nurturing Of gifts and
talents as they firet appear in the early years.

Deve/opmental time, as we relate it to the young
gifted child, is a most perplexing phenomena. According
to early childhood research, *sensitive periode
(Montessori, 1912), *stagee of development/cognition
(Piaget*-1950, Er& Erikson, 1984), and °hierarchies',
(Maslow 1970), havebean identified as way stations in

.-observing and nurturingyoung children, -While we, as
educators and parents, are willing to lean on these able
observations for the general population of young chil-
dren, we become befuddled when we encounter children
who demonstrate talent* at- stages in their early years
that don't correipond to these guidelines.

-Out of sync with these developmental waymarks,
the gifted child must be carefUlly considered in regard to
the wholeness of hiether life. While we are dazzled by
the spontaneous emergence of a young talent, we must
actively consider the wisdom of nearly a century of
dedicated anthropologists and educators, and not be
blinded by the brilliance of only one light n the spec-
trim of colors that define the reality of the growing,
developing gifted chikl.

'Handle with care' the whole child. This is a
demand on our patience and perceptions, and upon our
society. When we have a child who enjoys playing two-
hand piano, interpreting and reading music, and who is
engrossed in mastering these skills, we must develop
patience while remaining sensitive to the child's devel-
opmental needs as a growing person.

Repetition - a powerful learning tool for a young
child - was observed by Maria Montessori in her early
work with children in the San Lorenzo slums of Rome,
Italy in the early 1900's. Exquisite pleasure in repeti-
tion exhibited by the young child sometimes confounds
the adult who may label repetition as boring. Adults
may remark that their child likes to do things over and
over again, but it becomes even =re remarkable when
you actually sit down and record the number of times a
child will perform a task. Therefore, we need the
PATIENCE to allow for this repetition in the area of the
talent For example, Yani painted her favorite monkeys
for a year at age 4 (one of my students also painted/drew
his dragons for a year at age 4). Be on guard that while
we are being patient, we donot relinquish our consistent
awareness that we are nurturing a whole childheod
experience.

*Handle with care' - maintaining a BALANCE in
the development of the young gifted and talented child.
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Those expansive yeers of personality develotsnent and
soilidgrowthfrain
special trdentthe young child is exhibiting. Methane*
cal /ogle and brilliant expression in visual art are es

society.asmu ch astheerare to theindividuel

elm*" the Med rigint$1144110(01000: The
child is pleasing the adult world just by exhibiting $
gift Meanwhile, the gifted student' peers are devel-

oping their respective Personalities The gifted child's
personality development, on the other hand, is rel-
egated for another day, another time, perhaps never.

A young child who is precocious with words may
find mathematical constructs tedious and
unimaginative. For example, a 8-year-old student of
mine became impatient and frustrated when it took
time to arrive at tire answers for math materials. I gave
her, I began to recognize,. however, that thischallenge
was providing her with empathy towards her class-
mates I sawthat shebegan to understand someof their
frustrations in learning.

This young student began to exhibit a sincere
interestin the social activity of her peers, While she was
previouily polite and cooperative, a distancesurrounded
her interactions with the other children as ifshe desired
the children to act like adults. Now she was awakened
to a worldoller social childhood. By struggling with her
own learning difficulties, she developed empathy tzt-
wards others. However, as she became involved with
the activities of her peen, she seemedto be sper, ding an
inordinate amount of time in other pursuit' (learning hy
repetition). What of her specific talent, die4 wane or
disappear? While her personal interest momentarily
diminished, her talent remained for it wag continually
nurtured, that is, the fire became a ateady Ram instead
of a fury. (She has perfect pitch and extraordinary audio
recall and has read with expression and meaning *ince
she was three). Her sojourn into the world of her peers
ordy enhanced her talents. The isolationism many
talented children experience was prevented in this case
by addressing the whole child and her development
while preserving the *gift*

I personally became vividly aware of this social
isolationism when I asked a cross section of gifted and
talented boys, ages 1042 from mixed incomes, what
they wanted to study most in an open-ended session. As
they knew that I had been a movement coach for a
nationally recognized basketball team, they asked me to
teach them basic basketball skills. Because they were
perceived as 'brainy* by their peers, they were never
chosen to play in the neighborhood games and were
ostravized for their Ignorance ofball.' They avoided the
courts, becoming more and more socially isolated be-
cause of their 'brains' This incident has been a deter-
mining factor in my work with gifted and talented
youngsters. I have observed that learning social skills
at the developmentally appropriate period can prevent
this prevalent difficulty in our young gifted end talented
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children by giving them the inner self-confidence to
participate in their resent and future society.

Returningbacktomye-yeardold ',Went- needless
totayigheleaVeiherearlyyeaniviith

_ balancemith herestraordinarygiftar, Shohastheinner
confidence of being well-loved and knowing how to love
withhergIftass her toclulierparenta alsohavebeemne

-of thoneed for maintaining:a balanced outlookstháthhttà loll& as well as
nurturing their growth within the domains of a full
chiMhood.

;Wheawo spealtoteducatingthe!*hokchildind
th.e.--gift,' we must embrace the *whole child and its
nurturing extietr especially its It MitteihMI the natural
emergence agifte in early childhood in all social classes.
It fogood for us torememberthatmany ofthe innovative
and ftmdamental studies co the growth and develops
meat of children were conducted in the slums and
ghettos occupied by the children of the poor. Head Start
has been a primary contributor t* studiet in recent
decades and the San Lorenzo slums of Rome have
provided the getting far the seiniaal w ark of Dr. Maria
Montessori. Herein lies a profetM4

Nature endows all with a shower of talent& and
Aft Ve are responsible for nurturing them, individu-
ally, as a parent., SS an educatoztresearcher, and es
members of a democratic society christened with the
history of opportunity and possibility.

allandle with care the child, with histhereiftefthe
sanctity of thildhood, and a sockty in which they will
flourfath. Ulm all children seriously, aswag_ articulated
:st Leila Mumfbrdis Itgli9adtires4Thif Saida RalPonsi.
lades of TeachereTherwatchwordforthe newage is
notmqustbutcultiv1tin..Theag of ewansion was
-thiratiof
anteCactiffiti Amhalance4men. facing_the new
demands for stabili0 and dynamic equilibrium, we
must prepare to modify profoumily our conceptions of
both the personality and the community...whether bal.
mei* to be achleved-arregresifon or whether it is be
achieved Iv integration at a high 'ever 0. 141).
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INTEGRATING THE GIFTED CHILD INTO FAMILY LIFE
Caryl It Krueger, Author, Speaker, Escondido, California

Often when a child is identified at school as a gifted
child, a parent's pride quickly becomes panic. HOW is the
family to cope with this specialyoung person? Are the
parents themselves smartenough to deal with this level
of talent? So as not to stifle creativity should theparent
'give in' to the child', wishes and razely discipline?

Educators rightly zero in on the process of develop-
ing the child's giftedness. But et the same time, parents
and siblings need guidance in knowing just how home-
life correlates to the new challenges of life with a gifted
child.

While in theschool environment, the child benefits
from enrichment and grouping. At home it's a case of
'what you sea is what you re -a collection of people of
varied abilities bound together by the family ties of love,
memories, and common objectives. Itcan be more diffi-
cult to live in this sometimes startling diversity, but the
real world I. a very diverse piece and the home teaches
grand lessons in getting along in an eclectic environ-
ment.

Thus, there is plenty for parents to do without
patting into the teaching academics. Still, the wise
parent sees himself as an essential element in the
child's progress, no lem a partner than the teacher.
Parents can use aid in three areas:

1. Creating the proper home atmosphere
2. Encouraging home activities
3. Molding character

1. The nurturing parent's work of
creating a home atmosphere

The classroom has all the proper elements of learn-
ing-the tools, the teacher, and mentors, largesegments
of time, an outline of educational goals, and special
resources. While school activity may sotmd more impor-
temt than home activity, what goeson after school hours
has a definite impact on what goes au in school.

The home, too, has vital elements. Some of these
are: "A place of your own' - part one. Children need
space. Even when sharing a bedrocen, they need to have
their own areas. Parents should make it clear to chil-
dren that possessions aze not to be borrowed without
permission. A box or cupboard with a lock on it gives a
child a place to keep special possessions. A gifted child
need, the security of knowing that his specialprojects
will not be disturbed.

'A place of your own' - part two. Each child needs
to feel that he has a place in family life that is "his own"
--a niche that he alone fills. This place is not because he
is a gifted child, but because he is a member of the
family. Loving a gifted child-and every child in the
family-should be on the "no-matter-what' basis.

An environment for creative living. Home resources
are important: a quiet place to Etudy and do homework;
essential tools including a current dictionary and ency-
clopedia; a cozy place to read; and a spew for projects,
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But befondthe physical elements isthemental environ-
ment. The wads 'Lees look it upl and let's try It*
should be heard often, along with wmds of entgratula.
tion for an achiemnent and encouagentent aftei. a
-failure.-A parentmustfind-thetime to listen to achild's
ideas and question& Presture-freeilving nurtures cre-

Apasent; however, shotddnotgivemore timeer
.monex a showmen's Woe/nein-a gifted-child than in
&his; &Men in -thifawt1ly. This is a -tall order, but
absolutely essential.

No labels, no comparison& Avoid labels such as
--!the-smart one Ike cute One Ihe clever aneMany
parents -of gifted -children .find -that 'other thildren in
theirfandly have diverse Waste for sumo, but some-
times they are slower to appear. Dm* overlook the late
bloomer. Comparisons only give bedbugs of pressure to
the gifted and feelings of jealousy or hatred to siblings.
Just accept each child where he is now. The future will
take cam of itself.

Family rules. These essential parameters are for
the entire family. Excelling at science or music or sports
doe* not excuse one from following the rules or doing a
share of toe work at home. Decide together on the tufo/
and create a rule book. Printout each rule on a separate
page for children who read, illustrate with a picture for
these who don't This way you can easily remove out-
dated rules, and add pertinent ones. Let each child know
what is expected and what ham= if a Me is broken.
When a rule is explained, mean what you say, give no
second chances--that's hard, but important. (Par pre-
school children you may want to give one warning, but
only one.) Be sum that you don't lets gifted chilerget by*
with things. Society, too, has basic rules and the home
is a good place to practice what's right and what's wrong.

Be supportive without taking over the teacher's
role. The home is not the school and a parent should
encourage the work of a gifted child, butnot do it for hfin.
Unless specific/my asked by a teacher, a parent should
notget involved in teaching a subject, though the parent
may help a child who doesn't anderstand an assign-
ment. A parent's job is to (1) Ask daily about the
homework, and (2) Provide time and place for it to be
dam,. Mter that, don't prod. A child must do the workor
take the ecesequencesthis I. part of his growth. This
doesn't mean you let a &lid fail, but there I. nothing
worse than a parent who has more interest than the
child in the programs for the gifted. Really wanting to
learn more is part of the gift to the gifted.

Problem solving. The skill of finding solutions is as
integral to summit in so many school subjects and
translates well from school to effective home-life, and
vice versa. Within the framework of a weekly family
meeting, members of the family can learn the problem.
solving method of gathering the facts, comparing alter-
natives, choosing and implementing the best ideas.
Brainstorming is a noisy, fun and useful way to gain
good ideas, too. In addition, regular goal setting (monthly
and yearly) lets every family member set objectives and
feel the satisfaction of acithsvntg some of them.

%Why not? This attitude best describes a home
where new ideas are tried, then accepted er rejected on
merits, not pre-conceived opinions. Certainly if a child
wants to jump offthe roof, you will suggest a tree branch
as the alternative. But letting a child try things, even

when you are quite sure they won't wait, late a child
learn for herself first-hand as opposed to being told how
things week.

2 The Importance of afterisaImpol,
..hontelityle

Coming home from school should be a change of
pace, notmoreofthesamalleseirch showsthat quality
homework is done just before and after dinner, as
opposed to immediately after school. So, coming home
shouklmeansometbingdiffenetttotheglftedchild and
to Wilibliteme.

Often a parent is not on hand, so the kids need to
understand what should happen: a snack followed by
outside play in a safe place; a book to tea* a craft to
exploree a place to go; etc. Notice that television viewing
and games are not options. We have overplayed the
benefits of achieving nimble minds and fingers through
video game play, and we have overplayed the broaden-
ing benefits of non-interactive soporific television view-
ing. Consider these better alternatives,:

Organized. activities. Limit they) to one or two a
week, Avoid organization every minute. Let a child
choose a club, sporty or enrichment group and be com-
mitted for a semester or more. But let most after-school
hours be totally free of organization. A gifted child
benefits from 'Tree time,' by just choosing what to do on
his own, for being with other kids, or for just doing
nothing. Unless a child is really enthusiaatic about an
organized eetivity, let the child switch off each year and
by something new.

Physical play. Too often a gifted child is bent over
a desk or table for many hours of the day. Even when
tbig 1. necessary, encourage a break every 30 minutes
for a run around the black, a game of ping oong, or
playing catch with a sibling. The gifted child needs a
sound body as well as a sound mind. And, if the child
doesn't extol in sports, so be it; he will have the advan-
tage of learning to cope. Certainly you dim% force a child
intobaseball if hehates it, but there is a sport or exercise
that each child can do such as walking with the family,
roller skating, a swim at the Y, or cycling to a friend's
home. Parents need to encourage regular physeical activ-
ity»

Chorea. Every child needs to know how a home
functfons and how to take care of his household and
personal needs. Rotate taska within the family. See that
children know how to waah clothes, mow the lawn,care
for the baby, clear the table, cook a simple meal, take out
the trash, vacuum and dust. Chores are a good change-
of-pace from academia. Sometimes, provide a chose
project that takes two children to accomplish. This
results in another worthwhile lesson of cooperation.
Remember, if nothing else, chore time can be an oppor-
tunity for creative thinking.

Hzmetwork. A certain amount of time will be spent
doing homework study and project& A gifted child might
be either speedy or sluggish at this. Together, look over
the work to be done. Play the game of estimating how
long it should take. See if you or your child is the best
guestimator. Teach the value of time, such as when to
spend it, when to conserve it. With the agreement of
both children, let the gifted child serve as mentor fora



sibling. However, let the tailing do something for the
gifted child in return. Remember, every child has a
special talent.

Mealtime& Occasions for meaningful =vena-
tion are viteL This hnportant form ofbonding cant wait
for the Weekend when there is more time. Thus itreaks

dhmer arebuiltein times when talk should be
free-WheelinganduniutkenentaLThicineansthatthe

biariaind as 6 1 kt frontof111_;..*

7,theTVifor_when the TV is talking, family is net- A
pment should also provide a time for convereation at
bedtime. This means that a parentcan'tjust shout *good
nighWhohastoectuallygotothequietofachild'aroom.
Wh1L parent should-not staY in the mom until the
Child falli isleeP,- this kkhe4d6rk einiersation can
reveal *Oughts that might not be said in the light,. Of
074M514 a wise parent mates many other opportunities
for talk, but mealtime and bedtimes are built-in oppor-
tunities.

Escursions. Memories are made from family ac-
tivities. While most excursions are relegated to the
weekend, weekday excureions should also be planned.
These could include an sitar-supper walk/talk in the
park, going out for ice mom, a quick swim at a pool, or
a visit talks library. Weekend excursions should be
planned in stivance so the entire family participates.
Some of these will partake of the special knowledge of
the gifted child, some should be totally new experiences,
Outdoor activities should be balanced with indoor ones
au& u museums, plays and musical eventa. See that
you partake in a new experience as often as you go to a
movie or have a picnic. Many are free or low-cost and
enrich the child's experience beyond the bounds of
school.

3. Teaching socialization
Sometimes society pictures a gifted child as a lop-

sided egthead. However, a wise teacher encourages
diversification for the youngster; a wise parent teaches
thevaluesof socialization, which is best done within the
family. Selfishness and pride .. the need to always be the
star .4 can spoil the life of the most brilliant person.

While the classroom may seem like a perfect envi-
ronment, the child must learn to cope outside those
caring wall& The world is not a perfect environment
avativity may be derided or ignored. Bullies, cheats,
and manipulators need to be understood for the deceiv-
ers they are. This is part of vowing up and growing
outward, and is an important lessoa for every Oiled
child.

The family circle is a testing growid for life in the
larger circle of all humankincL Starting in early child-
hood, character is best molded end most often influ-
enced by the example and standards within the family.
Parents of a gifted child need to be aler c. to these
elements of socializatiom

learning W be a follower. Leadership cones easy,
for some followership can be frustrating. While all
children within the family need leadenthip opportuni-
ties, a gifted child especially needs the patience to be
supportive of a sibling or parent who has the leadership
position in certain activities. A parent should provide
opportunities for followership in household tasks, in
planning family event, in sports and games.

Learning to appreciate others. No child is devoid of
talent. It is often easier to be a parent of a creative child
than a child whose abilities are not yet evident The
discovery of talent takes persistence, sometimes years.
Parents set the standard for appreciation by their own
comments fbr work well done, or just for "mit done. The
practice of saying 'thank you" forhelpofany magnitude
should be a 'given' in the family. A gifted child once said
aboita shy
willing to Just watch me and listen to me.' At first,
patients may need to help a gifted child recognize the
important qualities of other family members, until
impeded= becomes a natural nse.

Laxning-tobewel1-.; There is a differ-
ence between coeliac-ea and conficiena, arrogance and
competence, showing off and silliness. Some gifted chil-
d4wen trthibit the former quality in each pair and need
pidanee eo as not to become obnoxious about their
tel sate. How to act in public (and in private) can be a
difOcult task for a child who has many abilities. Still, a
parent can emphasize the importance of being consider-
ate through trainMg in such areas as table manners,
evet:rday helpfulness, conversational hints, introduc-
tion& petty etiquette, thank-you note writing, etc. No
matter what the IQ, there is no excuse for offensive
beb !pier. One aspect of good manners la being outgoing-
Sullen shyness can give the impression of I'm better
than you", snobbiehness. Givechildren basic social train-
ing and give them opportunities to practice thesetalents
within the family. Willingness to talk, how to be a part
of a dietesaiett, hew to respond to queations, how to draw
mit others, tortkes a gifted child a more interesting child.

Learning to accept faihire. The lumps of life come
16 alt. How we-eeepond, sets ns apart and determines our
future sue teem The average thild usually finds suc-
camas and fai' nes a manageable part of life. But the
gifted', child, Ecustomed to more successes than fail-
Lae.% often tAtat the failures much harder. Where self-
w,-orth hWif rem% high, the gifted child who has
I:1Na in so= atca, dwells more deeply en it and may
blow it out of prop cation. Horne activities and the parent
example should 11 olp a child handle the bad with the
geed. Keepieg things in ).eirspective, taking the lang
via w, being grateful for past successes, finding a benefit
fr..= a failurethem are skills a parent must teach.

Learring to accept feelfts. There are no wrong
emotions, fast wieng responses to them. Everyone has
felt anger, hatred. frustratio4, or guilt at one time or
another. The wise person learns what to do about these
feteings, and how t. grow upw ard from the experience.
The gifted child learn not to bury his feelings. but
how to under staiur them and respond positively to them.
A sensitive Imo It !nay have the rapport to draw out a
child on the fiubjec t. of innermost feelings, or, perhaps,
thew will be another person such ss a grandparent or
Sunday echo 41 teedier whom the child can speak with
comfortably. A ttild needs a place to put her feelings
wher. she cite eleal w th them immediately, and talking
with an uric.,tretent) rig persot is one option. Another
place to -puts these feelings is in a daily journal. One
gifted youngster ;blew has kept a journal for over 20
years. She say.zti itfriatwrUngdown feelings helps her
get them in perapett ,ve and iater ,7nd a good response.

learnine o whole pentee While a child may



excel in one or two areas, he shouldn't become one-sided.
There has been much commendation of The Bennis-
sanceManworWoman. Wenow see,however,thatihere
can be The Renaissance Child, interested and aware of

titian or
world. Specialitationaometimestomes Itoosoonandthe
teacher and parent should work together in developing
thialsential A-vholeniai elf livailoungitter.

Certainly a parentof a gifted child shouldbe happy
to be entrusted with the care of that child. Instead of
being intimidating, it should be an exciting challenge.
lict one sale parenting was simple, but it needn't be

arduous. There arechallengesthat are life-threateming,
such as disabilities, drugs, and psychological problems,
but the challenge of parenting a gifted child is cee afjoy
and adventure. A parent should accept this challenge
with' het*, piitlenei aid Fnitieriin

..Thegifteichildis_not someextraordinszy
beyond the fmiWs comprehension. The ehild
fanctionswithinthefatilwandhge childbs -- -
the home is not a blessing to the child alone. It is an
uplifting event that benefits the entire family and un-
derscores new horizans for each family member.

FAMILY FACTORS -IN-THE ADULT SUCCESS OF
HIGH IQ CHILDREN

Rena F. Subotnik Hunter College and Hunter Campus Schools, City University of New York
James ,EL Borland, Teachers College, Columbia Unkersitx New York

Our tmderstanding of gifted individuals has been
enriched by the research of scholars employing two
distinct developmental perspectives (Grinder, 1985).
The first studies of the gifted in Great 'Britain (Gahm,
1869) and the United States (Yoder, 1894) were retro-
spective. Their authors took adult eminence as their
starting point and examined biographical accounts of
their subjects' lives, hoping to glean information that
might explain adult manifostaticals ni giftedness. This
approach had ita usefulness, but it was criticized by
such writers as Hollingworth (19W1), who claimed that
'the study of eminent adults has left us with an array of
facts, interesting but ambiguous...frvin (whichj...we
cannot determine cause and effect (p. l(4).

The advent of mental tests in the early part of this
century gave rise to an alternative methodology. This
prospective strategy, adopted by Terman (1925),
Hollingworth (1942), and others, offeroti the researcher
the opportunity to identify children with high intellec-
tual aptitude and to follow them longitudinally, thus
gaining insight into factors that facilitate and frustrate
the realization of what Terman called 'the promise of
youth' (Burks, Jensen, & Terman, 1930).

This latter approach afforded the researcher quite
a bit of flexibility, especially if he or she were prescient,
compulsive, or fortunate enough W gather, in the ietial
stages of an investigation, data that would in time prove
to be essential in explaining phenomena occurring later
in life. An example of this is found in the last two
volumes of Genetic Studies of Genius (Ferman & Oden,
1947, 1959).

As their subjects reached midlife, Tennan and
Oden had a large cohort of subjects selected for high
general ability, some markers of adult life success; and
a wealth of data related to the subjects' traits, abilities,
and experiences. This enabled a comparison of the "A"
and men, the male subjects who as adults had
experienced the greatest and the least professional
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success respectively. Terman and Oden's examination
of the antecedent factors contributing to the differential
accomplishmenta of these two groups led them to the
conclusion that two clusters of traita, 'drive to succeed
and all-round social adjustment' (1947, p. 352), moat
clearly discriminated between the A. and the Cs.

This aspect of Terman's longitudinal research is
considerably important today for a number Ofreasons,
of which we win cite two. The first relates directly to
educational practice. Programs for the gifted mitt pri-
marily to serve children shown by various predictors to
have unusual aptitude in cm or more areas. To the
extent that we are concerned providing an education
that will help these children realize their potential, it is
essential that we strive to discover which factors facili-
tate and which frustrate the realization of early prom-
ise. Terman and Oden realized this when, commenting
on their findings, they wrote,

Intellect and achievement are far from
perfectly correlated. Why this is so, what
circumstanees affect the fruition of hu-
man talent, are questions of such tran-
scendent importance that they should be
investigata by every method that prom-
ises the slightest reduction of our present
ignorance. (1947, p. 352)

The second reason that underscores the impor-
tance of Terman and Oden's A and C analysis has to do
with it recent application. Their finding that., IQ and life
success were "far from ectly correlata. within the
upper ranges of the Ig6 -6 6ution, has prompted same
to call for a rethinking of the way in which giftedness is
defmed in the schools. The stated goal of the resulting
reconceptualizations ie to effect a better fit between the
traits that define giftedneas in children and those that
presage adult productivity.

Despite the importance of Terman and Oden's
retrospective analysis of their A and C groups, thers are
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reasons to question the generality and validity of their
conclusions. One of these concerns the fact that only
utaI subiects were included in this analysis. This is a

indicant limitation since, as Tomlinson, Keasey and
ttrif1990)1fa1ii-t out-Vent is a-lift:wing tumbet of

itudie 40e044941,411101,114gesghte Pet Pri tudiAal
relations among boys, relations that are not upficated

(p. 443). Studies that incorporate
female subjects and analyze their data separately are
clearly called for.

(I, the Taman cohort was, to a significant
-Idegiiieilifiteduct of histime. This, too, is a limitation, for

-as Gele (cited in Shuster; 1990) points out,
The life experience of a particular birth
cohort who faces a given set of social or
economic circumstances may result in a
diatinctive developmental pattern. But
for other cohorts, brought up differently
and encountering a quite different envi-
ronment, these patterns might not recur.
(p. 471)

Especially at this time, when the issues facing
girls loom so large (see, for example, Eccles, 1985;

err, 1985; Silverman, 1986), it may be unwarranted to
- draw conclusions about the realization of potential in

today's girls based on conclusions drawn from an analy-
sis of male subjects born in the first decade of the
century. Finally, there is a problem discernable in much
of the researelt in this area. As Fowler (1981) indicates,
"few investigators have systematically explored home
-methods used with bright children, classical investiga-
tors (have failed to do so probably] because of their
genetic. bias' (p. 331). Terman was no exception. As a
result of his hereditarian and purely psychological per-
spective, it is likely that the factors Terman and Oden
identified as salient in the life success of their cohort are
not the only, or even the most important ones. A study
of the datA reveals that there were significant environ-
mental differences between the As and the Cs, most
noticeable in the subjects' families, that contemporary
researchers would point to as being of more than minor
interest (see, for example, Jarrell & Borland, 1990).

Among these are the fact that the As were much
more likely than the Cs to come from intact families in
which the father had graduated from college, was em.
ployed in a professional capacity, and earned a higher
income, Even such factors as the mean IQ of siblings and
the number of books in the home library favored the As
to a significant degree. If one adopts a psychosocial
perspective and believes that environment plays an
apm... able role in human development, one must con-
clude that family status and process variables, espe-
cially those related to parental education and socioeco-
nomic status, were probably the main determinants of
the differential life success experienced by the AB and
the Cs.

This interpretation of the Terman and Oden data
is consistent with the results of contemporary research.
For example, Tomlinson-Keasey and Little (1990) em-
ployed structural equation modeling to isolate factors
that predicted occupational success for both the male
and the female aubjects of Terman's research. They
found that the strongest predictor for both sexes was
educational attainment which, in turn, had parental
education as its strongest predictor. This supports the
interpretation of the Terman and Oden data advanced
above. The data reported in the fmal two volumes of
Genetic Studies of Genius indicate that the effects of
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differences in the families of origin of the As and the Cs
were discernable in the differential educational attain,
ments of the two groups date: g back to the high school
yeas'.

However, in the'llinihnson-Keasey and Littlestudy
(990) the subjects' educational attabmtentL although
the strongest predictor of occupational attainment, only
explaIned 347 percent of the variance _for the male
subjecta and a mere 6.2 percent of the variance for the
female subjects. These relationships are probably at-
tenuated to a degree by the passage of time, but they also
suggeAthatlifeachiriveime ntaildita*edictoissirenot
highly canalized and that a variety-of other variables
and expedences at various points during development
may well have a significant impacton the adult's achieve-
ments' (p. 454 It is logical to begin the search for these
"other variables and experiences' in the family, as many
have suggested. Albert (1980), for example, states that,

Most explanations for the differences be-
tween promise and fulfillment point to
substantial differences in early facilitat-
ing environments, family factors, and
educational career opportunities. (p. 174)

Similarly, Colangelo and Dettmann (1983), after
reviewing the research on parents and families of the
gifted, call attention to *the importance of home envi-
romment and family relations on the later achievement
of high-ability youngsters' (p. 25).

However, there is still quite a bit to be learned
about the specifics of the relationship between home
environment and the future accomplishments -of high-
IQ children. Colangelo and Dettmann point out that
"there is still considerable confusion in terms of what
the major family influences are' (p. 25). In the same
vein, Janos and Robinson (1985) state that 'familial
influences on the development of intellectual giftedness
are poorly described in the literature despite their
central role" (p. 182).

Mbert offers some clues as to the manner in which
the family might function to facilitate or to frustrate the
realization of the 'promise of youth* among the gifted:

Families are defined as experience-pro-
ducing (generating) and experience-se-
lecting (dimting) emits in the develop-
ment of their memWrs, especially the
younger ones. Furthermore, parental ex-
periences, behaviors, and personalities
give form end substance to these two
basic family functions. (p. 174)

If this is true, an exaation of parent-child
relationships and interactions within families of gifted
children should help us understand the ways in which
families either facilitate or frustrate the development of
cognitive giftedness in children which translates into
achievement in adult life.

Background of the Present Study
The research presented here is part of a larger

study of a cohort of individuals who, as children, were
identified as intellectually gifted and graduated from a
special elementary school for high-IQ children. The
authors are engaged in an investigation into the ante-
cedent factors that contributed to the life success, vari-
ously defined, of these individuals. While that multiva-
riate analysis is still in progress, data have been uncov-
ered that are worthy of attention in their own right The
purpose of this component of the larger study is to
investigate the relationship between certain family-of-
origin varijlles and various indices of adult accom-



ellshment in a group of adults who were identified as
gifted in childhood on the basis of IQ. Specifically, the
following research questions were posed:

. 1. Which process variables in the subjects' families
of efigin, if any, ate retatal te adult 84f-report mea-
.eureesti omen entiitovhatxttannorl _

2. Is there evidence that different patterns of
-family interaction are related to the life success of male
and female subjecta?

3. Is there a suggestion of greater same-sex or
aess-sex mental influence on male and female sub-
jecte7

Method
Subjects

The sample consists of 198 individuals, 90 males
and 108 females, who graduated from the Hunter Col-
lege Elementary Scb ool between 1948 and 1960. Hunter
Caege Elementazy School was established in 1941 as
a laboratory school for intellectually gifted children
living in New York City. Termz_n himself suggested that
students attending the school would constitute a good
comparism group for the subjects cihis study (Seagoe,
1975). The subjects were identified aa intellectually
gifted while in elementary school on the 1937 revision of
the Stanford-Binet (Forms L and M). The IQ range is
from 122 to 196, with a sample mean of 156.6 (157.0 for
the males, 156.3 for the females).

In addition to age and geography, there are other
differences between this cohort and Terman's. For ex-
ample, unlike Terman's subjects, the Hunter group is
largely Jewish (65.7 percent, although 64.3 percent of
the sample report no or little adult religious inclina-
tion), heavily Democratic (73.4 percent, with more
*twines' and 'others* than Republicans), and more likely
to be liberal (35.3 percent) or moderate (48.9 percent)
than conservative (15.8 percent). The subjecta are well
educated; only six lack college degrees, and nearly half
(46.7 percent) have doctorates. A large majority (84.4
percent) is employed in professional occupations. A
more extensive description of 156 of the present subjects
(those with Kis over 139) cell be found in Subotnik,
Karp, and Morgan (1989).

This sample is clearly no more representative of
the entire gifted population of the country than is
Terman's. However, it is fairly typical of students iden-
tified as gifted in the New York City public schools in the
1940a and the 1950s, and a study of these individuals
should further advance our knowledge of the aggregate,
pluralistic population of gifted children that still awaits
comprehensive study.
Instrumentation

Data for this study were gathered through the use
of a questionnaire developed by Subotnik. This instru-
ment was patterned as closely as possible on the ques-
tionnaire used by 'Ferman and Oden in the midlife
follow-up of their cohort, although some additional
items were added. Responsesto the questionnaire yielded
198 variables for analysis. The present study involved
only those variables that relate to factors in the subjects'
families of origin and those that could be consizued as
indices of adult success (see table 1 for a list of vari-
ables).

Table 1
Variables Employed hi the Present Analysis and

Their Volum
Family-Background Variables

Variables Values
Mime *Rebellion against Father

Mama,*
Good deal to =toms.

a

a

a

a

a
a

Degree of Rebellion against Mother
Degree te Which Father Enoouragad Independence
Degree to Viak4M44604.47AuFES.kiaNlodioto
Degree to Whkh Father &elated Independence
Dame to Width Metier Reilated Independence
Feeling* of ReJectlou by Father
Feelinp of Rejection by Mother
Affection and Underatanding ikom Father
Affection and Understending from Mother
How Solicitous Was Father?
How Solicitous Was Mother?
How Self-Confident Was Father?
How Self-Confident Was Mother?
How Helpful Wes Father?
Hoe' Helpful Wes Mother?
How Domineering Wu Father?
How Demineering Wes Mother?
How Friendly Was Father?
How Friendly Wee Mother?
Is Subject Becoming Mora lAite the

Mother er the Father?
Mom like mother,
M. like father

Adult Accomplishment Variables
Variables Value*
Degrees Earned Docterstettio doctorate
Income Ahoy* mop median/

Degree ta Which Subject Feels
He or She Lived Up to
Intellectual Potential

Honore Received
Publications

Creative Work

Below poup median
Fully/
Lass than fully

Some honeretNe honors
Some publications(
No publications
Some reported creativity/
No reported creativity

I:Procedure
As described by Subotnik, Karp, andMorgan (1989),

addresses were obtained for 375 of the estimated 600
individuals who graduated from the Hunter College
Elementary School during the period of interest. Com-
pleted questionnaires were received from 230 individu-
als; only those for whom individual Stanford-Binet Igs
were available were included in this analysis.

Whereas Terman and Oden limited their analysis
to subjects at the extremes of the accomplishment con-
tinuum, we explored relationships between family-of-
origin variables and accomplishment variables for the
entire cohort of 198 subjects. This was dictated the
sample which, compared to that of Terman and
WEIS relatively small with sharply skewed distributions
of some of the variables.

Twenty-one faniily-of-origin variables and six 'sue-
ease variables, derived from responses to the question-
naire described above, were examined. Where news-
sem the response categories were collapsed in order to
facilitate data analysis. For maniple, most of the ques-
tionnaire items were in the form of a five-point Likert
scale with a neutral midpoint. These wens reduced to
three-value variables, retaining the neutral value and



combining the two lower and the two higher values.
Since the variables were categorical, chi-square

tests of significance were employed to teat for relation-
Alpe between faniily;backgroimd variables and adult-

-accomplishment variables. Following suggestions in
they-vetch literature (e.g., Shuster, 1990; Tomlinson-

&Little,- 1990); separate-analyses were con-
fer male and female subjects.

Altogether, 252 tests were rim. In some cases,
more than 20 percent of the cells in the contingency
tables had expected frequencies under five, thus invali-
dating the test. Where possible Fisher's Exact test was
iiirtsitittitel; but 42 teals had to be &carded because of

Creative Work How Satiedtene: Creativity with High
Mother Solieitotteness

Creative Work Becoming More Like CanitivitY With More
Father or Mother?
Like Mother

Table 3
Significant Relationship; for Male Subjects

DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT DIRECTION OF
VARIABLE VARIABLE REIATIONSHIP
Delves* Famed Friendlineac Father IfigherDegreewith fairer

Friendliness
Income Friendhness: Mather InceeneabowMedianwith

Moderate Friendliness
FNiblications Rebellion against No Publiestions with

Father Moderate &hellion
Publications Independence Resisted No Publieations with

by Father Moderate Resistance
Publicstions Affection and Under-No Publication* with

standing Father Moderate Affection &
Undmtanding

Publications How Self-Confident: Publications with High
Father Self-Confidence; No

PUblicaticaur with
Moderate SeltConfidence

Creative Rebellion igainst Creativity with Greater
Work Mother Rebellion
Creative Independence Resisted Creativity with Gsester
Work by Mother Resistance
Creative Becoming Mote Like Creativity with More
Work Father or Mother Like Mother

bio many cells with low expected frequencies, Of the 210
validtests, 20(9.5 percent)were significant at or beyond
the .06 level.

There is clearly a problem deriving from a higher
than desirable probability of Type I error when so many
testa are undertaken. A further complication derives
from the fact that the responses are correlated, thus
ruling out the use of a correction such as Bonferroni's
inequality. We are, therefore, presenting the following
results in a tentatfie manner, more as a basis for
werating hypotheses for additional research than as a
basisfer generalization. However, given the importance
of the issue of family-of-origin influences on the later
development of gifted children, and the growing body of
evidence suggesting that these inthiences operate dif-
ferentially for males and females, we believe that the
fallowing data are worth sharing, even with their limi-
tations.

Remits
The results will be presented here in relation to the

research questions posed above.
Relationships Between Family Variables and
Adult Suoaeas

Tables 2 and 3 show the 20 cases in which there
was a significant relationship between a family-back-
ground variable and a self-report adult-success vari-
able. As can be seen, some outcome variables were more
frequently involved than others.

Table 2
Significant Relationships for Female Subjects

DEPPNDENT
VARIABLE
Degrees Earned

Income

Income

Ina=

Honors

Lived Up to
Potential?

PuMications

Ptiblications

PUbliestions

INDEPENDENT
VARIABLE
Affection end Under-
standing Mother

Encotwagement of
Indepaudence: Father
How Docnineering
Father
How Friendly:
Father
Affection and Cede.-
atandhig: Mother
How Domineering
Father
Feelings of Rejection
by Mother
How Solicitous:
Mother
How Helpful;
Mods*?

eTer,

DIRECTION OF
RE1ATIONSHIP
Higher Degree with
Higher Affection &
Undentanirmg
Income above Median with
Stronpr Encouragement
Income aboveMedianwith
Moderate Dosninsering
blooms shoveldedian with
Higher Fr.`
Honore with Higher Affec-
tian & Understanding
Fully Lived Up with
Higher Domineering
No Publications with
Greater Rejections
Publications with
Greater Solieitouenees
Publications with High
Level af Helplemess; No
Palicatiems with
Moderato Helpfulness

The variables of Income, Publications, and Cre-
ative Work accounted for 16 of the 20 significant rela-
tionships, with Publications amounting for 7. The rea-
sons for this pattern are obscure, although the prepon-
derance of doctorates and individuals who believed that
they had lived up to their intellectual potential probably
accounted for the paucity of relationships for Degrees
Earned and Lived Up to Potential.

Focusing on the three outcome variables that ac-
counted for the majority of significant relationships, one
can discern different patterns of relationship. For fe-
male subjects, earning an income above the group me-
dian was associated with having a father who encour-
aged independence, who was moderately domineering,
and who exhibited a high degree of friendliness. For
male subjects, earning an income above the group me-
dian was associated with moderate friendliness on the
part of the mother.

Publications was the accomplishment variable for
which there was the greatest number of significant
relationships with family background variables. For
female subjects, not having published was associated
with .4. , themotherasbeingrejecting, whereat;
having publish was associated with high levels of
solicitousness and helpfulneas on the part of the mother.
For male subjects, moderate levels of rebellion against
the father, resistance of independence by the father,
affection and understandaufrom the father, and father's
self-confidence were all associated with not having
published.

Finally, with respect to Creative Work, female
subjects reported at least one instance of adult creative
work was associated with solicitousness on the part of
the mother and with a belief that the subject was
becoming more like the mother than the father. For
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argument bath ignores the salience of persistent family
interactions wham charecter had many years to =ant-
festthemselves andoverstates the reliability of altenw-
tive methods such as direct observation.

Moreover, the literature on postpositivist hiquiry
--(see,Tarediazirple, Borland, 1990) is replete with plea-

. Ale arguments that olYitct4vity is neither attainable
nor desirable in research in education and psychology,
that-realties-rue multipleandconstructed, and that the
reconstruction of these multiple subjective realities is
a-some would argue the-goal of inquiry in the humim

(seeLincoln&Gulia, 1985). Therefore, to argue
a-elf-report instrtmlents only rof/eot subjects' per-

ciPtians dreality, perceptions that are inferior to those
imposed by an 'objective researcher, may be
ontologically and epistemologically indefensible. In any
case, the remembered, perceived childhood realities of
yesterday's gifted children are not without interest, nor
is it probable that they are without influence. Their
study is likely to repay our effort.

To conclude, the results of the present study sug-
gest that there are relationships between family-of-
origin variables and self-report measures of adult suc-
cess among individuals identified as gifted on thebasis
of IQ as children. Further, there are suggestions that
there are different patterns of relationship for different
areas of achievement, that there are different patterns
for males and females, and that either the same-sex or
the opposite-sex parent may be the more influential
depending on the area of accomplishment under inves-
tigation. These fmdings are consistent with the still
somewhat exiguous research in this area, end they
point toward interesting and productive directions for
research in the future.
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THE ABC's OF CURRICULUM FOR GirrED
FIVE-YEAR-OLDS:

ALPHABET, BLOCKS AND CHESS?
Swan 4i IL-KapIan, Teacher ofGifted-Preprimary,

Creative Chikirwea Acaikvim Mount Pretivecte Minas

I am a teacher of five-year-olds and an outspoken
advocate of developmentally appropriate practices in
early_childhoodeducation. I feel fortunate tothaeh in an
independent schoot,hrgifted children where we have a
full-day prevent and stre able te Write ourown curricu-
lum, maldng periodic alterations as we see fit. When-
ever possible and suitable, I allow the children's inter-
eats to drive the curriculum in my class. For instance,
when someone brings in a shell collection and others
seem interested, we might decide to study oceanogra-
phy. Little die I 'mow that the day Erek brought his
miniature chess set to school, my pre-conceived notions
about developmentally appropriate curriculum were
about to be altered.

Erek was not yet five. He, akmgwith several other
students of mine, was too young for kindergarten. He
opened up his little box and enthusiastically showed the
chess pieces to any classmate who happened by. Soon he
bounced over to me and said, 'Mrs Kaplan, can you
teach me and Daniel how to play chess?

One of the many articles I enjoy reading and have
shared with many of the parents of my students is The
Importance of Play (Bettelheim, IOW). In it, the author
explains how crucial it is for young children to invent
their own rules for a game before adults begin imposing
the "official* rules on them. Knowing th is, I wasn't about
to push something at Erek and Daniel that would only
frustrate and confuse them. 'They have the rest of their
lives to learn this complicated game,' I told myself. "Let
them play checkers!"

Why don't you and Daniel play the game any way
you would like to play it?" I suggested. I thought that
would keep them satisfied.

About lO minutes later, Erek approached me again,
rephrasing his question this time. "Mrs. Kaplan, do you
know how to play chess?'

'Yes, Erek, I know how to play chess,' I admitted.
'I have an idea,' said Erek. 'Why don't you teach

us the rules so we can play chess the right way?
1 fmally promised to teach them a little bit about

the pieces and how they move on the board --no more. I
inwardly hoped that once they realized just how compli-
cated the whole thing was, they would give up this
ambitious notion and go back to something more appro-
priate, like the blocks. Please don't misunderstand; I
was neither undaestimating their intelligence, nor
trying to avoid teaching them something having educa-
tional merit I simply thought it was too early to teach
four- and five-year-olds how to play chess. It seemed on
par with teaching them cakulus: it was out of the
question.

I began by showing the chess board to Erek and
Daniel and introducing all the chess pieces, demon-
strating how each was able to move across the board.
Soon I saw a need for visual aids. I created small posters

1

depic2ing each piece and a diagram of its lime' on the
board and its movement across it. As I discussed each
poster with the home(' begin moving our bodies across
the ru thewayeitch-chets plecemovett =teethe board.

baked like a fot of find Sisonthe entire Class
was interested in learnhig how to play thia new game. It
wasn't longbefore I realized itwas a golden opportunity
to introduce lots of new vocabulary words, such as
'vertical,' 'horizontal' and 'diagonal' and use them in
a way that made sense and really mattered to the
children.

I thought with dread, "What on earth have I
begun? Soon I was. setting aside chunks of our Math
Explorers time to discuss chess with everyore in the
class. We decided that some of the pieces were 'stew
pen (pawns and kings) while others were 'sliders"
(rooks, bishops and queens). The knight, with his le
shaped movement, ended up in a caWgory of his own. It
became easy for the children to see that the queen was
the most powerful, because she could move almost any
way she wanted.

Once we were thoroughly familiar with the move-
ment of each piece, it seemed only fair that I should let
them have a chance to play the game. Children leant to
speak by speaking, learn to read by reading, and learn
to write by writing. Perhaps, I extrapolated, they will
learn to play chess simply by playing chess.

We kept our poster-sized directions close by for
easy reference. It became useful for me to make several
L-shaped cut-outs that could be placed flat on the chess
board, while being pivoted and flipped back and forth to
show how the knight could move. After ow first game
between classmates (Erek and Daniel, of mune) I was
surprised at how well they applied what they knew
about the movement of the pieces. They used nostrategy
because initially, we never discussed the object of the
game. They seemed to be content just to remember
whose turn it was, try to move correctly, and to capture
the most piews. I told them that, since chess was a
"thinkiAg game," they should feel free to take as much
time as they needed to decide where to move, but that
once they took their hand off a piece, it was the other
person's turn. Despite the rules, we thought it was a lot
friendlier to let our playing partner have a chance to
'take back' a move even after he had taken his hand off
of it.

Suddenly all my students wanted to play chess,
but we had only one set: Erek's. I ran out to the discount
store and bought eight inexpensive chess seta. We took
all the componenta out of the boxes, stacked the boards
on the shelf and dumped all the pieces together in a big,
clear plastic container. This encouraged the children to
figure out how many pieces they would need of esch
color and count them out before beginning a game.

As the children began to play regularly and as we
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discussed the goal of the game, their own strategies
began to emerge. I told them that if they put someoae's
king in. danger, they have to say, 'Check' to warn that

_ .pason to move it or lose the game. Spectators would
oielear, *Are you sure you want to move there? or
ThedtyobTr-kitt, Willi &tiger,* .er If I take your

-Pawns you couteake my bishOrkeordaettetnettIe_thatr
ori'musingmy pawns tobuild a stonewall to stop you.'

z--F,T.--.--Otiethildittgiesfadthat,iince-iiresay"Cheeletoletour
opponent know his king is in danger, we should say
something like 'Quack' to let him know his queen is in
1srngerWeallthmightttwaaacreativean&uzeful ides,

It leCame evident that we needed to do a Iot of
talking about good sportsmanship. We decided that if
tee didn't end a game by shaking hands- with our oppo-
nent and saying, 'Good game. Want to Play again
sometime? that maybe this person would not want to
play chess with us any more. We also decided that when
someone asks us to play chess, we should really think
about whether or not we are in the mood to be a good
sport. They knew it was perfectly okay to say that they
weren't in the mood. For a while I wait giving out Good
Sport Awards to anyone lid see shalcing hands or hear
saying,"Good game. LeVs play again sometimer

We also found that we also needed to invent a rule
- for overlyenthusiastiespectators. "You may watch, but

you may not touch the pieces or give advice.' 'Kibitzer'
beeamea new and meaningful vocabulary word. One
day, a Kindergarten teacher from a public school who
-was observing our class, was surprised to see several
children sprawled out on the rug, playing chem. just as
she was asking me whether or not they were actually
playing according to the rules, a child approached me
and said, 'Mrs. Kaplan, I keep telling Chrissie I don't
need advice. She thinks my rook can move diagonally
and Iknow it can only movehorizontally andvertically."
The visiting teacher was amazed. As I began to encour-
age Chrissie tofind a friend and start her owngame, our
guest admitted to me that she had never learned how to
play chess. `You can watch our game,' the child in-
formed the teacher, "but we don't need any advice.'

We continued to play chess and some of the chil-
dren emerged as formidable players. They especially
enjoyed playing a game with a teacher. I still remember
Daniel saying, 'Mrs. Kaplan, play you chess. Okay?
Initially, my assistant teacher and I would play with
them just to help them remember what to do. Before
long we discovered that there were at least four children
in the class who not only needed very little advice but
could beat us on a regular basis. You aux imagine the
confidence it gives a child to know that through hisown
hard work and concentration he has become proficient
enough to compete with older children, even adults.

At about this time I was approached by a parent
of one of my chess aficionados. l don't !mow what to do,'
she said. "My son loves to play chess with my husband,
but my sem is starting to win and my husband is not
handling it well at alL Ita hie having two five-year-olds
in the house. I hear my husband shouting, 'Okay, Okay.
How about three out of five?'

At this time we had a chess club at our school
which was headed by our middle school mathematics
teacher. Several of our children were interested in
joining, but they didn't meet the minimum age require-

meat. I asked the math teacher if hewould be willing to
accept some of my student* into his club. Now, he knew
we were learning haw to play chess in our class, but I
don't think he realized how well we had learned the
'game. Soon the new chess club members were not only
&Wing the op/is:lib-laity to- play ii ofithets, they were
_becoming acquainted.with. children from exemclasa in
our school. They were competing on a friendly, non-
physical level. It was not unusual -to hear a middle
school student give an exuberant to one of his five-
year-old fellow chess club members.

During the process of learning this game, my
&Wm learned a peatitleil aboutmathematim,Iogic
and spatial relationships. They learned about thinking
hard and planning ahead. The lessons they learned
about good sportsmanship carried over into other areas
of their lives. They made many new friends and devel-
oped their interpemonal skills while their confidence
soared.

As it turns out, my gut level feeling about the
teaching of chess to four-and five-year-olds was wrong.
I'm so thankful that I didn't follow my first impulse and
hastily shut the doorto this opportunity before our chess
playing adventures hada chance tobegin. This experi-
ence has taught me to remain flexible and open-minded
regarding what ought to be taught to young childnm. It
has also taught me to continue to stay in touch with my
children's interests and to take advantage of their
natural curiosity and motivation to learn.

I have been, however, always afraid that our math
teacher would take me aside and ask why my children
periodically shout 'quack" while they play.
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TEACHING THINKING EARLY
Anne & Crabbe, Director o (Tech Prep Executive Leadership Prvgram4

WashThgton Unbentitx SL Louts, Missouri
Pat Hoelscher, Director of WeolisilfgreOts raw* Nobleifs Saving Programs,

Washington-Universitm, StLouLs,Mk.ouri

'Jimmy is in second grade. His house is about four
blocks from the school. On nice days, he walks to school

home On nziny days an4 verY 09(4 days,
Us-.Fither es hint to school- in the car. None_ of
iiimmy'sschool frier& live near hishouse, so he usually
walks home alon

Lately, three fourth-grade boys have been following
Jimmy when he walks home after school. They call him
names like 'Baby' and 'Dummy' and 'Chicken.' Jimmy
is afraid of them bemuse they are bigger than he is. It
hurts his feelings when they call him names, He is also
aftraid they will hit him and hurt him.

Jimmy has not told his motherandfatherabout the
boys: Once he disobeyed the teacher anpurpose so he
would haue to stay after school. He thought the boys
would begime wiwn he walked home, but, nix there they
were waiting for him. When he did get home, his mother
was angry with him for being so late (Crabbe 1984). '

Every day children face situations which require
them to consider many sides of an issue and make an
informed decision. Learning to think clearly and solve
problems is a life skilL Learning how to think (not what
tothink)is vitally important for children. his estimated
that knowledge doubles every 10 years and the job that
a primary grade child may have after high school pedu-
ation may not even exist today. Children can not be
trained for the present. They must be trained to adapt
to the rapid changes that are occurring in the world.
Learning how to think and make sound decisions are
skills that shou/d be introduced in the early grades and
practiced throughout a child's school years.

Teaching students to think logically and creatively
and to solve problems, are skills that can be taught
systematically. They are skills which adapt to both
school and life situations. Just as young children are
taught to tie their shoes and print their names, so also
can they be taught to think logically and ereatiy*.

The Future Problem Solving Program is a year-
long academic program which augmenta the regular
curriculum with challenging materials and adapts the
creative problem solving procese developed by Alex
Osborn and Sidney Parma to current societal issues.
The six-step creative problem solving includes the fol-
lowing steps:

RESEARCHING THE TOPIC: gathering informa-
tion about the broad topic

BRAINSTORMING PROBLEMS: analyzing the
specific situation and listing as many of the problems as
possible that are related to that situation

IDENTIFYING THE UNDERLYING PROBLEM:
selecting a problem that, if solved, may also lead to the
solution of many of the other problems on the
brainstormed list;

BRAINSTORMING SOLU'r TS: generating
many possible solutions to the ur ing problem;

SE' ',TING CRITERIA: brainstorming several
possible c.ster1a by which to evaluate the alternative
solutions- and- selecting the five thatseem most- appro.
priate;

EVALUATING SOLUTIONS: using the five crite-
ria to evaluate the ten most promising solutions
brainstormed in the fourth step;

DESCRIBING THE BEST SOLUTION: improv-
ing on the beat solution and describing that solution
(Crabbe 1988).

Before any decision making can occur, information
must be gathered to rrovide an idea base about the
situation. Information can be gathered from talking to
others or from the variety of media somees which are
available. For example, children might be asked to try
to find out the averagebedtime of childremin a particu-
lar grade level. The children might gather information
by asking every child in that grade about his bedfamot,
asking a few parents about the bedtimes of their chil-
dren, and asking pediatricians about the average bed-
times of children of that age. The children might com-
pare the bedtimes for two grade levels to see if there is
a difference (Crabbe 1990).

Brainstorming is a proem; used togenerate ideas.
The four guidelines for brainstorming arc

1. No Criticism. During brainstorming, all ideas
should be accepted and recorded. No idea should be seen
as impossible or inappropriate or too trivial or too
anything.

2. Freewbeelin Breinstormers should be encour.
aged to freewheel, that is, to think ofthe bizarre, off-the-
wall, even seemingly impractical ideas.

3. Quantity. One of the purposes of brainstorming
is to generate many ideas. Though the results may yield
many unusable ideas, there will undoubtedly also be
many good ideas. Quality tends to accompany quantity.

4. Piggybacking. riggybacking, sometimes called
hitchhiking, is the practice of improving on another's
ideas or of combining ideas. Often someone else's ideas
may trigger an idea by another person in the group.
Thus, brainstorming is a team sport (Crabbe 1990).

Some sample questions to involve students in
brainstorming include:

How many things can you think of that are
green?

What different uses can you think of for a gar-
bage beg and a drinking glass used together?

What are all of the things you might give a
grandmother for her birthday?

What games might you invent that use a clothes
hanger?

Finding a situation about which to brainstorm is
easy. Situatiors exist all around us which can benefit
from new ideas. Have the children observe the school
cafeteria during lunchtime. Begin the observations be-
fore the line begins and continue until the last student
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leaves the cafeteria. Ask atudents to brainstorm all of
the problems they can think of that are related to the
situatien-. Then ask them to identify the problem from
their list that -they _think .ia the most important one
(Crabbe4900).

num the listofbrainstortned.problemsi-the-stu-
. thrgaigh discusiOon, need to focuson one problem.

*Winn't'Irewou1d solve other prob-
lems on their brainstormed list. Once a problem is
identified, the students brainstorm solutions to that

..legiattantpittilent.. The-following is a situativit about- -whiahatudents were askedlo brainstorm solutions.
Once a list of solutions has been brainstormed,

Criteria must be developed to detennine which is the
-bestsolution. Criteria have sometimes been referred to
as *yardsticks for measuring ideas.* They might also be
identified as the reasons for making choices. Children
might be asked to name their favorite snack foods. Then
they might be told that for one week they may crily eat
only one of the snack foods they named. Then they will
need to make a choice and tell their reasons for making
that choice. The reasons they have given are aetually

-fit order to decide which solution is the best, the
solutions must be ranked. The criteria can be used to do

As an activity to learn to use criteria, the children
could be told that they are to pretend that they can buy
cine nevi articieef Clothing. Their Choices include a new
pair of shoes,a new t-shirt, a new pair of shorts, a new
pair of socks, or a new sweater. They should use the
criterion:Which article of clothing will last the longest?
The article 04 clothing which they think will last the
longest will receive a 5 (because there are five options;
if there were eight options listed, the longest lasting
would receive an 8). The article of clothing which will
last the least amount of time will receive a 1, and the
other three articles of clothing will receive a 2, 3 or 4
depending on their durability. The ranking should be
done by children working together in a group (Crabbe
1090).

Practice Exercisen
Ask the children to brainstorm the names of tele-

vision shows that they like to watch. Then ask them to
pick out their five favorites. With those on the left side
of a grid, similar to the csie that follows. The grid below
contains three suggested criteria to use in making a
choice as to which game should be played; you might
wish to substitute criteria of your own ar the children's.
Rank order the television shows according to each
antenna. Remember to use only one criterion at a time,
and to award the best fit a 5 (because there are five
choices) and the poorest fit according to a given criterion
a 1, with the other names falling in between.

After the television shows have been ranked ac-
cording to the criteria, add the numbers across the mid
and put them in the column called TOTAL The televi-
sion show which receives the highest score is the 'best'
television show -at least according to the criteria used.
Different criteria may result in a different `best' choice.

In describing the best, or highest ranking, solu-
tion, the students can improve the original idea by
adding to it elements of other solutions that they had
considered. The description is developed through dis-
cussion. Communication skills are mostimportant. Ideas

need th be explained thoroughly enough so that others,
who did not hear the group discussion, can understand
and be convinced that the idea presented is truly the
best idea.
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SOLUTIONS

CRITERIA
Windt tekvislowskow would be the

funniest? roost acceptable most
to penults? educational? Total

The Future Prob)ein Solving Pnigrani was begun
in 1974 when Dr. E. Plul Torrance was invited to work
with. a group of high school students inAtlums, Georgia.
Dr. Torrance, well known for his work in creativity and
gifted education, was concerned about studees lack of
creativity and interest in the future. Using the creative
problem solving process and issues focusing on the
future, students worked in groups of four.

The pals of the program focus on motivating
students to:

think more creatively
develop an active interest in the future
improve communication skills (both oral and

written)
solve problems using a six-step process
work cooperatively with their teammates
develop research skills
think critically

The future is requiring that we train our students
for jobs which have yet to be identified. Therefore, the
skills of thinking creatively, communicating effectively,
becoming self-directed and responsible persons, learn-
ing and practicing problem solving skills, working effec-
tively as a group, and integrating these skills into daily
lives become ever so important- Building these skills in
young children should lead to better problem solvers
and leaders in the future.

REFERENCES
Crabbe, A. ( 1984). PrimaryDivision Handbook

Future Problem Solving Pmgram, Cedar Rapids, IA.
Crabbe, A (1988). Coaches Guide to the Future

Problem Solving Program. Future Problem Solving
Pmgnim, Idiurinburg NC.
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GREATER GIFTS THAN THESE
Susan Mena. SupervisorofField Experiences. Roosevelt University, Chicago

M an early childhood educator who dabbles in the
hittoryof educistionaitm.ken. .filr.119.MAIW
that a man named Wilhelm Froebel painstakingly. cre.

very special' materiali for-the-young thiki and
named them 'gifts.' He chose this term because he
viewed his materials as capable of turning the complexi-
ties. of the universe into comprehensMe activities to
&light and 'int:on the young eal-eagermitdsvibich
late-tided withthem. lathe earlier part ofthis century,
kindergarten teachers regarded the "Froebel Gifts' as
the principal materials of the kindergarten curriculum.
Since becoming acquainted with the Froebel blocks
nearly ten years ago, I have enjoyed rick opportunities
to share these materials with teachers and children, in
preschool through third-grade classrooms. Through
these experiences, I have come to realize that appropri-
ate education through exploration of well-designed
materials is a gift to which every child is entitle& In this
article,1 will abase a part of my journey toward compre-
hendblg the power of these materials.

One day during the winter of 1988, my son came to
me for help with his third-grade science-workbook. For
this particular assignment, he was asked to complete
sentences which dealt with the subjects of work and
energy. Although he had read the science book and had
received direct instruction of the facts and information
in histext, he was very confused and °Main that he had
no understanding of the concepta. After briefly glancing
at the page, I immediately thought of the second of the
Froebel Gifts, which my son and I had often "played*
with during the four years since we acquired them.
'David, you really do brow how to answer these prob-
lems!' I exclaimed.

I dor he asked, looking at me incredulously.
"Yes,* I responded with certainty. "Let's go get out

our Froebel Gifts. "
Together, we went to the shelf in his room where

the materials were store& I directed him to take out the
second of the Gifts. As he went to the shelf I felt very
pleased about the endless hours he had spent over the
years, playing with and exploring the multitude of
possible constructions and actions these replicated
materials suggested. I was eagerly anticipating an im-
portant 'test* of Froebel's principal notion, that a child's
early play with concrete objects provides the foundation
for him to form quite complexeven abstractnotions
of how things work.

My son removed the rectangular box with the
sliding cover which holds the three maple "forms of
nature,* and two dowel rods and a grooved crossbar
which enable the "playeeworker' to construct a plat-
form that will suspend the sphere, cube, and cylinder
that comprise Gift number two. Each of these forms is
ingeniously fitted with small eyelets in strategic posi-
tions, to allow them to be intasected and threaded with
string for suspension from the crossbar. They are also
pierced at strategic points, to facilitate insertion of the
small rods which intersect them.

"Ikt's begin by looking at this problem together," I
suggested. We read the problems and then proceeded to

simulate themuport theblocksbeforeuxinresponse to
of what one would use to plate a

a flj
plane,torolltheeylinderontotheboztop.Toanswerthe
question as to how one would dislodge a heavy crate
from its position on the floor, we placed one of the
piergingsticksthroughthe cylinder anduted itto mug
the cube in a "brae vetiorr. Mr- son wgirelitted-'
discoveithathe hid Usedthese actiassieratidaveriii
the past, but had not identified the principlei involved
or their language and application in the 'real world*
outside his playroom. I, too was excited to see the
empowering nature of these material% to not only
unlock secrets of the mechanical world, but to give the
child an incredade feeling of mastery and competence.

My son looked up at me and inked, aroul4 I learn
about everithing this wayr

I responded, "Maybe so. We sure could try.
As I tucked him into bed that night, he said

wistfully, "I wishyou could come to school, and show the
Gifts to my teacher and friends. I bet they would like to
know that learning science eouldbe so cinchyr Itwasari
excellent idea and I assured him that I would write a
note to, his teacher and volunteer to brhig the Gifts ts
school during the next science lesson. Thenextmcaning,
we wrote a note to his teacher and he returned frem
school with an invitation for me to viait with my Froebel
blacks the following afternoon. I alreadyfeltthatmyson
and I had received gifts from these materials, but much
mare lay ahead.

The next afternoon, I prepared to take the Gifts to
my son's school. Although I had extensive experience
introducing the materials to pie:school, kindergarten
and first-grade children, I was intrigued with the possi-
bilities they would provide for third-grode children. I
considered some age-appropriate ways W introduce the
children to how and why these materials were created,
but decided instead to let the children's own interests
guide me.

A. I arrived in the classroom, I was pleased to see
that my visit had been prepared for and that the chil-
dren were eagerly awaiting the Gifts. The class science
lesson had the children reading about gravity,, friction,
and force. Since my years of introducing the Froebel
materials to children had afforded me extraordinary
knowledge about the "mechanics of physics,' I knew to
begin by proposing that, when an object does not have
any type of force operating upon it, it is "centered' or l'at
rest.' I suggested that even children can at times be
'centered." To do this experiment, I explained to their
aroused curiosities, I would need them to seat them-
selves comfortably on the carpet and relax, while plac-
ing their entire focus upon the sphere which I dangled
from the second Gift apparatus. It was amazing to mee
their ex6tement gradually become contained as they
watched me twist the sphere several times, until the
string from which it wait suspended became bundled up
with tension. I quietly reminded them to watch the
action of the sphere and string until it was complete. The
classroom of 23 childeen fell silent as I released the
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sphere. It spun and dropped, increased velocity, paused
briefly, then reversed its direction and repeated the
sequence. Ail eyes followed the sphere, while it seemed
that all breathing suspended.

ain now going to apply a form of
force _to the _obi= .Waght mivit A413P4134.. lightly
touched the sphere intermittently for several seconds,

iiithierlit-,bietight the *rating to a slow, steady halt. I
waited until the sphere had ceased moving and then
said softly', 'Like each of you, my sphere is now cen-
terectrAt Iva rest, with all of ita _energy contained?

excitement WAS again-unleashed and
thiffee'ager to communicate their observations and
impressions. To explore answers to their questions
about frktion, we tried suspending the cube, and they
not:lied that its spinning was more cumbersome than,
and did not last as long as, that of the sphere. They
understood that the friction of my fmger was a force
which slowed the sphere, and that the force of gravity
pulled the tension from the string. One student noted
that the spinning cube at the height of its velocity
created an illusion of a cylinder. Through further ells-

- elusion, theclaseagreed that it was friction against the
angular sides of the cube which caused its "ride" to be

slower and shorter than that of the sphere. I chanced an
abstract question as to what would happen if my cube
wis left spinning for hundreds of years: Would it stay a
cube orbecome like another form? The children volun-
te red hypotheses that it would eventually wear down

-to the-shape of a spherelust like all the planets!"
Now that they were hooked on these concepts, we

moved on to the operations which David and I had
practiced. The hour passed quickly and the time arrived
for my departure. The children were disappointed that
we had to stop, so I made arrangements to leave the
Gift" behind and to send the remaining materials to
their teacher. I left the classroom feeling exhilarated,
with concrete affirmation of my belief that children

require hands-on activities to unlock their powers of
exploration, diacovary and knowledge acquisition. My
son returned home that afternoon with an evengreater
gift for me, in the form of °letters to Dr. Belgrad. 'They
wereand -still areellarming, poignant -reminders
thativemmt treasurtchildren's.natarel guliqlitY and
inner drive to know, and that learning is truly a gift
which we must give to one another,

Another gift which I have carried forward from
this experience is the knowledge that learning is a
natural occurrence for thildren-We need to respectthis
inherent abgitybymeatingetablaig epe ientfekliting
common objects and occurrences in the home and school.
Children can later transpose the information gathered
from these experiences, and apply it to their particular
environments. Bather than diminish and burden their
spirita of inquiry and their natural love of learning by
imposing abstract and representational information,
we need to choose dynamic, three-dimensional learning
experiences as a first option and gateway to learning.

The following are selections from the children's
heartfelt expressions -of gratitude for my bringing to
them the simpte experience of the Fraebel Gifts.

Dear Ma, Helps& We loved it when you cameto our
class. We learned mne new things. When can we play
with the objects? We hope you come back soon.... Sin-
cerely, C. H., The new kid.

Dear Mrs. Belgrad: It was a pleasure having you,
You are a very interesting person. Thanks to you I might
ge a hundred on my test. Your friend tntly, M. W.

Dear Mrs. Belgrad: Thank you for somilw to our
class. We learned Wed from you. I was grad you came
because I didn't know the answers to my work book.
Sincerely, P.

Dear Mrs. Beet& Thank you for coining to our
class. I was glad to see that grownups play with toys too.
1.40t, e, P. W.

CREATING A NURTURING
CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT

Laura Requarth, First Grade Teacher, Crystal Lake,
Cofounder of Long Grove Country School, lacing Grove, Illinois

Enthusiasm, andjoy which characterize childhood
are priceless, bringing with them an unbounded imagi-
nation and curiosity. As parents and educators, we
desire to grasp this valuable time for each of the children
in our care, and send them 'flying? What a challenge
and responsibility we have to enable each young mind to
reach its potential. Our dream is that they will fmd joy
in their world, discover a purpose for their existence,
hold on to all that is lovely and deserves praise, and be
ready to handle whatever comes their way. The ques-
tion is, what can we do to make this dream come true?

An enrkiting and nurturing environment is needed
for our children. Kindness, appreciation, and encour-
agement must also be an integral part of the learning
process. A challenging academic environment, where
children are encouraged to share their ideas, and feel-
ings, is indeed a special place for expanding minds.
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Children who are confident of laeir value and worth,
and who are encircled by caring adults and peers, can be
comfortable in speaking out and sharing their personal
thoughts and feelings.

Highlighting individual strengths is beneficial in
building the spirit and character of children and effec-
tive in drawing out their special qualifies. Attention
should be given to the child who is exceptionally kind or
helpful, as well as to the child with amazing skills in
math, physical education, creativity, reading, acting, or
art

Responsible learning means even young children
take ownership of their learning by contributing mate-
rials to the projecta and activities in which they take
part. This may involve bringing in a bag of something
interesting to smell for a senses lesson or a bag of
macaroni for an advanced counting lesson by hundreds
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and thousands.
Lessons from life offer opportunities to develop

relational skill& A sensitive parent or teacher allows
timafor impromptu disoussione sad discoveries during
each cloy as situation. arise, Many of the most impel,
tanitemons modtoof and, kinciefivesiti IIarA
are through their intoractions.astitey areplaying and
'weiklue together. A *whew who to tuned in to what

-thit &Mit= aresharingwith one anothercan interact
in a way that encourages children to think through
situations, anticipate consequences, and solve problems

franhow you could communicatato some-
&sit *Genet= to to what to do if a fire

starts in the kitchen.
A firm foundation in the educational swung child

needs to be carefully prepared so that itreinains focused
on that which is most important in the overall picture.
The following areas will best prepare children for pur-
poseful living:

;I

VALUES FOR LIVING
1. Appreciating and respecting leaders, family and

friends
2. Seeing through the ayes of others and having

compassitm for their views, growing in sensitivity, ac-
ceptance, and concern for their well-being

3. Developing skills in buiiding relationships and
communicating effectively

4. Pursing and expressing positive attitudes,
thoughts, and actions

5. Understanding personal worth and value
6. Recognizing and developing unique individual

abilities and sharing them freely with othent
7. Building confidence and enjoying self-expres-

sion
S. Channeling energies, developing self-discipiine

with a realization of natural consequences
9. Establishing goals, and implementing plans
10. Handling stress caused by frustrations, prob-

lem, and mistakes
11. Accepting responsibility and meeting dead-

lines, developing an awareness of standards and obliga-
tions in life

12. Making effective use of time
13. Becoming independent in learning, developing

an inward motivation to pursue learning experiences
A caring classroom can be developed by discussing

values for living through brainstorming games and
activities that encourage the evaluation of consequences
for the choices children make. For Valentines Day, I
bring a stuffed penguin and a penguin bag full of
mystery situations metaled in individual heart bags.
Children are instructed that, although penguins have
swimming and waddling school in the South Pole, young
penguins are sent to our school for kindness lessons.
When a child holds the stuffed penguin, it is hWher turn
to explain to the penguin a solution for one of the
mystery situations. The following myatery situations
could be used: What they would do if...a friend was
bossing you, a friend didn't want to be your friend today,
or a friend broke your toy?

The following includes some of my favorite class-
room activities that encourage children to think about
who they are and how they are special:

1. With younger students, Tack Your Own Suit-
case creates an adventure where children pretend that

they are taltkig a trip into space and me allowed one
=item full of treasures. Each Ins* the assigned
student brings in their ;Wow puked with favorite
things, games toplay, stub& animalsowilactitem and
picture* of spadal People. Parents, Anne, antignind-
pitreniaytneloitrittarlitattertothethildreminding-
himstkow keia 1l, totetertoittiikaAtilire !MOW
qualiths.

2. Younger students. enjoythinldnirup words:to ,-
descrile a friend and having their ideas written on file
tabs to stick on their friend's outfit for the day. How
special a child. feels _walking anima with words to
atittaimee 'Matte firlthat-cuter-a grestbuildenngeoci
scleaner-upper," a nice hugger, and at pretty sing&

3. Primary students enjoy making warm fuzzy
pins out dyers pompons with moveable eyes, hearing
the popular story about warm fuzzier, and then writing
'swarm fuzzies which are Idnd compliments and mes-
sages to each other. These notes of encouragement are
placed in a little mailbox, and the messages are deliv-
ered for a special reading time.

4. With older primary students, designing an
Inside/outside box* can be a thought-provoking experi-
ence, especially when an autaiography is included.
Instructions might read as follows

We can't wait to hear about the real you! Your
mission is to design an insidetoutside box that is deco-

.d to tell us about the real you thatwe might not have
met yet.

Fill the outsidewith magazine pictures, drawings,
or photographs showing things about you what you
like to do, places where you like to go, things you like t40
eat.

Pill the inside with words or phrases that reflect
what you are like inside your dreams, your thoughts,
your feelings about things, your character.

Dont forget to include your autobiography inside.
Include some of the exciting, frightening, unusual, or
funny situations that you have encountered. Also write
about your dreams for your future. Please remember to
tell us about how you felt in the different situations you
encount. -ed, and let us know if these experiences
changed the way you looked at things. Be honest with
what happened, while writing in a fashion that will keep
us interstate&

5. Older primary students enjoy writing "chemiftil
charmers' which are sincere, supportive compliz_ ants

class members written on paper bordered with a
snake. These notes are shared with the group. Each
child has a 'charming packet' that includes a class
checklist to keep track of who has been written to, so
everyone is equally encouraged.

At the end of the year, it has become a tradition U..)
give a couple of awards to each child to encourage biW
her uniqueness. Some of these awards have include&
The Research Rascal (The Leaping Librarian Award),
Mr. Math Book Muncher, The Amelia Bedelia Good
Helper Award, The Curious George Award, Mr. Deter-
mined Detective, The Darling Diplomat (The Patient
Peacemaker Award), Ms. Fix-It (The Expert Engineer
Award), Mr. Quick Feet Me Quick BA a Cricket Awarct,
The Terrific Transformer (The 'Wait-I've-Got-a-Better-
Ideal' Award), Tigger the Thy adoring Thinker Award,
the Workbook Wonderwoman Award, and The 'You've
Come a Long Way Baby* Award.
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Reading and Writing
Encouraging creative expression is a motivating

way for childnu to learn to rea& Writing about pre-
scheel and kindergarten artistic or constructive cre-

ticas children the value of words. ICindergart-
neyeen1Woiliyirigthetachetr's writing-thatrepresents
what -iItelt havetosay, rintegrashmkgSAAVVIVieltra to
read by simply Facticing reading the eentences and

-7--itteistlielitomposeindividtudlytiras agroup. Croup
Aeries can be written on lined charts for saving and
reitding together. Copies can be made so children can
hate wordsearches and practice reading at home..

Itd atideentenetboweereade from ekoe boxes,
chJMi tin collect pictures of the words they want to
know or of the sentences they create about their pie-
term Old catalogs and National Geographic maga-
tines hold a treasure of interesting pictures for the
occasion.

Art projects are terrific springboards for young
writers. Big books can be made by writing children's
ideas' dovin in large print as they sit close by, sharing
thoughts about their illustrations. Older primary stu-
dents can write their own stories that they file in their
writing workshop folders.

Outstanding literatureprovidesgreatmomentum
for a child's desire to read and write, and it lays the
foundation in language skills and creative expression
that is necessary for successful reading and writing.
When thelives of authors are studied, children learn to
relate to them as real people, and they catch a glimpse
of the potential for their own achievement someday.

I usually have a large collection of books from my
local library available in the clasaroom. By selecting
books from several authors with varied styles, the
children have the opportunity to compare the tech-
niques of different authors and illustrators. Reading
outstanding literature encourages the development of a
child's own unique style of onnnumicating. A few of my
favorite authora include: Ezra Jack Keats, Robert
Krauss, James Stevenson, Dr. Seuss, Steven Kellog,
JachKesit, TomieDePeola, Tana Hoban, Shel Silverstein,
Margaret Met, Judi Barnett, Leo Lionni, Brian
Wildsmith,QuentinBlake, Ann DoneganJohnson, Loma
Balian, Carol Greene, Eric Carle, and Joanne
Marxhatusen.

Providing choices is an important part of continu-
ally stretching young minds. Giving children "choices
within my choices provides a structure for instruction,
while at the same time providing an avenue for creativ-
ity-

To learn food words in a first-grade classroom,
children can design restaurants with special features
that are sure to attract customers and create delicious
menus that are drawn on paper plates. Each child
writes about his restaurant's unique features and prints
out the mom for their customers to read about under
their sample plate of food. Older primary students may
enjoy having many different options to choose from for
their 'Book Beast BingetAbook reports).

The following choices might be include&
CARTOON CAPTIONS - Create a cartoon for a

chapter or section of your book. Your goal is to convince
someone to keep on reading. Give a clue to the ongoing
plot.
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BOOK COMbEKIZIAL Mao to advertise your
book by preparing n or TV tins tercial. This
shoul4 include s cal ztkl j tele, slog *mile Keg, or
dialogue. Write thi+ in r'Ipt form.

CHARACTER 'AN - Write sample pages from
the diary of one of the mit characters, Amusing on two
impertant eves*. that tookplace. Write their reactions
to the situations.

POSIER AD - Design.a colorful and visually ap-
pealing ad that is sure to sell your book. Describe the
highlights of your book in a creative fashion, with art
work include&

'TAKE A STAND - If yourbook discusses a contro-
versial issue,- write a convincing statentent (several
paragraphs) to support your personal belief.. Explain
Ilearly why you believe the way you do.

LErrEwromE AUTHOR- Tell the author what
you lilted about the book you read and share your ideas
of what you might have changed had you written the
book.

TRIVIA TRACK DOWN - List at least sit interest-
ing facts that you learned from your reading. Be specific
by giving details.

NEWSPAPER CRITIQUE - Write a column for the
newspaper giving potential readers a synopsis of the
story line, a description of your favorite part, your
opinion as to whom it would most appeal, and your
reactions (if you hie it or no, and why).

CHOOSE YOUR OWN ENDING - Write a new
ending to the book telling what you would like to have
seen happen.

POEM - Write a poem to capture the main id ea of
the story, focusing on the lessons that can be leant ed or
ideas that can be pondered.

FRMNDSHIP PILE - Analyze the characters or
people that you read about in terms of their strengths,
weaknesses, and interests. Tell us what kind of a friend
they might be. Would you want to invest in their
friendship?

A BRIGHT IDEA - Think up another wee+, you
would like to write about the book you read ami have
your option approved by your teacher.

Creative and critical !hinking are essential tools
that stretch imaginations, develop problem solvingmkills,
and heighten the awareness of how our actiona 4fect
others. An adult who displays sincere enthusiasm for
research and discovery, will watch the effect it will ;lave
as a springboard for productivity with children.

An amused mind is a mind set in motion, ready to
produce new ideas and find eolutions. As Plato once
said, 'Do not then train yov, 7- ?-.o learning by force and
harshness, but lead them I:, i. by what amuses their
minds so that you may disc- er the peculiar bent of the
genius of each? By amusing young minds, we discover
the unique abilities each child possesses.
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EDUCATION OF YOUNG GirMID CHILDREN
Peggy I" Snowden, Instructor at Southeast Missouri State University, Cape Girardeau, Missouri

Designing and delivering appropriate education
. for-young _gifted. children requires knowledge in the
areas of both early childhood and gifted education.
Thesechildren havespecial needs that cannot be met in
regular preschool programs or primary classrooms.
Gifted young children will find the instructional activi-
ties in such progranis unchallenging because they are
&Wined to meet the_ needs of the average child. Pro-
gramming for gifted young children does not imply rote
learning, repetitive drills, or isolathd skills thught with
workbooks and flash cards. It does not imply that gifted
children should be given no direction or instruction or
allowed to play 'games* all day. It does imply learning
through positive interaction and free exploration of self-
selected materials and activities. In gifted education,
content, process, and product are. Altai components.

Gifted young children must be identified in order
to be appropriately served. Identification measures in-
clude individual standmrdized intelligence tests, such as
the Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelli-
gence, biographical data (case study), parent nomina-
tion, professional judgment, formal and informal obser-
vation, performance testa, work samples, checklistL,
and rating scales.

There are many problems concerning the educa-
tion of young gifted children. The major problem is that
there are too few programs specifically designed to serve
these children. Lack of appropriate teacher training is
largely to blame. Most early childhood teachers do not
have the training to enable them to appropriately chal-
lenge these bright children. Teachers of older gifted
children do not necessarily know how to adapt their
instructional techniques to meet the needs of younger
gifted children. Providing information about gifted young
children to the general public and teachers is one way to
mitigate these problems. Knowledge and understand-
ing supply the means by which young gifted children we
given maximum opporttmity to live up to their potential.

This paper provides a basis for understanding
young childnm and gifted children. Included is a review
of the historical backgrounds of developmentally appro-
priate practice for young children and gifted education.
Mao covered are the general age characteristics of
young children and specific qualities that indicate gift-
edness. Finally, there is a chart that shows how a
program can be designed to meet the needs of a young
child who is identified as gifted.

DEVELOPMENTALLY APPROPRIATE
PRACTICE

Social Need for Quality Early Childhood
Programs

Foster (1967) suggests that the goals of any educa-
tional program must be established before the program
is begun, and a theoretical basis selected to aid in
establiehing program goals. Foster urges educators to
carefully consider the appropriate approach to be used
in educating young children in our democratic society.

He concludes by suggesting that there will be a acompre-
hensiveoverhaulofnurserrkindezgarten-primaryedu4
cation* (p. 13) if educators allow their attention to be
focused on important matters.

Schweinhart and Weikart (1985) suggest that au-
perior quality preschool programs will have immediate
results as well as long-tenn positive effects on both
individuals and societg. Schweinhart et al. (1982) &cu.
ment these benefits as reduced costs of later education,
improved earnings potential, and 'decreased costs for
welfare assistance and crime* (p. 552). The authors
emphasize that only quality programs will produce the
desired results. This quality comes from such ingredi-
ents aeparent involvement programmatic leadership...,
enthusiastic teachers, articulated curriculum. ., and
sound in-service training programs,* along with feed-
back and evaluation (p. 553).

Bronfenbrenner (1985) warned about the
'unravelling of the social fabric that sustains and con-
nects the child's three worlds of school, family, and
community' (p. 10). He predicted dire consequences
unless we provide places where children are kept safe in
a warm and responsive atmosphere that fosters lan-
guage development, social skills, and cognitive growth.
Young children are fragile. If they are not provided with
compassionate care and quality early education, there
will be catastrophic, overwhelming, and perhaps ine-
versible effects on children and society. Statistics
cently published by the Children's Defense Fund (1991)
show that this situation iB already prevalent One of the
chief messages of the document is that America lags
behind other industrialized nations in caring for chil-
dren. One way to counteract this child care gap is to
provide superior early childhood programs based on
knowledge of how young children team Developmen-
tally appropriate practice the cornerstone of excel-
lence in early childhood programs.
Background

Developmentally appropriate practice as policy for
the design of early childhood programs is derived from
the work and expertise of researchers, program direc-
tors, parents, and teachers. The largest Frofessional
organization in the field, the Natioral Association for
the Eduaition of Young Children, published ite position
statement on Developmentally Appropriate Practice in
1987. The writers of this document relied on the work of
past and present researchers and practitionas who
have made major contributions to our present knowl-
edge base. This document is thus the springboard for the
major and comprehensive overhaul that Foster (1967)
predicted 25 years ago.
Definition

The concept of Developmentally Appropriate Prac-
tice has "two dimensions: age appropriateness and indi-
vidual appropriateness' (Bredekamp, 198'7, p. 2). Age
appropriateness assumes orderly progressions of growth
that are universal; that is, all humans go through the
sequences in a predictable fashion. The domains of
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developmental sequence are the physical, emotional,
ccemitive, and sociaL Onedomainfrequentlyawlooked,
but relevant to education of gifted youngsters (as it
should hefor education of all young children), is what

_Clark_0988) calla the Intuitive domain,'" which Is
involved in initiating of insightful acts and in creative
activity!(r4-267 )rThese sequences arethe paradigmby
wig& teachers can plan experiences within the learn-

ingehvironment. Individual appropriatenessrecognizes
that, within these sequences, each child is unique.
There are variations in pattern and timing of the se-

enttal progression througb stages. Each child is also
Et 1kreduct of the interaction between his nature and
nurture, and possesses singular, distinctive, and vary-
ing levels of growth, strengths, experiences, and inter-
ests.

"A major determinant of program quality is the
extent to which knowledge of child development is
applied in program practice? (Bredekamp, 1987, p. 1).
This knowledge base is the result of years, indeed
centuries, of work by theoreticians, researchers, and
practitioners. The recognition of the relationship be.
tween program design and implementation and re-
search is the proper basis for the design. This is both the
policy statement and major goal of Developmentally
Appropriate Practice. The content of a program (cur-
riculum), and the experiences, setting, and instruc-
tional methodology fashioned for the children will flow
naturally from theories of learning. Thus, a program
will have a solid foundation si..d framework, as well as
attainable goals, rather than a haphazard design and
unclear or unattainable goals.

Sealed the most important theories of learning for
early childhood education and gifted early childhood
education are those ofJean Piaget and Jerome Bruner
(Cognitive Development), Lawrence Kohlberg (Moral
Development), Er& Erikson (Psychosocial Develop-
ment), Ivan Pavlov (Classical Conditioning Theory of
Learning), B. P. Skinner (Operant Conditioning Theory
of Learning), Alber Bandura (Social Learning Theory),
Carl R. Rogers and Abraham Maslow (Humanistic De-
velopmental Theori,m), J. P. Guilford and Paul Torrance
(Creativity), J. S. Renzulli and Barbara Clark (Gifted
Education). These theories all have general constructs
and implications for the educational environment of
young children; each also his unique strengths and
weaknessea,

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Developmentally Appropriate Practice

Several theories and philosophies have contrib-
uted to and 'furthered our understanding about child
development (Peck, McCaig, & Sapp, 1988, p. vii). A
number of theories have provided a basis for curriculum
designs and program instructional methods. As we
learn more, programs and methods once used exten-
sively in the past have fallen from favor. There is one
method that 13 as appropriate for young children today
as it was in the past. It is the concept of play as the work
of young children. Frederic Woebel (1782-1852), called
the 'Father of Kindergarten,' recognized the impact of
play on learning. Froebel's philosophy of education was
strongly influenced by others, including Rousseau,
Pestalozzi, and Herbert., who were themselves influ-
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encftl by other great thinkers and writers. Montessori,
Piaget, and Gesell incorporated Froebers teachhigs and
beliefs into their philosophies of education. Many of
Proebel's tenets are still held today, while others have
been generally rejected orntodified. Proebel was a stage
theorist and believed that the preeminent activity of the
childhood stage-isplarMeenterede plea forthe use of
purposeful play in the education of children believing
that, IL:chord phiy is to -hint value, it muet not be
pointl Employment of materials requiring orderly
sequence in the feelings engendered and in the activi-
ties.exercised, affects the autcomeof plardirected be-
havior. This is similar to Montessori's concept of the
prepared environment, which Is an environment in
which children interact with materials given them for
specific purposes and where the children are free to
educate themselves. Self-educatim Ilappens because
the child is actively involved and exercises freedom of
choice (Morrison, 1976). The child aa both teacher and
learner found its culmination in open education and
"free schools* in the late 1960's and early 1970's.

The notion of play =relates with the view of
Piaget and others that learning involves both interac-
tion and construction (Labinowicz, 1980). The child
constructs knowledge, or mental frameworks, through
the process of purposeful interaction with his world.
Thus, the job of a teacher (at home and at school), is
'building upon a natural process of development rather
than forcing strange or alien tasks on the child*
(Moursund, 1976, p. 131).

Adults have created an unnatural distinction be-
tween work and play in young children. Young children
do norplay orwork, they simply do; they experience and
learn- (Hein, 1973, p. 9). This artificial distinction,
which begins early in school and becomes, almost with-
out exception, the rule by second grade, produces aber-
rant learning rather than legitimate learning. Humans
are natural learners. Subversion of this spontaneous,
instinctive, and intuitive drive occurs when children are
not allowed to learn in an appropriate and individualis-
tic manner. Proebel recognized this, as have others who
came before and after him. Many have considered edu-
cation to be a process of creative self-development that
comes from an inner drive and spontaneous self-activ-
ity. Learners 'do', there is no separation of doing,
playing, and working.

Other concepta are also important. Proebel, Piaget,
and Dewey believed that a child truly develops only
when actively meeting, that the child must learn by
doing, and that development unfolds according to a
predetermined pattern or sequence with well marked
stages. Fiaget and Gesell emphasized the principle of
continuity of development, stressing that strengths at
each stage must be reintirced. Otherwise, difficulties
created will be impoasible to rectify later. Many psy-
chologists and educators today, such as David Elkind,
are warning about the dangers of trying to hurry chil-
dren through life. Proebel, Beget, and Montessori all
agreed that education should adapt to the pupil's nature
and needs, and should enlist the pupil's cooperation.
This concept is a basis for today's special education and
the individualized education program. Froebel, Piaget,
and Vygotaky all dealt with the development of lan-
guage, although there are differences in the order and
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importance each assigns to language learning. Froebel
and Piaget, who have addressed the issues ofreadineas,
agree that a learning activity should take place only
when the child is ready for it and needs it; however,
Froebel believed that macrame is a condition of the
-chikrainnern.aturef(bequettthedbyGod),whtrmstPiaget
benev$ tilOk rcodlneoll 10. a. Oguditkol of the child'.

interesi
oPentduoationi nInermiiveeducation, andhumanistic
education. He believed that the aim of the teacher is to
see that the child's development is in accord with the
original anti !egical mum of butna n development, The
Ideal education,- in -hie -Opinion, is paseive and non-
interftaim. He believed that most failures fa education
stem from neglecting or preventing the development of
each child's personality. Athitrary and willful interfer-
ence with the child's development will cause a distortion
of the child's inner nature. Finally, Froebel perceived
the significance of socialization as a basic principle of
teaching. This perception has had a major impact on
today's policy of developmentally appropriate practice.
Gifted Education

Gifted education also has-historical roots. An ex-
ample is the Terman Study (1925), a longitudinal study
of the mental and physical traits of gifted children. A
narrow definition of giftedness, that of high IQ alone,
was the basis for inclusion in Terman's study. Since his
study, researchers have found evidence of multiple
intelligences. The seven intelligences include logical-
mathematical, linguistic, musical, spatial, bodily-kin-
esthetic, interpersonal, and intrapersonal (Gardner &
Hatch, 1989). The definition suggested by Renzulli,
Reis, & Smith (1981) includes high ability, high creativ-
ity, and high task commitment. Guilford (1976) in-
cludes, as does Torrance (1976), four componenta in the
definition of creativity. These are: (I) fluent thinking
gmeration of a number of relevant thoughts and ideas;
(2) flexibility variety of kinds of ideas end ability to shift
categories; (3) original thinking to think in novel or
unique ways to produce unusual, clever, and not obvious
responses; and (4) elaborate thinking to stretch or
expand on ideas, to emliroider and embellish thoughts
and add to properties of auiects.

Lack of money, lack of a federal mandate for gifted
programs, and the often encountered resentment to-
ward those labeled gifted, are serious problems, as is the
lack of teacher training. Many early childhood teachers
are unprepared to meet the challenges presented by a
precocious youngster in e regular classroom. Teachers
trained to provide instruction for older primary grade
gifted children are perplexed when confronted with a
very young child who can discuss quasars and name and
describe almost every kind of dinosaur, but who has
trouble holding a pencil! An integrated approach is
necessary for those who teach young tolled children.

EDUCATION OF GIFTED YOUNG
CHILDREN: AN INTEGRATED APPROACH

Education of gifted young children requires au
interdisciplinary, consolidated approach that unites
principles ofDevelopmentally Appropriate IN.actice with
concepta and practices of individualized instruction. As
Smutny and Blocksom (1990, p. 22) state, 'Gifted edu-
cation for preschoolers should be firmly grounded in the
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developmental tradition of early childhood education?
A teacher of a young gifted child must be vvey cower-
sant with the theoretical, philaeopaical, and eseplrical
basis of early childhood education, special eilticatIon,
and programs specifically designed to meat the needs of
giftnd children:It Is neksamaryferthe ethanitortelssair
the dfiretoMent4d_oho
Programa fergifed &km anima on the esses$ of
di .frerentiated curricultun, and therctirtictibnitindin,
struction must be essentially different from the =rim-
lum and instruction in the regular classroom. Content,
Mow* and erodnot goals are interrelated and inte.
grated. The educator mnst -also be -cognisant of tie,
curriculum requirements of the school system and the
state.

There is bat:: information that is applicable to
young children and gifted children. The wake below,
Behavior Characteristics of Young Children, lists be-
haviors of young children by age group. The next sec-
tion, Theories of Learning lists relevant theories of
learning applied first to young children and then gifted
children. These are characteristicundindi-
vidual variations will occur. The Relevant alucationatt
Components lists provide a synthesia demi& charac-
teristics, general curriculuns components, speak in-
structional guidelines, the teacher's role, and character-
istics for young children and gifted children. The lista
are side-by-side, to demonstrate the relationship be-
tween educating young children and gifted young chil-
dren. The side-by-side structure facilitates analysis and
evaluation. There axe two cautions eland*. list= (1) the
lista are meant to be cross-referenced and there are
many items that belong on both lists, and (2) the lista are
not all-inclusive, although major features are included.

BEHAVIOR CHARACTERISTICS OF
YOUNG CHILDREN

Four-year-old Children
A four-year-old is exuberant and has an expanding

sense of self that shows up in bragging and boasting.
This child is developing a strong sense of family and
home and has a great pride in mother. There is a lot of
boasting about the parents. This sense of family shows
up as a conviction that the family's way of doing things
is the right way and the only way. A four-yearold is
selfish, rough, and impatient, especially with younger
siblings, and is a nuisance to older siblings. There is a
great deal of tattling.

A four-year-old I. very conversational with friends,
enjoys silly language, and tells very tall tales with little
basis in fact This is the peak age for imaginative
verbalization, and this age has trouble distinguishing
between reality and fiction. Fourlear-olds love to see
their names in print and they love money.
Five-year-old Children

A five-year-old is less effervescent; the greatest
desire in life is to be good. A five-year-old exhibits
obvious signs of maturing and is usually healthier due
to a more highly developed immune system. Home and
closeness to mom mean a great deal to a five-year-old, as
indicated by a desire to be near mother, helping her and
talking with her. A child of five tends to confine or
restrict activities and kindergarten can provide needed
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mansion. A child this age wants to be told what to do,
wants to obey, and wantr, to help. Five-year-olds antici-
pate the time when they can go to kindergarten, as long
as they know thattheir moms will be at home waiting for
them to return frcan school.

High noise levels, large groups of people, and
massive objeess can make a five-year-old feel engulfed.
Thus, five-yearold children can feel overwhelmed by
public transportation, wheze they are likely to ba con-
fronted by all ofthese factors. A five-year-old is ready for
group activities and the intellectual challenges that
school can offer. At this age, the child is aware of new
words and will ask their meanings, listens well and
wants to carry out instructions. A fivieyear-old may
appear shy with strangers in a learning situation, even
to the point of refusing to answer questiona. A five-year
old is not as boastful as a fouryearold and will accept
limitatioris on abilities. Knowle4im of letters and writ-
ing style is highly variable. The five-year-old prefei s
gross motor activity when outdoors. Indoors, a five-
year-old prefers to play with toys, followed by some type
of creative activity.
Flve-and-a-half-year-old Children

Change is the operative word, as the cooperative
five-yearold becomes noisy, demanding, argumenta-
tive and bossy. When interacting with this child, strat-
egynot open warfareis required, since new, uncon-
trolled, unmodulated emotional forces are welling up.
Adults must have a certain amount of detachment,
because the shift is from 1 love you* to I hate you."
Children who are five-and-a-half are acquiring a new
stamina, a new ability to stand up for themselves, and
an ability to express themselves freely. This child knows
how to carry out commands after initial instruction.
Five-and-a-half-year-old children are fun te teach be-
cause they are developing an easy give-and-take. They
are leas likely to show the extremes of their personali-
ties at school, but will do so at home. The five-and-a-
half-year-old who is cooperative at school, may be the
opposite at home. Indoor play, both at home and at
school, is still centered on objects and toys. Outdoors,
the preference for gross moter activity continues.
Six-yearold Children

Six-year-old children hunger for praise and desire
accolades and approval for everything they do. At this
age, there can never be enough praise; copious amounts
of genuine admiration will not "spoil" this child. He sees
himself as the center of the world as he gradually
detaches from mom. He may be considered selfish,
wanting the biggest piece, eager for his turn, wanting to
be firsts A six-year-old does things with an impulsive
enthusiasm that can be contagious, and is a tangle of
outstretched arms and legs. He may use his enthusiasm
positively and be eager to learn in school; or he may not,
and be considered a disruptive element in the class-
room. The rambunctious six-year-old with improperly
channeled eagerness may become the class clown, dis-
tracting others. Often, a six-year-old will run wildly
around the house when returning from school, crying or
picking fights. This release of tension suggests that,
although he may no longer need an afternoon nap, a rest
period in early afternoon is often very wise.

A six-year-old may exaggerate and will sometimes
tell imaginative stories of terrible treatment at school.
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He does not sit quietly, loves to climb, will frequently
chew fingers, pencils or clothes, and will clear his throat
frequently. When great insight occurs in his active
mind, he may shout a response such as aOhr and
accompany it with hand gestures and sweeping eye
movements. Indoors, creative activities, imaginative
play, and playing games are favorites.
Seven-year-old Children

Seven-year-olds yearn for privacy and can be very
happy when alone. They may complain vociferously
that things are unfair, but moat often will withdraw and
take out discontent internally. At seven, a children's
fears are predictable and often hard to shake, driving
others to distraction. They often worry about being late,
since they are beginning to be aware of the clock and
time. They may have teouble finishing things but, since
completion is their main interest, may work at an
activity until exhausted and frustrated. A seven-year-
old must be given stopping points and limits that are
within his power to sustain. Occasionally, a school task
can be taken home for completion as long as it is of
reasonable length. A seven-year-old child prefers to be
last in line, which is probably related to the need for
closure.

A typical seven-yearold loves to draw,, especially
with a pencil, and precision and action characterize his
artwork. He loves to write, doesn't rush, and is a perfec-
tionist He works laboriously and fries very hard; there-
fore, tasks may take longer than anticipated. He prefers
to work at a desk or at the chalkboard, which is a real
treat, although the transfer of work from the board to
paper is an onerous task. A seven-year-old has a new
intellectual awareness and 'think" is a favorite word.
He may call his brain *the thinker' and think so hard
that the thinker hurts, and may even complain of a
headache after an especially hard day of thinking. This
child craves to get 1004 and feels anything less is
unworthy to be taken home. As a result, many papers
are lost" or torn up on the way home, but perfect papers
are proudly displayed.

A seven-year-old shows good control in many ar-
eascontrol of temper, control of aggression, and control
of movement and voice. A child this age is very sensitive
to being 'yelled at" When writing, his free hand may
form a tight fist, indicating that the writing task is too
demanding. He makes many mouth noises while work-
ing, and when concentrating may sweep the eyes up-
ward or to the side. A seven-year-old can still find a full
day of school eshausting. He may develop strong emo-
tions for a teacher, or a classmate of the opposite sex. He
will often tug at teacher's clothing to gain attention so
his request can be whispered in the ear. He may be more
dependent on the teacher than is sometimes apparent
When the teacher responds positively to and smiles ata
seven-year-old, the child is indeed happy! Most seven-
year-olds are very sociable and enjoy activities with
parents, siblings, friends, and classmates. Grass motor
activities are favored by the seven-year-old child; at
recess they can be seen running with abandon around
the playground.
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THEORIES OF LEARNING
Young Children: Stages of Development

Psychosociak Initiative vs. Guik (4 to 5 years): The
child must be given latitude to explore and experiment.
Restriction may produce guilt and doubt about abilitiea.

Moral: Morality of Constraint, Preconventional
Morality (up to age 10): Rules are sseeznal and imposed
by an outside authority. Rules are strict and literal and
must be blindly obeyed, with no allowance for motives or
intention.

Cognitive/Preoperational (2 to 7 years): Prelogical
and representational stage dining which the child's
thinking is no longer tied to external actions, and
thinking is becoming internalized. Forms of internal
representations that emerge at this stage are imitation,
symbolic play, menr.al imagery, and language. There is
a rapid development of language.

The limitatiors during this period include irre-
versibility (inability to mentally reverse a physical
action to return an object to its origine state); centration
(inability to mentally hold changes in two dimensions at
the same time); and egocentrism (inability to consider
another's point of view).

Social (5 1(. 7 years): Feelings of empathy develop,
as do the begintimga of conforr icy. Peer criticism for
phyica1, intellectual, and socio-cultural differences
begins during these ages. Peers become increasingly
important, but adults remain the primary source of
social guidelines. Play groups and friendship groups are
small, forming and dissolving quickly. The teacher is an
important influence on the child since the child is aware
of and influenced by the teacher's social attitudee and
values. The teacher's affection and approval are impor-
tant for achievement, positive peer interaction, and self-
esteem.

Physical (5 to 7 years): Small muscle and eye-hand
coordination develop and the child is increasingly skill-
ful in handling tools and materials. Physical skills are
now used to enhance status. There are high energy
levels, but extended energy use produces a need for rest
in early afternoon.

Linguistic (5 to 7 years): Children between five and
seven begin to grasp the symbolic nature of language,
but their vocabulary comprehension is limited to con-
crete objects and activities. The receptive capacity (lis-
tening) is greater than the expressive capacity (speak-
ing). Aggressive use of language is common, and the
child can verbalize similarities and analogies (Leeper,
Witherspoon, Day, 1984). Children in this age group use
complete sentence structure of five to six words. Most
can carry out "time unrelated requests" and can "re-
spond correctly to complicated sentences but at times
are confused by involved sentences' (Lorton and Walley,
1979, p. 63).

Gifted Children: Stages of Development
Psychosociak or Industry us. Inferiority (6 to 11

Years). Intellectual curiosity and performance are the
dominant factors in behavior. Recognition comes from
production, and feelings of inferiority come from not
doing things well enough to take pride in accomplish-
ments. Joy in learning is subverted by feelings of incom-
petence. If the child is encouraged to make and do
things well, helped to persevere, allowed to fmish tasks,
and praised for trying, industry results' (Biehler and
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Snowman, 1990, p. 45).
Monk Conventional (9 through 20 Years). Rules

are followed to impress others or out of respect for
authority. Social order must be maintained.

Cognitive Concrete operationalstage (7 to 11 Yeara).
The child is increasingly capable of demonstrating logi-
cal thinking, but thinking is still bound to conaete
objects and events, rather than ideas. Revenulility and
decentration develop, as does sociocentric thinking. The
child is increasingly aware of the views of others and is
able to think of physically absent things that are based
on vivid images of experiences.

Formal operational stew (11 to 15 Years). This is
the stage of the ability to form hypotheses and proposi-
tions and to think about ideas and abstractions. The
formal operational thinker is able to understand rela-
tionships among concepts and is metacognitive (able to
recall previous learning and able to use learning strat-
egies).

Pkysical: Gifted children as a group tend to be
healthier, more energetic, stronger, taller, and heavier
than average for their age (Terman, 1925).

Linguistic: The gifted child possesses high-level
verbal skills, including the abilities to express thoughts
dearly using advanced vocabulary, and ask thoughtful
questions. That is, extensive vocabulary and linguistic
skills are linked with a variety of other sldlls in a
meaningful manner.
(Information in section Theories of Learning condensed from Biehler
and Snowman, 1990; WooIfolk, 1990).

CONCLUSION
Gifted children are developmentally advanced and

-can be identified by the fact that they exhibit skills like
those of ordinary children who are older* (Hallahan and
Kauffman, 1991, p. 433). Although gifted young chil-
dren may be superior intellectually and have above
average skills in arees such as leadership, their abilities
and skills in all areas may not be equal. Because gifted
children may exhibit uneven development, adulta can
have unrealistic expectations about the performance
and achievement the children attain. Perfectionism or
underachievement can be the penalty the child pays for
unwittingly reinforced and unreasonable expectations
Sensitivity and wise guidance arerequired to help gifted
young children function at potential. To provide neces-
sary direction and assistance, knowledge of the charac-
teristics and traits of both young children and gifted
children is necessary.

At school, programming 'based on developmen-
tally appropriate experiences provides a good beginning
for young gifted children and should be the first step in
a comprehensive plan for the gifted' (Smutny and
Blocksom, 199), p. 39). Suitable provain design is
based on the understanding that young children learn
through play. Linguistic, social, and cognitive skilla are
encouraged and mastered through play and interaction.
Play in the classroom is a directed activity. The teacher
should carefully plan the activities, arrange the class-
room, select materials, and provide experiences rel-
event to age and interests and suitable for developmen-
tal levels.

There is a wealth of information available about
young children. Much of this has come from theory,
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research, and master teachers. Although much addi-
tional research is needed, what is already known must
be intelligently applied to encourage positive action,
rather than unplanned reaction to learning &inlet:ions.
Young children today, whether they are average, gifted,
or disadvantaged, live in a precarious world. Their
needs, as a group and as individuals, must be met. All
children share common characteristics and behaviors,
but theories are pertinent only as they apply to the
'group and to the extent to which they take into accmmt
individual differences in kind and degree.

Too often, vitally needed kindergarten programs
are given minor attention when schools are being built
and staffed. Special education children, especially the
gifted, are often neglected and made to feel as outcasts.
Gifted children are treated in stereotypical manner at
best, and with animosity and hoatility at worst. Sadly,
they are treated that way by uninformed adults, other
children, and welt of all, by teachers.. Education for the
gifted is frequently regarded as education for the elite.
Educators and parents of gifted children often must
expend energy and resources defending programs for
gifted children since these programs are frequently
regarded as grille and are cut during times of economic
distress. Sustained support for the programa is indis-
pensable to their success. Advocates for gifted education
base their stand on two rational statements: 1) Every
child in America is entitled to education that meets
individual needs (a fundamental to education in a demo-
cratic society). 2) Society will be ill served if the abilities
of ita best and brightest are left to wither. Gifted chil-
dren have the potential to be society's most capable and
creative problem solvers and citizens. They are a pre-
cious natural resourceone that we cannot afford to
waste. The nation's young intellectual talent must not
be squandered; it will be sorely needed to help solve
problems already looming on the horizon.
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YOUNG CHILDREN

RELEVANT EDUCATIONAL COPAPOPMNii

GIFTED CHILDREN

Sive Mc Charameristicm
Onions
Urge to mplete
Forming concepts

Lemming how to learn
Intpukive thinking
Ono-hick reiponding/distractable

Resistant to changeiconventionality

Beginning socieventrie

Sense of humor
Pit:conventional morality

Experience rooted in present

Rudiments of problem solving

Introduction to formal reading
Relatively short attention span
Enjoys familiar music

Curious
Urge to know
Advanced conceptual knowledge
Extraindlnaiy smug* of intimation
Uni sual reeentivenem
A Minced comprebeasion
High level of language developmendverbalability
Accelerated pee of thought poems.
Unusual capacity for FOCflS information
Refloctivethiakmg/eaitytn delay ensure
Coaamtratedattentioss
Heightened espacity for seeime unususl and diverse relationships
Integration of slam and dieetlinea
Ratillelfluentionninalr imsgmative
Ummial imensityipasistent/goal-diremethehavior
Comprehensive synthesis
Evsluative approach toward self and others
Unusual sensitivity to expectations and feclinp of others
Zany and weird sense alms=
Idealism and sense of justice
Advance levels of moral judgment
Unusual emotional depth and intensity
Ability to predict/inn:rest in future
Early involvement aad concern for intuitive knowing and metaphysical ideas and phenomena
Advanced cognitive and affective skills capacity for con.. tizingand solving societal problems
Involvement whit the aesthetic needs (beauty, truth)
Leadership qualities
Ealy reeding ability (infepted from Clark, 19811)
Relatively long attention span
Makes up original tuneshesponds sensitively to music

General Ordinates Components:
Developmentally appropriate practice
Play as teaming
Whole language (4 language modes)
Balance: indoor/outdoor.quiethsctive, alone/
together. inform/create, structured/
unstructured. observelpanicipate
Expenientia/ based
Emerging Mersey
Learning styles (VAKT)
Child centered

Differentiated curriculum
Accelerated (subject and/or grade advancement)
Enrichment (in-depth learning)
Capitalize, baisnce, integrate, extend and enhance

leterdisciplinary
Confluent alucatioo (merging of cognitive and affective domains)
Individualized learning
Learner centered (total individual)
Invitational learning
Integration of content. process and product

Specific Instructional Guidefines:
Morning meeting
Learning centers (a 4-tier model: totally
teacher planned to totally student planned)
Manipulate concrete material, form concepts
Liberal arts basismusic, visual arts, p.c.
Limited workbook use, if any
Rale playing aad creative dramatics
Multi-sensory approsch

Community resources (field trips)

Type I activities (general exploratory) and Type El activities (group trsining) (Renzulli, 1977)
Discover learning where approprime (exploration, inquiry and invention, expansion)

Use of appropriate concrete and semi-concrete materiais and aburam
Exnository teaching as necessary
Contractroinicketa
Play p uction with students as authors, producers, directors, scents
Cooperative sad buddy learning
SCAMPER technique (creativity)
Creative problem solving
Research skills and projects
Community and individual (mentor) resources
Extensive library use
Training in and use of technology

tasks for concrete formation

designers, and actors

Teacher Role and Characteristics:
Be knowledgeable of developmental traits
Arrange appropriate experiences
Bc sensitive, trusting, sincere
Have a desire to work with young children
Enthusiasm
High energy level
Good self concept
Committed to family involvement
Well versed in classroom management

Respects children

Be cognize:it of characteristics
Arrange experiences and resources
Have good interpersonal
Good mental health and desire to work with gifted children
Keen sense of humor
Sensitivity ta individual differences
Eagerness to leans and wide interests
Committed to family and community involvement
Well versed in techniques of guiding and facilitating independent learning
Committed to emergence
Respects individuality. creativity. imagination
Flexthility
Idealistic but practical
Accepting of self and others
Advocate for programs and children
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PEGGrS LIST OF APPROPRIATE MATERIALS

Explication of price caegoria: Expensivo-ElaaboveS50.00;Modaate-glimsto.004somancapeasivo-imFrce-so.00

01111L-111=116-1Ella One body
mavements)

laps solid wood blocks (awned sizes and
shapes), nuke, planes (E-M)
balance boats (E)
diathiso stairs or step (I-E)
records (M)
playgrottodaptipman: balls, bats, beanbags (I),
swap, money ben, 'slides, and large plastic
dimb-through °meets (E)

Vrfrile91)

sandbox

toys (l)
Ismael held (M)
arepping atones (M)
rieg tom (I)
SCOOP .119 MIS (I)
hop scotch chalk (I)
huts Wells (I)
rolling tol's (wages, NW, Push teYs) (l-M)
riding vihnel toys (E)

aft tools (i.e. small garden tools) (M)
nater/mad tables (II)
paschute (E)
plastic woodowking bawls and tools (M)
empty beam of various sizes (I)

VINatMOTOR SKILLS (coordinsted
=ti=)

ANE MOTO&SKILLS (discrete, independent
or wa'W hand movements)

heeds, nrinp, patterns (M)
lacing cards M
clay/PlanDoh (gore bought or homemade) (I)
waving (clods Or papa) (I)
watercolot madras (I)
inning pawl (I)
Tinker 'I'm (M)
*groovy' k''. s (I)

ir...dt all kinds of papa (I)
feel aid match games (I)

Zirdslooarsi=rg)(144)
feely* boxes
American

=c1(1)-a-ma-link 0)
cobsted blocks and patterns (M)

Jil[
bochtØl

coloradchalk and small chalkboard (1)
sewing cards 0)
Pic up Sticks 0)
tmeing paper aid tracing shapes (cardboard.

(l-M)
parquetry sad pawns (141)
Posi-oids
Lego and Duplo (I-E)
*stuff* for water/sand table (spoons, funnels,
rice, sand, flour, colander, sifter, egg beater (I-

Erector seta 04-13)
Lincoln Lop (M)
saloons paper, A eiVipapet
alphabet:sang shapes (I)
typearker=ars 0)

eamplebooks, scoops of contact paper
swaps of carpet (I)
rice, assanmi, beans (I)
many sizes of brushes and many kinds of R.Mt
(finger, tenpara, acrylic, vottacolors)

Zgtit3Lce::!1 tiqic t ac (visual awareness of
and ,, of external

punka (141)

geoboardsand geohandAttens cards (M)
bead-, strings, pagans
grsPis FePer
small colored blocks and panans 041)
Etch-o-Sketch 04)
Lone poses (M)
Spiregrse (M)
picot= w
shallow-aided plastic tub with either salt, flour,
sup: or sand (I)
flash ands (I)

(M-E)
(1)

Toys (bD
sorting panes (I)

and pep and patent cards (I-M)
books (I)

small and colored chalk (I)
sewing cards (I)
tracing papa and treeing shapes (I-M)

mti
d pastans (144)

Ereaor (M-E)
Lincoln Lop (PA)
samara and tracing shapes (I)
Peel and Putt/Colorforms (141)
spouses, fabric paint, cloth (W

VISUAL MEMORY (combined abilities of
visual perception and then- and long-term
memory

=(wooden, cardboard) 0-M)
wings, and panans (I-M)

colored blocks and panans (141)
Lotto games (I)
overhead projector or light table (E)

mc,./V
or

irromgcortset gies m ,t Jobs (I-M)
mapping sctivkies (I)
=grams and pattern cards (I)
colored chips (I)
sandpaper lacers and numbers (I)
Connect Four game (M)
UNO card game (I)
comae:re (nicks, maws, buttons, bottle caps,
beans) (I)
dominoes (I)
=auto blocks and antrum block activity cards
0-M)
wanpaper samples books or scraps (I)

t

;61' Cj7TION AND AUDITORY
dity to hear end distinguish

ity to remember sounds, stories, and
and &rations)

records (I41)
story time (oral stories) (I)
phonics pone (I-M)
songs, Piggyback songs, salon songs (I)
poem. and nursery rhymes (I)
Simon Says pme (I)

Curstories and action stories (I)
t Pegs fp

Questioning gimes (ex: 'Who took the

Choral spesking (I)
'Elegem tyPe Ertel (I)
treasure bunt w
rhythm band entrumans (store bought or
homemade) (I-E)

in various SiMISSIOUS
pictures of all varieties (I)
Sale (Junior) (M)
child's drawings (I)
language experiences stories (I)

(ability to use

nerd tracing cards (I)
field trips (I-E)
sequencing ands (1-M)
motive dramatics (with or without costumes sod
Vere).0-13)

boards sad sham
szeryteilieg
show 'le tell (I)
fmish the seMence or nay books (I-M)

=Lifictionary
ing time

pkture cue storks (1)
landless picture books -M)
posses:di snd Christmas cards (I)
pre-tecordedbooks on mane tape (M)
=dorPS stage (1-E)
word fists, charts, and ends (141)
large swabs blocks (1-M)
booklet* of blank paper (unlined and lined) (I)
Vievonaster and eirds (1-M)

recorder sad blank tapes (I-E)
tdcpbone (wooden, plastic, or discarded 'rear
phone) (I-M)
drew up dahes (I)
child-a= cleaning implements (broom. mop.
bucket, feather duster) (I44)

MCZffilitir-Ragiakhan
.1taence cads (1)

*I Spy' game (1)
snow 'a' tell (1)
stag meniullD
totting ernes w
story socropsins (I)
*feely* boxes (I)
trewure Inuit (I)
cardboard boxes (I)
%amanita sod cords (I-M)
abacus (I-M)
Iwo mica experience charts (I)
Cuisenaire rods and activity cards (I-M)
Playhouse and supermacket (1-E)
mapzines and old calendars (1)
Pets fl-E)
coArsteactikitcteas (both pretend and real) (144)

cater WW1 utensils,pots, pans
and dishes (stay bought or homemade) (I-E)

=isles books (I)
1111PitaParPsPer W
patterning boards 044)
semantic mapping technique (I)
magnets (bar, U-shsped, circle) (I)
prism (I)
aqusrium (M-E)
terrarium (1-E)
bird feeders (I-E)
Seedl, soil, pots, watering can (I-M)
rocks mid shells (I-M)
magnetk board and magnet backed piCtUfel and
objects (I-M)
scales and objects to weigh (144)
calendar (I)

yadstick, tspe measures, graph paper (1)
thermometers (I)
clock (141)
play money (I)
auth register (I-M)
old and/or brokas electrical appi ken= (caution.
CUT OFF THE CORM) (I)
dish pa', clay, tank bathe cap. (I)
food coloring 0)
old maps (I)
globe (I-E)



CHARACMUSTICS OF A GOOD LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
FOR YOUNG CHILDREN

Major Dsodamnarssionarte Leansing EnsIrcunnenr-fitysiosinontabs
Domain

hue lleernal Doensin
Comurnieadoss Domain

1:-ognage3masif
1. Individual differences (styles aad mai of learning) should be accommodated.
2. There should be learning through the senses (feeling, hewing, testing, nnelling, means).
3. numerous and varied learning centers should be mow, available and used throughout the day; free choice of =Ws should be encouraged.
4. These should be evidence of Iota of verbal inn:6...min.: child to child and child to adult(s)
5. These should be 'cooperative children learning from and with each other.
6. Than should be opportunities for chiEdras to engage in hands-on activities with self-selected materials and products.
7. Children should be allowed to plan and 1:Wallace:activities sad product..
8. Children shouldbe engaged in the scientificapproach: exploring, discovering, inquiring, apaimention, and developing, testing end validating theories

about the physical wort&
S. There should be an integration of curricula (reading and language arts, meth, science, social studies, art, muaic, physical oducatkin) and is link of

adherence to rigid and artificial time schedules.
10. There should be a variety of flenible grouping arrangements.
I 1 . There should be evidence of 'print' everywhere-I on children's possessions and room materials, charts, posters, mapzines, and lots and lots of

books.

Materials and Espripment

1. There should be a wide assortment of materials. supplies, and equipment for children to work with; the selection should reflect the need to accommodate
niany ages, abilities, and interests.

2. The children should be encouraged to provide suggestions for materials and allowed to supply some of their own maraials.
3. The materials utilized should ensure development of both frac and gross motor skills.
4. The mimeo& should encourage interaction (be user-friendly); activities should be open-ended and self-corrective.
5. The materials should be °rotor/Mao that access and clean up is =complicate:dead Warne= they should have an obvious place that is easily reachable

hy the children and within their sight.
6. The children should be shown haw to use tke materials properly and then should be free to use the materials by themselves.
7. The materiak should be sere and durable and both indoor and outdoor equipment should be in evidence.
S. The types of materials should include commercial, teacher-made, child-mde, and both form and informal types.
9. The materials should include those that are concrete and sensory; materials that can be put together, taken apart, counted, arranged; those that can

encourage verbal interactions; those that address various learning styles of the children.

Physical Environment

I . The rooms should be divided into numerous learning centers and areas, rather than straight rows and chairs.
2. The variety of learning centers should include language ans, mob, science, art. music, housekeeping, woodworking, sand and water play, , listening and

viewing, reeling corner, and at least one "quiet area.'
3. These should be access to several large work surfaces which are the proper height.
4. The f 00Ms should exude warmth, cheerfulness, and friendlinesn, end should be inviting, bright, and homey.
5. There should be adequate space for active exploring, creating, and moving about freely.
6. There should be lots of storage areas and an ample and labeled place for each child to put coats and rain gear, book sack, completed projects, and other

possessions.
7. The rooms should be well heated, lighted, ventilated, and clean.
8. The toilet and sink facilities should be adequate, convenient, and of the proper height.
9. There should be provision for an easy flow of activities (traffic patterns) between indoor centers and indoor and outdoor areas; the out-of-doors should

be used throughout the day as an integral part of the learning environment.
10. The outdoor area should he arranged in an appropriate manner to encourage free play, organized games, and quiet play with comiderstion for the safcay

of the children in evidence.

Outdoor Learninjanviroente%

1 . The outdoor learning environment should be considered as an extension of the classroom learning activities.
2. The children should be free to move outside to participate in integrated and enriching, rather than restricting, experiences.
3. There should be consideration for traffic patterns, including an entrance into rooms from outside to facilitate moving games, materials, and equipment

in and out of the rooms.
4. The outdoor area should facilitate supervision and minimize accidents.
5. The outdoor area should be safe, free of glass and sharp meal, and materials should be check periodically to ensure safety and to make ((Ufaequipment

is in proper working order.
6. There should be an outdoor storage area for organizing and housing and large outdoor materials and tools and the children should be instructed in

retrieving and returning mataials in the storage asea.
7. The equipment, space, and activities should promote development of motor skills and muscular coordination.
8. These should be $ mixture of inexpeniive and/or homemade equipment and commercial materiais; all materials should be made or purchased with age

appropriateness and safety considerstionsin mind.
9. Some of the materials, such as boxes, wood strips, rubber tubes, should stimulate creative, open-ended sctivitiet.
10. The materials rovided should inspire the children to do something based on original ideas, rather than just watching passively..
11. The children uld have opportunities to work and play alone and in small groups and both actively and quietly.
12. There should be a covered patio Of C011efete if= for such activities as block play, bouncing balls, playing with wheel toys, and for rainy day play. .
13. There should be both sunny epee mess and shaded areas.
14. There should be n grassy area for sittinf, talking, reading, or cloud watching.
15. There should be a garden arcs for the children to grow vegetables, flowers, and other plants utilizing organic methods; there should be an adjacent nature

cavitenman with trees, plants, flowers, and pet cages that the children can explore (in both direct and non-direct manner) and analyze to discover science
concepts shout plants and animals.

16. There should be various types of climbing equipment and swings to help develop and strengthen arm and leg large muscles.
17. There should be balance beams, logs, and posts for the development of bodily balance.
18. I nese should be sliding equipment to help develop a sense of body direction.
19. There should be a slide or pole for climbing up and sliding down.
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20. There should be equipment and space for dramatic play (tree holm, playhouse, outdoor themes),
21. There should be a sandbox and supply of buckets, shovels,
22. There should be &water table with -ready supply of fresh water and buckram, plank toys, bone. sponges, corks, finmels, and measuring ceutainersof

various sizes.
D. There should be a woodwetkine mas with tools and vukty of sizes and napes of wood piceea, paint, brushes end glue.
24. 'Mae Should be provisioa for moving indoor materials such as painting camels and wooden block' to the outdoor area; rolling carts and bins %which can

perform msny indoor and outdoor fiinctions should be available.

Tiachee.ChiNReistionshinst glitd-ChildReiathineltieg

1. The teacher shouid act u a guide, facilitator of learning, and fOleurCe person rather than &passer of orders aad hefermatioi..
2. The teacher should Wait respect feu mid tent of chU; the child= should likewise show respect for and trun of dm teaeher and each other.
3. The teacher should *COWS among the children, encountging individual and group efforts, ssking prompting questions, offering suggestions in a positive

and dazes manner, and giving each child individual Amnion.
4. The teacher should appear °with-it,* indiemineavesseness of each child's needs, progress. and emotioaal state, as well as the general climate in the room.
5. The teaches should clearly COMMUlliC1114 rules of the room, responsilailities of group and of each child, as well as respect for the individuality of each

child' .
6. The teacher Amid plan activkies that indicate that joy in learnieg. respect for others, and learning how to learn me the focus rather than acquisition

of specific skills and subject infoemation.
7. The mocha should ensum this each child succeeds in something way day.
8. The children should indicate:by their actions that a sense of and building of positive self-esteem are the goals of the learning environment; they

should be eager to learn, not anekius that they don't know
9. The teacher thould resily linen to cacaions raised by children and inicate eagerness to find out answers 'with the children, not 'for' tho children.
10. The tacher should show cenfideace in each child's abilities and awareness of each child's social, ernotiotud, and intellectual ereagths and needs.
11. The teacher should media desire behavior and be aware of the impact of verbal and body lingerie on teacher-child and child-child intmactions.
12. The teacher should exhildt the diaractesisties of a 'cleinomatic leadership style: friendly, firm, encouraging, stimulating, helping. gukling, winning.

warm, ming, and fair.
13. The teacher should actively involve children in planning and learning, capitalize on children's interests and curiosity, , challenge children, and reinforce

and recognize appropriate behaviors and achievements.
14. The teacher sheuld be firm and consistent in handling problems; the teacher should never threaten or humiliate a child or group of children.
15. The teacher should be a good manager: there should be procedures for beginning and ending the day as well as techniques for making transitions from

one activity to another.
16. The teacher should be skilled at interacting and communicating with parents.
17. The teethe:should be cognizantof the developmental stages of child growth, as well u contemporaq approaches to education, such as developmentally

appropriate practice and whole languagelemergent literacy. .

(List adapted from Day, R., (1975), p. 188-192; See references-)

REFERENCES1USED FOR LIST OF CHARACTERISTICS

Day, B. (1975). CVen learning in early childhood. New York: Macmillan.
Lever, S. , Witherspoon, R. , & Day, B. (1984). Goad schools far rang children. New York: Macmillan.

INTUITION IS FOR THE LEARNING
Don Rapp, Teacher, Writer, Speaker; Morton, Illinois

As a kid, I was taught that women had it more than
men. Intuition, I learned, was a God-given ability that
came out of the blue, and you either had it or you didn't
It was something secret and mysterious, like telepathy
or clairvoyance. As a kid, I knew I did not have it

About forty years later, I read an article entitled
'Training Intuition' by Ruth Cohen, a New York thera-
pist My first thought was, 'You mean it can be learned?'
MI of my preconceived notions about the mysterious-
ness of the whole matter were shot down. I read on!
What intrigued me the most was what the article said
about human thoughthuman intuition.

Cohen pointed out that intuition is neither compli-
cated nor mysterious, and that there are four common,
understandable ideas that a person can work with to
increase his intuition. I discovered that these four
thims can be used by parents to help their children
become the best persons they can become; and by teach-
ers, with all children and curriculums, regardless of
content and age. The idea/ are:

a. %caption needs to be clear.
b. Memory of pertinent facts is vital.
c. Control of emotions is essential.

tragical thinking is a must.
60

Unfettered Perception
It is said that no one has all the information

necessary to make any reasonably complex decision.
The hunch that fills the gap between information and
decision is what I call intuition. Perhaps if we perceived
more and better, we would not have to guess quite as
much. We would merely intuit better, and that would be
more valuable than relying on hunches.

To think intuitively is to see deeply into the reality
of the moment, register it as fact, and then go beyond the
moment. Rose-relored glasses do not lend themselves to
the full sensing of reality.

Perception is the base-building block toward the
understauding of something that is not at present a full
reality. Here are some hints on what parents might do
to help their children strengthen their perception and
thus help them maintain aud improve their intuitive
ability, rather than gradually lose it.

As parents take their children to day care every
morning, they might point out things that neither par-
ent nor child has seen before. It might be new construe-

on, a different person on the corner, a renovation of a
house, or a new stop light. It can be anything that is
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different. On the other aide of perception, it is good to
comment on what is the same. The fact that the sun is
alweys in about the same piece deserves a comment
once in a while. The more the parents comment and
notice similarities and diffensnces, the more their chil-
dren will get into the habit of perceiving things in a
deeper way.

Of course, similarities and differences can be per-
ceived in books, in people, in feelings, in clouda, and ad
infinitum. Parents' imaginations are their only limits,
and they should get excited about even the little things
they point out. The enthusiasm will carry over, to
perpetuate the habit of perceiving creatively.

Memory of Pertinent Facts
In very young cnildren, memory needs to be nour-

ished. The game of peek-a-boo is one of the first and best
memory games. Whtn children first realize that 'outof
sight' is not "out of mind,* they realize that they can
store a perception in their memory. From then on,
parents and children should play peek-a-boo often. A
goal is something that is in sight (memory) but not as yet
in reality.

We can encourage older children to mentally com-
pare yesterday with today. This is comparing some-
thing in memory with something presently seen. Ask
the question, "What is the difference between what is
seen in memory and what is seen in reality?' and wait
for some great answers.

Good memory increases the ability to see things
that are stored. Part of building intuition is having
multifarious facts and images 'in storage,' so that they
can be readily accessed when needed for the intuitive
leap.

Children should be encouraged, by example, to
continually learn things and place them in memory. Say
things like, 'You will never know when you will need
that information' or 'Don't rely on remembering where
it is written down, just remember it*

When I talk this way in college classes, some
students grimace because they have been taught by lazy
adults that the brain and mind are limited in capacity-
-but that is not true! The more you learn, the more you
can learn. Help children be positive about their learning
power from the beginning, and for goodness sake set a
memorable exaniple!

Another good trick is for parent and child, little by
little, to learn all the store names on both sides of a street
they frequently travel together. At home, the child can
then draw the block from memory. Most parents will be
surprised at what their children remember, but the
main benefit is that the memory is being utilized and
strengthened.

Again, adults can draw from their own imagina-
tions as to how to exercise memory. Poetry, names,
events, batting averagesanything is fair game for this
process. Part of training intuition is memorizing of
pertinent facts. For example, if a therapist has to know
about a certain disease in a certain person, he has to
have many pertinent facts about the disease and the
person. Thus, the memory, if it is to contribute to the
power of the intuition, has to provide the appropriate
ball park of information for the fact that is to be intuited.
Of course, in young children any memory testing will

strengthen the habit of memory. Parents, too, report
that their own memories get better when they try these
memory exercises with their children.

Unblocked Emotions
Emotion has to do with peseta% enthusiamm, and

zest Its negative side has to do with hate, jealousy, and
fear. To be more intuitive, we have to perceive the
emotions that seemto be in our lives and be so deer and
objective about than, that we can prevent them and
their so-called 'power' from getting in the way of our
thinking.

Thecombinationciunfetteredperceptionmemory
of pertinent facts, logical thinking, and controlled emo-
tions is a receipt for a healthy, reasonable, solid decision
maker. That is what intuition is all about It Le a high-
level ability and requires high-Ievel awareness and
thought to practice it.

There is not enough intuition in our world, because
there is not enough physical, mental, social, emotional,
political, and environmental health in our world. We
have a lot of work to do. We can start with ourselves,
even as adults. Starting now with young children is to
educate them well with regard to perception, memory,
thought, and emotions.

Logical Thinking
Thinking takes time, and the human operative

word for time is patience. The opposite operative is
impulse, which is thought without contemplation. With
the impulsive, short-term nature af our world, the
concept of contemplation is a maturing one. Lang-term
projects are good kr nurturing this type of thought. The
care of a plant or a crop, like thmatees, also pays off in
good taste and nutrition. The care of a pet, even a
goldfish, that has to be cared for over time is a good
teacher. The care of shoes or other articles of clothing is
an interesting project and has its long-term thought
benefits.

Too often, a parent will respond, I'll think about
to his child's request. The decislan is then given later,

authoritatively and without the reasoning behind the
decision. Of course, with the younger child, the parent
doesn't have to go into all the whys and wherefores of a
decision, but he should give some explanation, if only to
demonstrate to the child that there is some, perhaps
long-term, thought behind the decision.

When the child or anyone makes a good decision,
the decision and the reasoning behind it should be
praised. The principle of 'catch them being good'
applies as well to good thought as it does to good
behavior.

Sound thought takes time and is characterized by
a relaxed, unpressured mind. A home that hi hurracd
encourages hurried, unreasonable thought. Logic is
needed for unhurried thought and reason. It takes good
modeling and much practice to become a reasonable
person.

6 2
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COOPERATWE LEARNING:
A WOLF IN SHEEPS CLOTHING

Susan A. Linnemeyer, LCE National Institute of Child Health and Human Development,
Bethesda, Maryland

Cooperative learning has become one of the most
popular movements in education during the past de-
cade. Already, many school districts have enthusiasti-
cally jumped cm the cooperative learning bandwagon.
But before more school districts join in the movement, a
closer look at cooperative learning I. warranted.

In retexaminingthe cooperative learning research,
there are some basic flaws that have led to misrepresen-
tation of the benefits of cooperative learning, especially
for the gifted and talented.

The following are what I consider to be the ten
major failings or misrepresentations of the cooperative
learning research in regard to the gifted and talented.

1. The majority of the cooperative learning re-
search doesnot address gifted and talented populations.
Slavin, Johnson, and Johnson, leaders of the cooperu-
tive learning mevement, typically examine outcomes of
students in terms of high, average, and low achievers
(Slavin, 1983, 1988; Johnson, Maruyama, Johnson,
Nelson, & Skon, 1981). The top one-third of the class
would not be classified as 'gifted by any school's stan-
dards. Dividing a class into three groups reduces total
variability in each group by only 17 percent (Goodland,
1960). For such cooperative learning research in which
supposedly gifted and talented populations or high
ability groups are included, there is little or no data
provided for defining those groups (Lucker, Rosenfield,
Sikes, & Aronson, 1976; Smith, Johnson, & Johnson,
1982; Webb, 1082a, 1982b).

2. The supposed gains made by gifted and talented
students in cooperativegroups are not well-defmed and/
or referto gains in basic skills. In most studies, the gains
are defined in terms of achievement test scores (Slavin,
1984; Slavin, Madden, & Leavey, 1984). There is no
indication if the testa were administered off-grade level
or if norms for the gifted were employed. If these
precautions were not taken, the resulta could be invalid
due to confounding effects of regresaion toward the
mean (Campbell & Stanley, 1963). In addition, in the
majority of the studies, the gains measured in the
content areas refer to lower level skills, e.g., math
computation (Slavin & Karweit, 1985) and language
mechanics (Slavin, 1978) as opposed to higher level
skills, e.g., mathematics applications or literary criti-
cism.

3. A false comparison group is frequently used in
cooperative learning research to assess the gains of
gifted and talented students. The majority of the coop-
erative learning research employs the traditional class-
room Bathe control or comparison group (Sharon, 1980).
For the gifted and talented, this procedure portrays an
inaccurate picture. It is not surprising that greater
gains are found in the cooperative learning group versus
the traditional classivom that laclm special provisions
designated for the gifted and talented. Administrative
arrangements that are designed W meet the needs of the
gifted and talented (e.g., ability grouping, full-time
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classroom for the gifted and talented, mentor program,
acceleration, and independent study) should be em-
ployed as the comparison or control group.

4. The major reasons given fcr implementing a:op-
erative learning are related to low ability and average
students and not gifted student.. Cooperative learning
advocates, e.g., Hollifield (1978) and Slavin (1986)state
that cooperative learning should be implemented so
that low ability and average student.:

a. may improve their abilities and skills,
b. be exposed to better teachers, and
c. be provided with oitical and creative

thinking instruction.
It cannot be denied that these outcomes are desir-

able outcomes for low ability and average studenta, but
should these outcomes be made at the expense of gifted
students? Why do these improvements depend upon the
inclusieri of the gifted and talented in the learning
environment? For example, all students have the right
to excellent teachers. If the skills of some teachers need
to be upgraded through staffdeveloement, cannot skills
be improved independent of the types of students who
are receiving the instruction?

5. Cooperative learning is not more democratic as
purported by its advocates. Providing equal educational
services to unequal individuals is not democratic. We do
not expect the mentally handicapped student to be
educated with the same curriculum as the average
student Why then, do we expect the mentally advanced
student to receive the same curriculum as the average
student?

6. Gifted and talented students are not given an
oppcurtunity in cooperative learning groups to have their
ideas critiqued and evaluated at a high academic or
creative level. Realistic appraisal of ideas and products
is essential to the gifted and talented student's growth
and development Frequently, gifted and talented stu-
dents do not receive critical feedback of their work until
college. Those studenta will be at a disadvantage to
students who have been challenged throughout elemen-
tary and secondary school .

7. Advocates of cooperative learning falsely claim
that gifted and talented students are at risk socially and
that cooperative learning can ameliorate their impaired
state. Research has repeatedly demenstrated that gifted
and talented students are as socially well adjusted as
students of average intellectual abilities (Janos &
Robinson, 1985; Karamessinis, 1980; Solana, 1976a,
1976b; Terman & Oden, 1947). If social skills are sup-
posolly improved through cooperative learning, then
ail participanta will benefit from this interaction. Re-
search has not proved, however, that cooperative learn-
ing is the best instructional method for imp-living the
social skills of students.

8. Cooperative learning does not necessarily foster
a healthy learning environment for the gifted and tal-
ented. When the gifted and talented student is assigned
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to a heterogeneous setting where there is an imbalance
ci academic talent, the gifted and talented student ia
placed in an awkward situation. The gifted and talented
student may either display academic talent and run the
risk of being viewed as a 'know it all* or the gifted and
talented student may decide to assume a silent role and
become a nonentity in the group. In either situation, the
gifted and talented student is the loser. Research has
shown that gifted students become intolerant of others
with lesser abilities when forced to be in heterogeneous
groups the majority of the school day.

9. Cooperative learning may rosult in underachieve-
ment in gifted and talented students. If gifted and
talented students are not challenged in cooperative
learning groups, then they may cease to be motivated.
Students may begin to perform at levels beneath their
abilities. Research has demonstrated that underachieve-
meat is a prevalent problem in the gifted and talented
(Gallagher, 1957; Shaw & McCuen, 1960; ZHU, 1971).
Among those children who are above average, 50 per-
cent of the boys and 25 percent of the girls can be labeled
as underachievers (Mordock, 1975). The gifted and
talented must be provided with a curriculum that meets
their educational needs.

10. If students are awarded the grade of their
cooperative learning group's combined effort, students'
permanent records can be damaged. The procedure of
awarding one grade to all students in the cooperative
learning group is employed in some cooperative learn-
ing methodologies. At the high school level, this evalu-
ation technique can become a critical problem. Compe-
titian is keen for top-ranked universities and colleges.
Gifted and talented students need to have outstanding
cumulative grade point averages to gain admission and
cannot afford to have their grades suffer because of an
inaccurate assessment of their abilities.

Alternative to Cooperative Learning
We have seen that cooperative learning is clearly

not the preferred administrative structtre for serving
the gifted and talented. The advantages of ability group-
ing for the gifted and talented, however, are numerous
and cannot be denied. When gifted and talented stu-
dents receive instruction at their ability level, increased
achievement is the result (Atkinson & (YConner, 1963;
Daurio, 1979; Feldhusen, 1989; Kulik, & Kulik, 1982,
1984; Petersen, Braunstein, & Kimble, 1988; Van-Tas-
sel, Willis, & Meyer, 1989; West & Silvers, 1960). In
ability groups, higher level thinking (application, analy-
sis, synthesis, and evaluation) can be stressed with the
gifted and talented who need less time with the lower
level thinking skills (knowledge and comprehension).
One of the greatest benefits of ability grouping is the
opportunity for gifted and talented students to interact
with one another. Frequently, as much learningoccurs
among students as between teacher and students. In
regard to self concept, ability grouping (whether part-
time or full-time) allows gifted and talented students to
feel accepted, often for the first time, by their peers. The
improvement of self-concept is not restricted to the
gifted and talented. When gifted and talented students
are removed from the heterogeneous group, other stu-
dents have the opportunity to receive recognition that
normally would be given to the gifted and talented
students. The self-concepts of students of average abil-
ity subsequently improve.

-- 63 -

Conclusion
Much like a wolf in sheep's c/ cooperative

!earning has penetrated the field of and talented
education. Claims have been made as to the effective.
nese of cooperative learning which cmmot be substanti-
ated. Cooperative learning does not consistently offer
gifted and talented students the challenge, the thrill of
learning, or an education commemorate with their
needs. Therefore, cooperative learning should be used
only to a limited degree and with caution with gifted and
talented students. Other administrative structures (self-
contained classrooms, continuous progress, and mas-
tery learning) should be punnzed as alternatives for
meeting the needs of the gifted and talented.
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for the slow learner, this article will suggest that whole
language is also a way to provide the challenges for a
smaller but equally important part of the population in
the regular classroom the gifted student.

Needle of the Gifted Student
Attention that has previously focused onthe handi-

capped student and the slow learner is now beginning to
shift toward the gifted student. 'Today all but three
states have positions allocated for state directors of
gifted programs, and 24 states legislatively mandate
service for the gifted- (Parker, 1988, p. 32). This places
new presaure on local districts for often it is the local
district that must pay for the progeama. Cost is an ever-
increasing concern to educators as more is demanded of
the public school. However, taxpayers are reluctant to
provide the necessary funds for new programs as well as
the materials and equipment needed to implement
them. 'Contrary to popular opinion the gifted do not
ordinarily excel witheut assistance...like children with
specialized problems, they must have special attention
to their individual levels of ability if they are to progress.
Nattier an increase in difficulty or a 'pacing' arrange-
ment is enough to offer this challenge (Parker, 1989, p.
32). Kitano (1989) states that this process does not mean
the teacher must teach on a one-to-one basis but should
offer a choice of activities that vary from simple to
complex. Many classrooms have students who are able
to learn faster and more than their peers, and it is
important for them to be wesented with material that
will challenge their unique abilities.

While not the only answer, whole language is a
vehicle that can be adapted to provide for children at
both ends of the learning continuum. It provides a basis
for a teacher to engage a class in learning activities that
can be individualized to meet the needs of all. In addi-
tion, it has the advantage of being implemented with a
minimum of cost while the time involved in developing
the lessons can be handled by a busy teacher.

"Big books," or enlarged versions of popular texta
are the foundation for the whole language program in
many schools. There are many big books available, and
when combined with smaller student texts, can form the
basis for the reading program. While these are initially
expensive, the outlay would not equal that of a basal
series, and the rewards would he considerably greater.

If the teacher does not have access to big books
with multiple copies of student texts, library books can
be used. Once a library book has been read to the entire
class, the children select fifteen to twenty words from
the story that become the focus of that week's work.
After discussing the story line, the class can break into
smaller groups for individualized instruction. Each group
then rewrites the story in their o wn words, including the
designated vocabulary, and that story becomes the
reading lesson for the week This allows the children to
use the book as the basis of the lesson but the teacher
can control the length, content, and difficulty according
to the needs of the group. A single copy uf a book from the
school or public library will provide work for a whole
class.

The Place of Skills
Skills are the foundation of any reading program.

It is necessary to teach children to decode words, but
through whole language it is accomplished in context

'

rather than in isolation. Skills will be evident in any
boolg for example, if the class is learning about blends,
words from the book they are reading can be used for
those lessons. Most stories have words that can teach
any of the objectives included in an early primary
curriculum and the daily lesson can use these words to
focus tat the skill objectives. For advanced children one
lesson on the skills will probably lead to mastery, while
the remainder of the timecan beapentonmorechalleng-
ing activities. Extension activities cliallenge creative
and divergent thinking, extend vocabulary, and incor-
porate the use of problem solving (Bryant 1987, 1989,
1991). The children who need a different focus can
receive mote re-enforcement in their small groups. If
several children are having difficulty with a particular
skill, the class can be re-grouped for re-teaching activi-
ties.

Classroom Management
Flexible classroom managementoffered by a whole

language approach is a strong point in its favor. It is
difficult tn combine members from different reading
groups when instruction depends upon basal texts be-
cause the controlled vocabularies create vast inequities.
Whole language offers the same basis to all students
and allows the slowest readers to work in a group with
the mast proficient students when the focus of the lesson
is general and appropriate, such as comprehension or
sentence structure. The more advanced learner can help
others and the attitude of all students will be less
judgmental, more positive and caring. Children who
have been allowed to help their classmates benefit from
this experience, increasing their sensitivity to the needs
of other children. One of the significant advantages of
the whole language approach is the positive effect it has
on the self-esteem of all children in the class
(Trachtenburg & Ferruggia, 1989). When children use
the same material, the stigma of being a weak reader is
removed and acadesnically advanced children do not
feel isolated when their work is not like their class-
mates. A creative teacher can reach all these levels by
developing questions and activities that will provide the
varied academic challenges needed by this diverse popu-
lation. The pace can be adjusted to provide for children
who need more time to master skills while these who
learned the first time do not have to sit through lessons
that offer no challenge. The use of the same book
encourages discussion among all the students, )V4.gowing
them to learn from each other.

The Disadvantaged Student
Whitmore (1982) notes that it is easy a r, 0 reiwuize

intellectual giftedness in the remark able high
achiever...(but it) is not easily recognized , n children
who are not high achievers academically and who do not
eonform to adult expectations for gifted children' (p.
274). Often these characteristics may be overlooked
because children coins from disadvantaged backgrounds
and have not had the varied experiences of their more
advantaged clasamates. They may lack the language
skills to convey thoughts and experiences, or to frame
questions for observations that they make. It is neces-
sary, therefore, to structure a program that will build on
common or shared experiences so strengths as well as
needs of all studente will emerge and can be addressed.

Whole language offers disadvantaged students



the opportunitzr to compete on a more equal basis with
their peers. The use of literature helps broaden their
experience and information base while learning to read
in the same way as the rest of the class. When students
are offered a basis that helps them perform equally,
academic strengths that had not been previously dem-
onstrated may begin to emerge. If these children are
offered only basal texts, they may have difficulty relat-
ing to the stories, thus making it more difficult to master
basic skills. These early problems foreshadow greater
difficulties in later years. It is important that the early
educational experiences of disadvantaged children nal.-
row rather than increase the gap caesed by their back-
grounds.

Unit Development
The following unit, based on MoreSpaghetti,ISay!

by Rita Golden Gelman, demonstrates how work can be
plamied to meet the multiple academic needs found in
most regular classrooms. The book is available in the
'big book' form, and has student texts. This unit in-
volves the use of these books as an example of the
effectiveness of these tools. The groups will be indicated
as advanced learners, typical readers and slow learners.

Whole Group Instruction
As the teacher, introduce a story and lead a discus-

sion about the title, author, illustrator, publisher, and
dedication. Then read the story to the class using a
pointer to help the class follow the text. The first time
the story is read, the class should just listen. If you read
the story with great expression, drama, and obvious
enjoyment, the children will be enthusiastic when it is
their turn to reati aloud, and will follow the example.
Feint out places in the story that call for special empha-
ses as bold print, exclamation marks, or small print that
suggests softer voices. The children will remember
these visual clues and use them when reading. After
several weeks of this modelling, the students will no
longer need to be reminded to read with expression.

Following Gelman's model, lead the class in a
discussion of the story line, sequence of events and
outcome of the story and allow time for the children to
discusstheir favorite pasta dishes. Have the class select
a designated vocabulary of 15 to 18 words from the story.
Write these words on paper that has been cut out to look
like empty spaghetti bowls for display on a bulletin
board. Children will be drawn to the board to read the
words they know and will listen to each other, thus
learning new vocabulary. More adept readers can be
paired with those who need help and can assist with
informal drill instruction.

Eads day ask children to point to a word they know.
Even the slowest learner will know one or two words and
will be able to perform with success as do others in the
class. The actual book should be placed in a location that
is accesailile to the children for this encourages them to
read it during free time either alone or with classmates.

Have the whole group each day reread the story for
a different purpose. One session may focus on skills to
be presented to the whole class, or another may have the
children predicting outcomes if certain words, charac-
ters, or events were changed in the story. The children
also could discuss the style of the illustrator, comparing
it with other books they have read.

This is tot usually a quiet activity, but one that will

generate enthusiasm on the part of the students. Read-
ing in unison allows emerging readers to participate
without feeling uncomfortable nbout words they do not
know, as they follow the pointer from leftto right and top
to bottonvIndividual children can be aaked to point out
designated vocabulary words or words that illustrate a
reading skill on which the class has been focusing. As
the week progresses the text will become familiar to all
thus allowing the students to do the reading with
support offered only when a word is unknown.

Related Activities
During the week the children can use spaghetti or

multishsped pasta in a number of ways:
- Art projects can be planned that use a variety of

dyed and natural pasta; alphabet letters can be glued to
paper for a spelling drill.

- Spaghetti can be cooked in the room and handled
by the children and words listed to describe its texture
and feel.

- Small pieces of spaghetti can be dropped in a
container of water, and another with club soda or water
mixed with vinegar and baldng sada. The children can
observe what happens and fonn questions about what
the liquid is and why the pasta behaves as it does.

- The children can measure the length of a cooked
piece of spaghetti with an uncooked piece, and compare
and discuss the difference. As they conclude that the
absorption of water has caused the change, they can
speculate on whether this happens to any other food.
Predictions can be made about the outcome of cooking
vegetables, rice and other foods. Some of these foods
could be cooked in the classroom, and as the results are
observed they should be recorded.

Brief summaries of class work could be sent home
asking parents to involve their child in meal prepara-
tion to further extend these experiences.

- Making noodles is an excellent activity and the
children will enjoy the experience of mixing and rolling
the dough. The recipe should be written on chart paper
to be read by the students as they work.

They can compare and contrast the difference
between raw, dried, and cooked pasta. This could be
done as a whole group activity or a volunteer could work
with small groups.

gOn Top of Spaghetti is a song that the class will
enjoy singing. If the words are displayed in an accessible
location, the children read the words independently
during the day, especially if a pointer is left nearby. Any
activity that involves children with words further ex-
tends the Whole Language saperience.

Opportunities for the Gifted
In each of these activities, gifted students have

opportunities to extend and broaden their knowledge.
They will see relationships and contrasts that are not
obvious to more typical learePrs. One strength of this
approach lies in the teacher's ability to encourage gifted
children to respond in a way that is compatible with
their abilities. While these children are responding at
higher levels of understanding, the rest of the class is
also learning by listening to their exchange of ideas.
They should, however, have opportunities to work in
groups with others who have similar abilities for it is
important for them to be stimulated by other gifted
children.
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One of the more obvious advantages of this method
is the learning opportunities for the gifted non-reader.
If a program uses activities that depend on reading
ability, then the strengths of this child take longer to
emerge. In a warm, accepting environment where group
discussion is a part of the daily schedule, children who
are encouraged to observe, question and discuss become
confident enough to make statements that are beyond
simple factual observations. As the teacher builds an
atmosphere of trust, shy children will become willing to
articulate their observations, sad those divergent think-
ers whose initial comments had little to do with the
questions will begin to channel their observational
skills into more valid, if unusual, ways of thinking.

Small Group Instruction
At this point, the traditional form of "reading

groups" is appropriate. In small groups, slow and typical
learners can be offered the instructional strategies
appropriate to their individual needs. The slow learners
can spend the first few minutes of small group instruc-
tional time reading parts of the story and then proceed
to concentrate on the skills that are necessary for them
to master. If reading readiness activities are appropri-
ate in the baginning of the year, they can be imple-
mented at this time.

The typical learners can read the story at a pace
that is comfortable for them so they can focus on areas
of need. When a child encounters a word that is un-
known, it should be recorded so reteaching can occur
later. This can be accomplished by having the children
work with another student in the class or b7, taking thz
words home so parents can provide help. As the children
read, the teacher will note those who are having particu-
lar difficulties and address those needs on an individual
basis at the coneusion of the group. By the end of the
week, many of the children will have learned to read all
or most of the book fluently.

Early in the year it is appropriate for all students,
including the advanced learners, to read out loud as this
provides the teacher with an informal method of assess-
ing the strengths and needs of each child. It is also
important for advanced readers to have opportunities to
read orally throughout the year, as their modelling will
be helpful to other children. After the necessary assess-
ment has been made, the advanced readers can read an
assignment silently before the group meets in order to
allow instructional time to be spent on other objectives.

One activity that would be cb allenging and inter-
esting for advanced learners is to work with recipes. The
children can read about different ways to prepare pasta.
The group could collect recipes from family members
and friends and make a pasta cookbook. This would also
provide an opportunity for a lesson in economics. How
much would it cost to print a book? What would be a fair
price? What would be the margin of profit? The children
could compare the price of their book with other cook
books. How does it compare in length? Does that help
determine the cost of the book? A speaker from a print
shop could visit the class and discuss what is involved in
printing a book. Help the children develop questions
about the process for using colored pictures in tests.
Although the advanced group would make the prepara-
tions for this visit, the entire class would be involved and
benefit

Student Involvement in Planning
Advanced learners should decide what they would

like to, learn about spaghetti. They could find out how
many different kinds of pasta there are, where it crigi.
nated, what country consumes the most pasta, and why
and how is same pasta colored. Discuss how and where
the answers could be found. Then, its a , decide
how much is reasonable to accomplish during week,
allowing the children to assist in *ming what they
will study.

When children are involved in the development of
their lessons, they have a sense of ownership, heighten-
ing the interest level. As the experienced teacher knows,
this does not just happen, but comes about through
careful preparation. Possible questions need to be for-
mulated and areas of study outlined before the group
discussion, so materials will be readily available.

Evaluation
The increasing concern for accountability makes it

necessary for the classroom teacher to measure learn-
ing on a regular basis. The use of paper and pencil
methods at this early age should be kept to a minimum.
It is more appropriate to make daily informal evalua-
tions based on individual participation in group discus-
sions, responses to questions, performance during small
group instruction, and task completion. Formal testing
can be used for the reading skills. Each student should
be evaluated on the basis of individual growth in verbal
fluency, ability to reason, and creative expression. This
allows equal opportunity for an children to demonstrate
their academic growth rather than being limited to test
results.

Conclusion
Whole language will help children be excited about

reading, and the results will be children who are eager
to read. The slow learners will feel that they can do as
well as their classmates, and this feeling of success will
help them learn to read at a faster pace. The abilities of
the advanced learners will be stretched by the planned
activities, and their instructional time will be spent on
new concepts rather than on material already mas-
tered. These advanced students will begin to look at
each topic as an opportunity to learn as the teacher
involves them in planning their work. Although the
basis of thair reading is the same aa their classmates,
they are expanding it to encompasa material that will
instruct and challenge. The children will learn from
each other as they Hate:I to discussions of the different
groups. Opportunities will be provided to encourage
leadership skills enabling students to be more tolerant
of the differences of others.

Enthusiastic students pay attention, are easy to
motivate, and are exciteti about learning while they are
developing a love of reading. Whole language can readily
satisfy appetites large and small, sophisticated or simple,
offering something for everyone.
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GilerED EDUCATION TO BE OR NOT TO BE?
Kathy Hagstrom, Parent Council Representatiue, Edison School for the Gifted, Chicago, Illinois

Billy is the tallest boy. Ben dribbles the basketball
best- Drew goes to speech class for stuttering. Cynthia
sees the LD. teacher to help her with her dyslexia.
These children all have differences. Some of them are
weaknesses and some are strengths. And then there's
Bob TItl raises his hand before anyone else. He

lief work first and it's usually 100%. He asks
tt.s iocative questions. Is he different? Yes.

e t. In plain and simple terms, he's smarter
the children --a lot smarter. So what if

he Ole; er? Someone has to be the smartest in the
room tdducators make' mmitynent that every child
has the epportunity .-n his potential. Does Bob?

Do we have a six3c.ici responsibility to gifted chil-
dren? Must we do something different for them? We feel
for the Hispanic child who doesn't understand a world
of English, and we get her a bilingual teacher. Why
don't we understand the desperation of the child who
has to always slow down to keep pace with the others.
He wants to run ahead because he is fleet of foot and
thirsty, but there is nowhere for him to hurry to drink.
Why do we not offer to help this child?

One common argument against gifted education is
that the child that is smart will do just fine anyway.
That is wishful thinking. Brain researchers have proved
that individuals with high levels of intelligence or gifted
individuals have biological differences. Neuron and
dendrite activity is more prolific and more energized.
The functioning of the gifted ehild's brain is different. It
moves faster and with more activity. If the appropriate
environment for stimulating the brain is provided, it
will flourish. If it is not, talent can subside, be dormant,
or perhaps lost. (Clark, 1988) How can a gifted child do
just fine if nothing is provided for her. If she unly has the
availability to do what the other children (average) are
doing, it is a denial for her special needs.

Lyon (1981) in his article 'Our Nation's Most
Neglected Natural Resource,' bemoans the need for
attention to this neglected group of children. He goes on
to explain that government and society have so much to
gain from these children. In 1957, the launching of
Sputnik precipitated a wavering commitment to the
gifted by the Federal government. The fear of the former
Soviet Union's superior space technology spurred fman-

cial support to education for the academically able
science students. Later, Lyon explains, civil rights came
into political focus and interest shifted from the most
capable to the least fortunate. We realize that educa-
tional funding is affected by interest groups and politi-
cal elements. But we must ask what group might help
the country as a whole.

If we are going to accept there are differences, why
do some get more than others? And what is the return
on the investment? If it costs $5,500 to educate a
student in Chicago, how much extra is spent for bilin-
gual, mentally handicapped, or the gifted? A newsletter
from SENO reported that in 1979 the Federal govern-
ment spent $2,42 for the education of each gifted child
but spent $1,000 for each learning disabled child.

Why are we so willing to accept our football and
basketball stars? We seek them out, we find a special
place for them (varsity team) and we support and
nurture them (pep rallies, cheerleaders, attendance,
and applause). Would we do the same for our most'
academically able? We must fmd a special place for
them too. One way to do that is tracking. Tracking is
nothing more than children assigned to a group on a full-

time basis for instruction based on their ability level.
Tracking has become a dirty word. Studies by

Goodlad (1983) and Oakes (1985) show that low-level
tracks elicit abominable results. But Oakes reluctantly
admits that students in the upper tracks benefit from
the advantages they receive in their classes. If the other
tracks don't work, fix them. But don't deprive the
students who are flourishing in their environment in
the top track. Feldhusen (1989) also did studies and
concluded, "that grouping of gifted and talented stu-
dents in special classes with a differentiated
curriculum leads to higher scadsmic achievement and
better academic attitudes. Gifted and talented youth
need accelerated, challenging instruction in core sub-
ject areas that parallel their special talents or aptitudes.
They need opportunities to work with other gifted youth."

Charles Nevi (1990) also supports tracking. He
say, 'Tracking is not an attempt to mate differences,
but to accommodate them. Not all differences are
created by the schools, most differences are irherited."

A meta-analysis of 52 studies on tracking was done
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by Kul& and Ku lik (1984 Tracking does not have a
negative effect on average and below average students
as some researchers would have you believe, not to
mention its positive effects on above average tracks.
Studies by Van Tassel-Baaken (1M) and Tremaine
(1979) suppert the factthat gifted students do indeed do
better as a result of gifted programming.

Putting research aside, homogeneous grouping is
done because it ill the most efficient way to teach. When
a teacher sees a continue= of talent in her classroom in
math or reading, ahe forms as many groups as she has
time for, to meet the diverse needs. This problem is
magnified when we encounter the gifted child. The
gifted child's abilities cannot be met in the normal
classroom just as the mentally handicapped cannot be
met. When you are looking at the top 3%, or the bottom
3% of the population, it is unreasonable to consider that
their needs can be met in the realm of the regular
classroom.

Here we are at the close of the twentieth century
and we are overwhelmed by the ills of society, the
devastation of the planet, economic failure, poverty,
crime and...need I go on? It's depressing. But there's
hope, and it's found in a resource we haven't properly
tapped our gifted children. I'm putting my money on
them!!
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FROM OWNERSHIP TO ALLSHIR
BUILDING A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR
EDUCATION OF THE GIFTED AND CREATIVE

LeoNora M. Cohen, Senior Lecturer with CHIP Unit,
University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Australia

To unite the bits and pieces of fragmented prac-
tices that characterize the field of gifted education and
to explain the complex relationships that underlie the
distinctive nature of the gifted/creative child's develop-
ing intelligence, theory development is essential. It also
provides an heuristic for research and makes it possible
for es to explain optimal development for all children.
Clearly, theory development is critical to progress in the
field of gifted educationand all education.

THE FOCUS
Giftedness is simply optimal development within

any theoretical view. Existing theories dealing with
cognitive development or intelligence may be able to
explain giftedness as "optimal universal development
leading to mastery, actualized or potential.' Universal
means development that occurs in all children in all
cultures, without speci fic training, such as representing
ideas with words or symbols, classifying, or serializing.
The greatee-t difficulty comes in explaining novelty
(something new) and creativity, which is defined as `the
production of something new or rare of value, wherein
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both the self and the field of endeavor are extended or
even transformed at mature levels, and there is a
discontinuity with what was before a change in context*
(See Bateson, 1979; Cohen, 1985, 1989, in press-a;
Feldman, 1980, 1982, 1988; Goswami, 1988).
Focus on Theories of Creativity

Mcat definitions of giftedness in adults involve
creative productivity. We need to understand where
giftedness must leadthe bridge between schoolhouse
giftedness, or doing well in academic areas (Renzulli,
1986), and adult productive creativity (Siegler &
Kotovsky 1986). We must recognize that the creativity
in childhood is connected to, yet differs from, the creativ-
ity exhibited by extraordinary adults whose contribu-
tions improve and transform the world. There is a
continuum of creative behaviors that accounta for these
similarities and differences (Cohen, 1989). We need to
understand how te support development in children, so
that they can become productive, creative adults. In
fact, the development of c. eativity should be the pur-
pose of education because, by supporting creative devel-

I
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opment in children, we effect creative productivity in
adults, which effects the betterment of society.
Focus on Intelligence as Adaptation

Giftedness. talent and creativity all relate to the
notion of intelligence. Intelligence is the capacity to
adapt (Piaget, 1980). Giftedness, as optimal universal
development, allows the individual to adaptmore readily
because he can better anticipate possibilities. Talent,
optimal non-universal development in a opecific do-
main, constructed through appropriate instruction at.
the right time, such as teaching chess (Felcinian, 1980,
1982), is a high form of adaptability that allows one to
master a specific field at a level that enables him to
extend that field by recognizing gaps, discrepancies, or
conflicts in it. This brings us to the highest level, that of
aeativity. Creativity relates to intelligence and adapta-
tion because creativity is an sdaptive function in which
the individual changes his immediate circumstances or
the world (depending on the power of the creative act),
to adapt to his or ber frame of reference (Cohen, 1985, in
press-a; Feldman, 1982, 1989; Gruber, 1981, 1989). This
is adaptation in the revenethe world adapts to the
individual instead of the other way around.

Theories of intelligence must therefore be included
in any discussion of optimal development of mind.
Precision of Definitions

Moat of us do not share common meaningeven
when we share common vocabulary. The term gifted-
ness, for example, is bestowed upon individuals for
many reasons, ranging from extraordinary past accom-
plishment's or an IQ over 130, to doing well in an area
valued by one's culture or society, or to the one I
proposed earlierthat of actualized or potential opti-
mal universal development leading to mastery. I have
classified the various definitions of giftedness into eleven
different categories, and even within categories there
are subtle variations (Cohen, 1989). A compendium of
these terms would be a valuable contribution to the
field, particularly if these defmitions could be unified, or
an agreement made to appreciate the differences.

WORLD VIEWS: A CONCEPTUAL LENS
'The world ifi always perceived through the lenses

of some conceptual network? (Overton, 1984, p. 10).
When looking at theories of creativity and intelligence,
it is essential that we recognize our own conceptual
lenses and the world views they provide, because our
observations are never free from personal interpreta-
tion.

For Overton (1984), only two such world views
exist that are integrative: the mechanietic and the
organismic. According to Lakatos (1978), both of these
have certain, irrefutable aspectsthe 'hard core,' char-
acterized by a root metaphor, and the *positive heuris-
tic,' the source for research and derivation of theories.

The mechanistic world view has a machine as its
central metaphor and stability, fixedness and regular-
ity as its hard core. The positive heuristic is reductive,
finding the cause. It is focused on the present, and views
chimp as continuous. Explaining change presents a
problem.

The organismic conceptual lens has a living thing
as its central metaphor and, as its hard core, a view of
the world as dynamic, active, and changing. The posi-
tive heuristic employs holistic analysis by which the
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organization of the structure can be inferred. It is
focused on the future (a longitudinal, or beaming
view), and change is perceived as discontinuous. Ex-
plaining stability pressnta a Preblem. Theories that
have common central cores and a COMMOn conceptual
lens can be thought of as liunilies of theories' (Overton
and Reese, 1973), because they share these central
notions and are therefore related. Building theory 'fami-
lies is an important first step; however, it may be very
difficult to bring together the two major theory families.

And Never the Twain Shall Meet: The Problem
of Incommensurability

According to Overton (1982), these conceptual
frameworks are irreconcilable conflicting ideas. Any
attenyt at compromise destroys the core integrity of one
of the conceptual lenses. The hard core and positive
heuristic of one world view must be given up (Overton,
1984). Creativity is the perfect avenue for determining
which metatheory provides the most complete explana-
tion.

Organismic theories deal with universal struc-
tures and help us understand the direction and srgani-
zation of creative development They offer a ,ecorning
view. Because these theories accept qualitative and
discontinuous changes, creative leaps or insights do not
have to be explained as the effects of antecedent or
contingent causes; but creativity requires variation,
non-universal systems, non-linear pathways and an
incredible coincidence of confluent factors in order to
reach extremely high levels (see Feldman, 1982). Be-
cause mechanistic theories focus on environmental fac-
tors, we need them in order to explain the conditions
necessary for creative development and individual varia-
tion. Mechanistic theoriea focus on the here-and-now, a
cross-sectional, or being view.
Need for Integration

To resolve the issues of directionality, organiza-
tion, individual variation, non-linear pathways and
environmental factors, we need to integrate their con-
ceptual frameworks. One way is to consider others'
attempts to use this approach, such as Koestler (1964)
who mixed the world view of mechanisticlassociationist
with that of organismic/psychoanalytic. Resolution might
also be seen in theories that appear to straddle both
camps, such as in the biological approaches employed by
Clark (1988) and Gardner (1983). Some theories have
hard-core central metaphors that differ from the re-
search heuristic. For example, Freud's formulation of
change through stages was organismic, but his research
heuristic was reductive. We could also approach resolu-
tion by considering the differences between competence
and performance, the mechanistic view affecting the
performance beyond rate and terminal levels (see
Overton and Newman, 1g82).
Discontinuity, Purpose and Causality

The greatest possibility for resolution lies with
three conceptions: discontinuity, purpose and causality.
The organismic conceptual lens accepts discontinuity as
central. Mochanistic theories stress continuity, by try-
ing to fmd the antecedent cause for each novelty.

The organismic world view accepts final causes as
essential to explaining both stability and direction,
because they define the organization of change that is
directed toward an end point or highest level. Final
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causes are self-regulating and inherent in the organism
(Overton, 1982).

In creativity, a special case can be made for inten-
tionality as a final cause, because it is directed toward
the construction of novel, useful ideas, products or
processes, as well as individual points of view. The
organismic world view can embrace the notions of pur-
pose and directionality as final causes; but mechanistic
theories do not accept final-cause notions, so explaining
purpose and direction is a major difficulty.

Creative individuals interact with aspects of their
environment, selecting and assimilating elements that
support the development of their systems. Elements
that are too foreign are ignored or denied. Thus, envi-
ronmental factors cannot be causes, but they can affect
the courses taken.

The organismic world view, with its concern for
systems, organization, rules and direction, has a broad
perspective on development (an inclusive viewpoint)
and can describe tie structuring of the creative
individual's purposeful efforts toward a creative prod-
uct. Although the mechanistic world view is necessary
to get the whole picture, my theory is that the ,Jrganis-
mic lens can incorporate and frame the mechanistic (a
micro viewpoint), with its concern for specific observ-
able behaviors and small units.

If authors of theories perceive their conceptual
frameworks or world views, they can select other theo-
ries compatible with their own and begin to work within
a common frame to unite members within the same
family of theories. Then, bridges between the two major
conceptual frameworks can be actualized, perhaps us-
ing the three core notions discussed above.
PERSPECI'IVES FROM OUTSIDE THE FIELD

Gifted education suffers from in-breeding. Too
often, the same groups of experts and/or their students
present at major conferences, are published in TAG
journals, and hold offices in various organizations con-
cerned with the gifted. In order for us to gain perspective
on the field, so that we can build theories, we must step
outside of it. Flaget (1981) stated that a person should
read around a subject once he becomes very knowledge-
able about it,. rather than in the subject.
Perspective from Different Disciplines

Having acquired a sizeable body of knowledge in
the fields of giftedness and creativity, we must now
begin looking at the development of intelligence, gifted-
ness, talent and creativity from the perspectives of
anthropology, the various psychologies, neurobiology,
economics, business, politics, artificial intelligence, phi-
losophy, neurobiology, physics and etc., in order to
enrich our conceptions and gain perspective. Fetterman
(1988), Rubenson and Bunco (1990), Storfer (1990) and
others have already made efforts in these directions. We
need to make concerted efforts to invite individuals from
related disciplines to work with us and to share exper-
tise, to fertilize our field and grow toward understand.
ing the optimal development of mind.
Different Cultural Perspectives

We need to be cognizant of the perspectives that
are formed by the tacit infrastructure of cultural beliefs
and values that Bohm (1987), Hall (1977) and others
suggest frame our views and our theories. We see what
we want to see and hear what we want to hear. Under-

standing the influence of theme beliefs and values illus-
trates the importance of considering philosophical posi-
tions beyond the western-industrial, for example.
Historical Perspectives: Standing on the
Shoulders of Giants

Theories are built on the works of those who have
gone before us. "We stand on the shoulders of giants.'
(Gruber, 1989, citing Sir Isaac Newton). We must cate-
fully examine earlier theories, to determine which as-
pects have relevance to our unified theories. These
theories must be compared to one another by examining
core world views held at the time theories were founded,
such as whether the world is regular and stable, or
whether it is always changing.
A Circle of the Disciplines

Theorizing about optimal creative development
reminds me of the fable of the blind men and the
elephant. No single person can grasp the whole of a
theory for such a complex topic. One theorist explaina
aspects about the process, another focuses on the per-
son, a third attends to educational applications.

Gruber and Voneche (1977) explain Rages anal-
ogy of the "circle of the sciences* (a linear hierarchy
twisted into a circular form showing the proximal rela-
tionship from one science to another) and transform it to
a circle of the disciplines, with 'creative borrowings from
one discipline to the next This illustrates that there are
natural relationships and affinities among nearby dis-
ciplines, and that utilizing conceptions from another
discipline by taking a quantum leap out of one's own
frame of reference allows for creative breakthroughs
(see Goswami, 1988). In addition, networking occurs
across and throughout the circle, not just between those
disciplines that are next to each other in the circle.

CRITERIA FOR A THEORY
Appropriate criteria are needed to effectively as-

sess the value of existing efforts, separate theories from
program applications, and give direction in developing
theories. A set of criteria that I proposed in 1988 was
divided under four broad categories: the nature of the
gifted child; education and identification; framework of
the theory; and criteria for analysis and evaluation of
any theory related to the education of the gifted and
creative. (The list of criteria is too long to include here.)
Analysis of One's Own Theory

The next step would involve careful analysis of a
given theory on each of the criteria, preferably applying
the criteria to one's own work. Theories within each of
the two families of world views should first be analyzed
along criteria proposed for theory selection and develop-
ment (Cohen, 1988). Each theorist could determine
what is missing in his or her own theory and seek data
from other theories within the same conceptual frame-
work that would complemem and enhance it. Theories
could then be clustered into families, to form syntheses
that would focus on either the organismic approach,
wherein systems interact, or on the mechanistic ap-
proach, in which specific conditions, short-term prob-
lem-solving steps and influences of heredity are exam-
ined.

These two giant frameworks, each of which now
contains a synthesis of theories related to giftedness,
intelligence and creativity one organismic and the
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other mechanistic must then be integrated. This is a
difficult process, because it ca.-mot be completed with-
out violating the central notions of one or the other of
these theoretical world views. (Overton, 1984).

Another option would be to compare theories by
ranking them on their criteria, perhaps using a chart
with the criteria on one axis and the theorists on the
other. The most powerful theory would have the great-
est explanatory power, organize the most data, serve as
an heuristic for research, and be characterized by par-
simony, coherence and aesthetes. It would meet the
majority of the criteria to the fullest extent. In short, the
theory with the highest point total would probably be
the most useful. Although this process might be effi-
cient, it could negate a very important aspectthat of
the personal relationships theorists must form in order
towork creatively with one another toward a metatheory.
Analysis of Theories from the Past

Historical explanations of intelligence (e.g., Galton,
Binet, Spearman, Thurston, Guilford, Vernon, eaten)
or earlier theories of creativity could be analyzed by
plugging their individual criteria into the preceding
proem. Surely, some of the theories of these early
workers had highly usable notions that could be synthe-
sized into a broad theory for gifted education. For
example, Rank's (1932, 1945; in Menaker, 1982) theory
of optimum personality development of the artist has
considerable implication for child rearing practices, but
has been largely ignored.
Extending or Modifying a Theory

A theory is like a structure (Piaget, 1970) that is
characterized by:

1. Wholeness: The principles of the theory all fit
together into a coherent, logical whole;

2. Self-regulation or maintenance: The principles
and boundaries of the theory are firm and clear, provid-
ing a framework for integrating new data and giving
stability to the whole;

3. Transformation: Aspects of the theory change to
accommodate discordant data.

We can determine whether or not a theory com-
prises these properties by evaluating it, using the crite-
ria provided.
Combining Theories

Metatheories that combine elements of existing
theories could be constructed, particularly if they share
common conceptual lenses (the same central metaphors
and research heuristics) .

THE PROCESS OF
GROUP THEORY DIMMING

No individual today can grasp thewhole elephant*
of the optimal development of creative intelligence. It is
simply too big for one person to see, especially when we
begin to realize the complexity and multifarious per-
spectives that are needed to understand even a single,
creative mind! Yet, once theories are appropriately
analyzed and characterized as belonging to specific
families of theories, a group of theorists could conceiv-
ably do so, if committed to helping one another build a
metatheory.

From Ownership to Anship
To work together in such a fashion requires build-

ing a group of individuals who are willing to go beyond
their own needs to benefit everyone from ownership
to aliship. Most theorists have worked for many years in
a particular field. Their egos are involved, as well as
strong points of view. To let these go could threaten their
individual frameworks; therefore, a sensitive, caring,
responsive atmosphere must be created so that indi-
viduals can do the most difficult of creative things: give
up less effective ways of thinking! As Gruber (1 1)
noted, the difficulty lies not so much ih having great
ideas, but in negating ideas that no longer work.

MACRO FRAMEWORKS
Four theoretical frameworks can serve to bridge

the organismic and mechanistic world views described
above. They are quantum theory, systems theory, devel-
opmental theory, and chaos theory. A very brief look at
each of these will give a perspective on which notions are
particularly useful.
Quantum Theory

Idealistic interpretations of quantum theory can
combine the mechanistic (stable, being) and organismic
(dynamic, becoming) world views of creativity through
the interpretation of intelligence as consisting of both
classical and quantum modes. The classical mode forms
memory and biases thought toward the habitual. The
quantum accesses concepts that exist in the transcen-
dent archetypes of the unconscious mind. Creativity in
a quantum framtrvork is focused on both being and
becoming. It has a mechanism, but evolves unpredictably,
like a living thing, and behaves predictably and
unpredictably. Useful concepts include the quantum
jump as analogous to 0,41 discontinuity of the creative
"Ahar etperience. Also useful are notions of non-local-
ity, the tangled hierarchy of self reference, and the
application of the uncertainty principle to human
thought For example, the content of thought relates te
particle position, but the direction of thought corre-
sponds to momentum. The idea, that thought springs
from underlying levels of unconscious order into mani-
festation through the classical mechanism of the brain,
holds the most promise as an explanation of creativity
and giftedness. (Ambrose, 1990).

As it relates to discontinuity, causality and pur-
pose, the quantum theory clearly embraces discontinu-
ity. It cannot be traced during the actual jump; it is
eith er in one position or the other, but never between the
two.

As we relate the quantum theory to causality, we
encounter the concept of unpredictability. We can make
electrons jump by providing energy, but it is not possible
to predict specifically when electrons will jump. This
parallels the planning of programs for gifted and cre-
ative youth. We can provide general operative enrich-
ment and acceleration opportunities for such students,
but cannot predict when a particular student will be-
come creative.

Purpose is more difficult for quantum theorists to
accept, because they view quantum jumps and creativ-
ity as much less directed. Perhaps it is helpful to think
of purpose as a classical process that complements the
quantum process.

For more background on the quantum theory, the
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reader should review Goswami's (1988) article.
Systems Theory

Interacting, open, dynamic systems allow us to
conceptuali-e the complexity of the creative individual
in his social and physical environments. An open system
is a set of components characterized by:

a) organization;
b) boundaries;
c) the whole system is more than the sum of its

parts*
d) the whole system maintains itself by exchang-

ing energy with the environment, and either evolves or
becomes extinct (von Bertalanaffy, 1967; Land and
Kenneally, 1977).

Each system is composed of smaller systems and is
part of larger systems, all of which are interactive. The
systems theory is an interdisciplinary model of organi-
zation that explores structural similarities across fields,
serves as a vehicle for integrating, and generates nar-
rower theories.

Systems theories, because of their attention to
differences and similarities among sub-systems, allow
analysis of relationships, explain how changes in one
system affect other systems, and focus on the different
content, conflicts and principles of each system. Sys-
terns theories allow far equifmality, in which different
routes may be taken toward the same end; this is useful
in creative development, which deviates from the linear
path typical of structural theories. There is an exchange
of material energy during the build-up of order and
organization. Destructuring is viewed as indicative of
reconstruction and transformation, which are integral
to the creative process. (von Bertalanaffy, 1967; Gruber
and Voneche, 1977; Khatena, 1979; Land & Kenneally,
1977) . These aspects make systems theories particu-
larly useful in explaining optimal and creative develop-
ment.

Several theories relating to optimal development
are already fitted into the systems framework. Theo-
rists such as Clark, Cohen, Feldman, Gruber and Jellen
already describe their views as essentially systems
theories. Systems theories are organismic because of
their core notions of change and activity, but the need
for recursion to micro-level views allows for the inclu-
sion of mechanistic theories.

Related 1 three pivotal notions of discontinuity,
causality and purpose, the systems theory embraces
discontinuity through disintegration for transforma-
tion and energy exchange, both of which are useful in
considering creative development. Central to the sys-
tems theory is the idea that the system must either
evolve to the highest level or decay into entropy. This
principle could integrate purpose, the setting of goals
and the work toward achieving them, in optimal cre-
ative development. Causality is always framed by the
concept that the system interacts with other elements
and systems. Therefore, the complexities of multiple
variables and other possible interactions make cause-
and-effect associations difficult to explain.
Developmental Theories

Developmental theories are useful, because they
focus on both the structure and the function of systems
as they evolve. Developmental theories are organismic,
in that they view the world as dynamic and constantly

changing. Thus, developmental theories would be most
useful for organizing other organismic theories; how-
ever, within the framework of development over time,
developmental theories could assimilate a view of the
organization at a given moment, a mechanistic view
that is focused on the present

Development means that the individual goes
through certain, distinct leirelsor stagesofurganization
over an extended span of time, each level modifying the
way he views the world. This is the structural aspect.
There if; also the functional aspecthow the individual
changes to higher levels of structureviewed as a
process of construction. The structural and functional
aspects of development have been addressed in the
works of Piaget, who focused on universal cognitive
development, that is, development that occurs in chil-
dren of all cultures, without specific training. Many of
Piaget's theories can be applied to adults and to systems
other than the cognitive.

Several key ideas from developmental theories are
useful in organizing other theories, particularly those of
the organismic family of theories:

1. The i,N.dividual is active, assimilating and ac-
commodating those elements that relate to his own
idiosyncratic organization. Neither heredity nor envi-
ronment directly causes development, but interaction of
the individual in the world does. The creative individual
is active, purposefully seeking resolution; he is not
merely a passive recipient.

2. Competence signifies the highest level that a
given organization can accomplish. This can be applied
to systems other than the cognitive. Optimal develop-
ment implies highly competent systems.

3. Equilibration can be thought of as occurring
internally to the individual, in each of several systems.
Equilibration is Piaget's (1977) avenue for explaining
cognitive structural change, a balance among events in
the environment (social, physical and/or mental), and
changes in the organization of the individual as to how
he deals with these evexxts. This mechanism can explain
how systems change over time.

4. All structural growth is based on conflicts,
disturbances, contradictions, or gaps in the organiza-
tion or knowing systems. Conflict am also be thought of
as the source of development in other, internal systems.
Conflict is inherent in all organismic theories, except
the humanist. When the creative individual perceives a
gap, lag or conflict at the 'edge* of a field, purposeful
effort toward a new solution becomes activated.

5. nme is required in order for development and
creativity to occur.

6. Intelligence is the capacity for adaptation the
more highly adapted, the more intelligent. The more one
can cause the environment to adapt to the individual
because of the value of products or ideas created, the
more creative one is.

Developmental theories relate to the three con-
cepts of discontinuity, causality and purpose in the
following ways: Developmental theories clearly em-
brace discontinuity, particularly through 'reflective
abstraction,' Piaget's mechanism for movement from
one level to another. In the reflective abstraction, the
individual constructs a relationship not inherent to the
elements which he is putting togethera discontinuity
with that which precedes it. As it relates to purpose,
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Rages theory embraces the final-cause notion of the
sever widening spiral of knowing,' in which each equili-
bration leads toward a higher and wider level of under-
standing, and development proceeds towardthe highest
level of equihiration possible. Fiaget's theory, like sys-
tem theories, does not clearly explain direct antecedent
causes, because the individual is always viewed as
interactive with his environment. This theory has led
me to consider cause in terms of catalysts or influences.

Chaos Theory
Chaos theory, the new theory of non-linear dy-

namic systems, appears to encompass quantum, sys-
tems and developmental frameworks (Sterling, 1990).
The human mind, viewed as a non-linear dynamic
system, is subject to chaotic dynamics. This means that
nuances, dependence on initial conditions, reiteration,
recursion and fluctuationa are characteristic of such
systems. When a nonlinear dynamic system is pushed to
astate that is far from equilibrium, it can spontaneously
self-organize at higher levels of complexity. In the realm
of creativity, this corresponds to the "Ahal " phenomena.
Another important aspect of chaos theory is scaling
phenomena, which demonstrates similarities among
the various levels of complexity. For example, the long-
term creative process is structurally similar to the
moment of inspiration, in the same way that the struc-
ture of a tree is reflected in the structure of branch, twig,
and veins of the leaf.

Chaos theory represents an emerging world view,
which can resolve the questions and tensions that arise
when creativity is viewed either from a mechanistic or
an organismic perspective. Chaos theory is determinis-
tic. Systems develop and change as a result of heredi-
tary, environmental and personality factors, as well as
random chanceall of which are causes of creativity.
Chaos shares this cause-and-effect orientation with the
mechanistic view, although chaos theory rejects the
possibility of prediction, based on the dynamic interplay
of any system with its ever changing set of initial
conditions. This fundamental unpredictability frustrates
the researchers who are working to define a set of traits
or circumstances which, if a child manifests them,
would guarantee his becoming a productive, creative
adult.

Chaos theory shares with the organismic family of
theories the idea that future purpose influences or
causes creative behavior. Unlike the mechanistic para-
digm which states that cause must precede the effect,
this new world view acknowledges that future goals
profoundly effect the "initial conditions' of the creative
individual.

Finally, and most importantly, through its de-
scription of how dynamic systems can spontaneously
self-organize at a new, higher level, chaos theory is a
major breakthrough toward an explanation of how nov-
elty arises (Sterling, 1990 pp. 23-24).

As it relates to discontinuity, chaos theory bridges
the dis ment of discontinuity and continuity by
acceptia.,; -eterminisma continuous focusyet recog-
nizing that prediction is not possible. As it relates to
causality, the same determinism clearly spells out causal
linkages to initial conditions, as well as the acceptance
of heredity, environment and chance as causal; but
chaos theory accepts the unpredictability of specific
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changes or behaviors, which limits crimes to general or
theoretical applications, not specific cases. Chaos theory
does not see purpose as a final cause; rather, purpose
resides in the initial conditions, which are constantly
being revisedmore a puahing, than a pulling, effect.

SIBIMARY
These frameworks and issues would help the field

build a metatheory to explain the development of opti-
mal creative intelligence. Such a metatheory would be
central to the education of gifted and creative youth. We
need to focus on theories of creativity and intelligence;
and the precision of definition is essential. Any theory
must be built on both past and current works.

Our awareness of the conceptual lens of each
theory is critical. Theories can be grouped into two great
world viewsthe mechanistic and the organismic. The
organismic framework holds more promise to become
the macro set. Although bringing these two frameworks
together poses some problems, doing so is integral to
understanding creativity and optimal development

Perspectives from outside the field are critical in
order to gain a sense of the whole, i.e.: using the
metaphor of a 'circle of the disciplines.* Use of criteria
to evaluate theories is helpful. The group building
process is fundamentalthe going from ownership to
allahip. Creating a safe and beautiful setting, providing
opportunity for participants to own the problem, setting
a tone of respect, collaboration and dialogue, as opposed
to debate, are essential in the building of a macrotheary.
The four theories considered above may provide valu-
able bridgeswithin given famines of theories and
across the two major world view families.

I would be grateful for ideas or suggestions from
readers regarding this theory-building process. Together,
we can provide possibilities for great leaps forward in
our field. It is an honor to be represented here and to be
able to continue to work to build the conceptual frame-
work needed for the advancement of our field.
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For forty-odd years in this noble profession,
I've harbored a guilt and my conscience is smitten,

So here is my slightly embarrassed confession--
I don't like to write, but I love to have written_

Michael Kanin

MY LIFE AND HOW IT GREW
Julian C Stanley, Jr, Director of Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth, (SMPY),

Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland

The Background Years
The period that made a great difference in my life

lasted 44 months. It began on January 6, 1942, less than
a month after the Japanese bombedPearl Harbor, when
I 'beat the draft' by enlisting in the Chemical Warfare
Service. My Army Air Corps service ended on Septem-
ber 6, 1945, 18 days before I began course work toward
a master's degree in educational and vocational guid-
ance and counseling at the Harvard Graduate School of
Education. That "stvechif as an enlisted man in a
service outfit, 28 months of it overseas in England,
Algeria, Italy, and Corsica, changed me from a routine
high-school teacher to a frenetically achiewnent-moti-
vated g ....duate student who ever since has found his
greatest professional satisfaction in study, research,
writing, and other scholarly activities.

In a small-ciV tielloQi system in a suburb of At-
lanta, Georgia, where academic competition was slight,
I had skipped the fourth grade. In high school I was
studious but not echolarly, taking four years of Latin,
physics, chemistry, etc., and making excellent grades
but not doing much extra work in courses. I managed to
be graduated as the "best all-round boy* in a class of 177
students while still 15 years old, because my birthday
occurred in July and there were only 11 grades. The year
was 1934, in the middle of the Great Depression.

I could claim that lack of money drove me to the
nearby unselective State-supported residential West
Georgia Junior College rather than a more appropriate
institution such as Emory University or Harvard, but
that would be untrue. Ironically, my father was much
more prosperous from 1933 onward than he had been
earlier. My under-aspiring was due to lack of initiative,
poor judgment, and great desire to get away from home.
Also, I had no suitable academic models or advisers.

As I look back now, the two years at junior college
were fairly well spent, even though I had to study too
little to make Ws and A's. Good teachers were plentiful
in those days, and the school had a number of them. The
social life was really heady for me, and I had all the time
in the world for it. I received a junior-college certificate
while still 17 and felt infinitely learned, but my bad
academic judgment persisted. A friend at the only teach-
ers college in the state (then South Georgia Teachers
College, now Georgia Southern University) persuaded
me to enroll there that summer.

Except for organic chemistry and one other sub-
ject, this proved to be an intellectually uninspiring
atmosphere, so I took extra courses (as, oddly, I had also
done in junior college) and completed requirements for
a B.S.Ed. degree in August of 1937, one month past my
nineteenth birthday. A history professor suggested
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graduate school at the University of Chicago to me, but
that subject was not appealing enough at the time. My
other professors assumed that the main, and perb "pa
the sole, purpose of a teachers college was to produce
public-school teachers.

I did not bother to debate the topic even with
myself, but took the line of least resistance and set my
mind to getting the best available position as a high-
school teacher. The Fulton County (Atlanta) School
System saved me from entombment in a small south
Georgia town; there I taught a total of ten different
subjects, including science and mathematics, for four
and one-half years. At the time of my departure for
military service I was 23 years old.

That brings me back around to the long period
during which my ambition grew and I came to see the
iife of student and scholar as preferable to that of
routine teacher. In retrospect, I am glad that the assign-
ment to Officer Candidate School (OCS) came too late,
after I was already in England, and I remained an
enlisted mantop rank, staff sergeantthroughout the
war. The utter intellectual vacuum of an isolated com-
pany storing mustard gas and handling incendiary
bombs gave me time to think. The petty indignities to
which any enlisted man is constantly exposed made me
determined to rise in the occupational hierarchy after
the war. I am particularly glad that ten months in
Algeria, where I was a company clerk, and ten on
Corsica as the Wing Chemical NCO were virtually
devoid of stimulating activities, other than opportuni-
ties to read a great deal, learn to touch-type, and take a
couple of USAFI courses.

Upon my return from overseas in late 1944, I was
soon transferred to Third Air Force Headquarters in
Tampa to wait out the war --but not before I delved into
some career materials at the nturnee center in Miami
and decided to study guidance under the "GI Bill" at a
great university such as Chicago, Columbia, or Harvard
as soon as the war ended. I hed chosen undemanding
colleges too often before. At leaet, this error of judgment
could be avoided as a graduate student.

It occurred to me, of course, that with my eight-
year-old degree from a less-than-illustrious teachers
college I might find the curricula at a major university
difficult, but I chose Harvard (because to me it seemed
the most prestigious of the lot). I was a well-conditioned
27-year-old and worked furiously. We early ex-GI's
brought consternation to regular-age Ivy League stu-
dents because of the vigor, seriousness, and effective-
ness with which we attacked every assignment.

By the end of the rirst semester it became obvious
that work at the Harvard Graduate School of Education
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was readily acceselle to me and fascinating. I discov-
ered educational psychology, including measurement
and statistics under Professors Muman L. Kelley and
Phillip J. Rulon. The second year I continued, aided by
a $600 fellowship (tuition then was $200 per semester!),
the GI Bill, and a half-time instructorship in psychology
at a local municipal junior college. That year I took ten
psychology courses, wrote ten term papers, and made
ten Ns. The pattorn was firmly set I had received the
Ed.M. degree in 1946 in educational and vocational
counseling and guidance, after two semesters of study.
The Ed.D. degree in experimental and educational psy-
chology came after three more years, during the last of
which I was an inaedibly hard-working full-time in-
structor in education at Harvard.

The intellectual vacuum of the war interacted with
the lure of 44 months of GI Bill support to launch me into
the university orbit Without both I probably would
have retired from public school teaching in 1967 with 30
years of routine service. It seems most unlikely that I
would have been the author or editor of 13 books and
some 450 other published items, or active in national
professional associations.

The Rise of SMPY
Sometimes I view my life in five phases: 1918-

1942, growing up and teaching in high school; 1942-
1945, the war; 1945-1949, graduate study; 1949-1971,
educational psychoLgy, especially statistics, testing,
and experimental design; and 1971 to the present,
finding youths who reason extremely well mathemati-
cally and helping them get the special, supplemental,
accelerative educational opportunities they sorely need
and, in my opinion, richly deserve. Although not quite
the "five faces of Eve schism, this partitioning does
sometimes leave me a bit amazed about how the five
Julian Stanleys differ. I don't always recognize the other
four as being I. It is almost as if I have lived five different
lives. Each in turn has had some distinctly interesting
aspects, and I can see how each has led logically to the
next stage. I enjoyed the challenges of creating the
Laboratory of Experimental Design and training a large
number (about 18) of Ph.D. degree recipients in statis-
tics and measurement during the years 1961-1968 and
doing research in those areas myself. Probably my
greatest satisfaction, however (but not greatest profes-
sional recognition) has come from the Study of Math-
ematically Precocious Youth (SMPY), which arose rather
adventitiously in 1971. The events leading up to it may
be worth sketching.

How SMPY Started
During the summer of 1968 there was held on the

Homewood Campus of the Johns Hopkins University a
program about computers for junior high school stu-
dents. One ef these, who had recently completed the
seventh grade, was Joseph Louis Bates. He knew much
about computers and helped some graduate studenta
with their use of the Fortran computer language. His
knowledge and performance so impressed one of the
instructors, Doris K. Lidtke, that she cast about for
someone to help Joe. Ms. Lidtke had heard of me. She
called and told me about 12-year-old Joe.

I was busy that summer and fall, and therefore did
not talk with Joe until January of 1969. He seemed so
able and advanced that I administered several difficult

tests to him including the Scholastic Aptitude Test. His
scores were remarkable. I might have half-believed he
was the ablest kid in the United States, perhaps one of
a kind, had I not known of LAtta Hollingwortles above-
level testing during the 1920s and 1930s (Stanley,
1990).

It was obvious toJoe, his parents, and me that just
entering high school as a ninth grader in the fall of 1969
would not provide nearly enough advanced subject
matter for him. I tried to find a public or private school
in the Baltimore area that would let Joe take mainly
eleventh and twelfth grade honors courses, but encoun-
tered strong disbelief that he could handle them well.
Finally, in desperation, I suggested to Joe and his
parents that perhaps he might become a regular fresh-
man at Johns Hopkins that fall at age 13 (he was born
in October) and take a light load of subjects likely to be
relatively easy for him: 13 semester-hour credits of
physics, honors calculus, and computer science. We
were apprehensive aboutthis, but willing to give it a try.
I approached Dean Carl Swanson and described Joe's
abilities without telling him Joe's age and grade. The
Dean was impressed. When I told him that Joe was just
13 year; old and had completed only the eighth grade, he
didn't turn a hair, but just exclaimed, "'rell Brinkley [the
Johns Hopkins Director of Admissions] I said admit
him.'

That first semester, Joe astounded all of us with
his fine grades, achieved without undue effort. He went
on to receive his BA. and MA degrees in computer
science and begin advanced graduate work at Cornell
University while still 17 years old. He earned the Ph.D.
degree in computer science. Currently, Dr. Bates is a
researcher in computer science at Carnegie Mellon
University.

Another youth, as able as Joe, heard about this
early admission and insisted on coming toJohns Hopkins
the next fall, also at age 13. He did well, too. Two years
later, in 1972, a local boy came at age 16. He made 40
credits of A the first year, transferred to Princeton
University, and graduated there, Phi Beta Kappa and
summa cum laude in mathematics, the month he be-
came 20 years old. This precocious young man is now an
outstanding cardiologist.

These three cases were enough to suggest that
there were quite a few extremely highly talented youths
who needed far more stimulation than could be provided
by almost any high school. They should be found and
have special, supplemental educational opportunities
in mathematics and related subjects devised for them.
(For a modern update, see Brody and Stanley, In press.)

Fortunately, in 1970! heard of the newly created
Spencer Foundation in Chicago. A quickly prepared
four and one-half page proposal to it yielded me $266,100
over a five-year period with which to start the Study of
Mathematically and Scientifically Precocious Youth
(SMSPY), later shortened to SMPY without
deemphasizing ita involvement with scientifically tal-
ented boys and girls. This enabled me to get started on
a substantial basis, officially as of September 1, 1971,
but actually in June of that year, when Baltimorean
Daniel P. Keating arrived fresh from Holy Cross College
as a beginning graduate student and SMPY's first
research assistant He and I spent that summer reading
or rereading publications about gifted children, espe-
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cially Lewis M. Terman's famed five-volume Genetic
Studies of Genius Terman's pioneering longitudinal
studies of high-IQ youths

Lynn H. Fox, a mat:aematics teacher and educe-
tional psychologistfrom Florida, joined us early that fall
as a graduate student She, Dan, and I and several
others began searching for good ideas to try out on
youths who reason exceptionally well mathemat!sally.
We remembertel the old saying, If you want to have
rabbit stew, you reust first catch a rabbit. Otherwise,
you'll have squirrel stew, chicken stew, or perhaps no
stew. Thie cogitating led to our conducting in March,
1972, a systematic talent search for quantitatively apt
boys and girls and starting a fast-paced precalculus
class three months later. In that initiel talent search,
450 able young students in the Baltimore area, moat of
them seventh and eighth-graders, took two mathemat-
ics tests (Scholastic A lude Test - Mathematical and
Level I of the College Mathematics achievement
test) and/or both forms of the Sequential Testa of Edu-
cational Progress' Science test, college freshman level.

Via the talent search we found a large number of
highly talented youngsters. Our results were reported
promptly at professional meetings and in the profes-
sional literature, especially Stanley, Keating, and Fox
(1974). We continued the talent searches, with ever
increasing geographical diversity and numbers.

The first fast-paced math class was highly success-
ful. All of its students who persisted on Saturday morn-
ings beyond the summer of 1972 learned at least two
years of algebra or geometry by June of 1973. More than
half of them learned much more by June or August of
1973, some completing the four and one-half years if
precalculus from Algebra I through analytic geometry
in a total of about 120 class hours. Further details and
references ate contained in Stanley and Benbow (1986)
and Stanley (In press a and In press b)

This class led to many other experiments by SMPY
with various ways to help mathematically talented boys
and girls learn mathematics and related subjecta such
as physics, chemistey, and biology much faster and
better than they could in nearly any regular school class
(e.g., Stanley and Stanley, 1986). Those were thrillingly
innovative days. We knew we were breaking new ground
and moving along for better ways to till it.

Principles, Practices, and Techniques of
SMPY Promulgated

SMPY's staff remained small, consisting chiefly of
me, with a full teaching load not much related to its
work, Bevel graduate students, William C. George,
one or more undergraduate work-study students, and
Lois S. Sandhofer, ow. 8M-time secretary and admin-
istrative assistant In all of SMPY's talent searches we
administered the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) our-
selves and scored it by hand, that being much faster and
a bit more accurate than if the answer sheets were sent
off to be scored by machine. Along with SMPY's many
developmental, research, and service activities. This
constituted a great operational load. In 1979, I decided
to give away the annual talent search and the fast-paced
claases by having created on the Johns Hopkins campus
a new group to handle them. In about 15 minutes of
conversation, President Steven Muller and I set up the
Office ofTalent Identification and Development ((YTID),

to etart that fall. A few years later its name was changed
ts the present form, the Centar for the Advancement of
Academically Talented Youth (Mr. OTID and CTY
have always been independent of SIFT, and vice versa.

Under Mr. George's directorship initially, OTID
was an instant success. It larmed our the SAT testing
to the regular local testing centers set up by the Educa-
tional Testing Service, thereby also getting rid of the
need for administering and scoring its two parts, Math-
ematical and Verbal. MID enlarged the talent search
area to 18 states, plus the District of Columbia, from
Maine to West Virginia. (Later, CTY added Alaska,
Arizona, California, Hawaii, Oregon, and Washington.)
Criteria for entering the search were ch-nged to include
students talented verbally but not necessarily math-
ematically. A residential summer program of quantita-
tive and verbal muses was held for three intensive
weeks during the summer of 1980 at St. Mary's College
in southern Maryland, a state supported liberal arts
institution. Another was held there in 1981. From 1982
onward, cry has operated its summer program on
campuses across the cotmtry and in Switzerland. It
seems likely that a similar program will soon be set up
in Ireland, with CTY's and SMPrs assistance but
administend independent of them. The current direc-
tor of MY ill Dr. William G. Durden.

I encouraged the then-provost of Duke University,
Dr. William Bevan, to set up there in 1980 an organiza-
tion similar to OTID. It has ftmctioned ever since as the
Talent Identification Program (TIP). Soon thereafter, I
helped Dr. Joyce Van Tassel-Baska set up the Midwest
Talent Search at Northwestern University. It is now
called the Center for Talent Development The Univer-
sity of Denver set up the Rocky Mountain Talent Search
as well. These four regional talent searches and their,
and other, residential summer programs serve all 50
states. There are also somewhat more local searches
and providers of fastepaced classes across the country.

Success of the Idea
Of course, I've been greatly surprised and ex-

tremely pleased by the extent to which SMPY's
conceptualizations have become disseminated success-
fully. No group founded on these principles h as yet
failed. Amazingly, all have flourished, even in the ab-
sence of most governmental or private funding possibili-
ties. The talent searches and academic summer pro-
grams since 1980 we largely self-supporting because of
fees charged the participants. On the other hand, SMYY
at JHU has provided nearly all ita services without any
cost to its *proteges.' This was made possible by a series
of grants from a number of philanthropic foundations,
most notably substantial support from the Spencer
Foundation for 13 consecutive years, 1971-1984, and an
anonymous doror more recently. SMPY has had only
three government grants, two short-terra ones from the
National Science Foundation a decade ago and one later
from the U.S. Department of Education.

The success of these various enterprises is mute
testimony to the intellectual hunger that many aca-
demically talented youths feel. They are like a person
dying of thirst who is offered little or nothing to drink.
Well-meaning individuals bring food, flowers, books, or
money, but no water, as 'enrichment' programs may
tend to offer goodies not attuned to the specific intellec-
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tual hunger the gifted child needs assuaged (Wallach,
1978). Great mathematical reasoning ability calls for
systematic opportunities te learn mathematics at the
right level and pace. An interesting social studies dis-
cussion or a session on the greenhouse effect can hardly
give this type of student the intellectual thrill, stimula-
tion, and satisfaction for which his or her special quan-
titative talent cries out.

Repeatedly, my associates at SMPY and I decry
this mismatch everywhere We caw in professional meet-
ings, at conferences, in articles and letters to editors, in
books, by telephone, in letters from us in response to
things we've readanywhere and anyhow we might
esake an impression on educators, parents, and espe-
cially the talented youths themselves. We started eff
with three Ds, the subtitle of our first book (Stanley,
Keating, and Fox, 1974): Discovery (finding the tal-
ented), Description (learning more about them), and
Development (providing them special educational op-
portunities, including much information). Soon we added
a fourth, equally important, a Dissemination. Besides
our newsletters, correspondence, and conferences, we
send out, without charge even for postage, about 500
sets of reprints and memorandums each year. We are
ever alert to opportunities te influence and help those
who fall within the Mall pare of SMPY's goals, even
when they have not solicited our assistance.

When we began in 1971, probably fewer than a
dozen boys and girls aged 13 or less took the SAT in a
given year. In 1990, about 100,000 did. Most were tested
in late January. Waik into a College Board testing site
in your locality in January and see for yourself. In
residential, academic suminer programs during 1990
there were about 5000 enrollees. Drop in next summer
at Dickinson College, Franklin and Marshall College,
Skidmore College, Wheaton College (in Massachusetts),
the College ef Redlands, Duke University, Northwest-
ern University, Iowa State University, er elsewhere in
this set of programs, and see for yourself how eagerly the
young students there pursue their studies--for example,
precalculus mathematics five or six hours each day for
three weeks, or intensive German. Unleslo you are
already accustomed to this type of program, it is likely
to amaze you.

Of course, SMYY's work thus far has been only a
drop in the bucket. Even yet, many talented boys and
girls have never heard of the talent searches or summer
programs. Many parents cannot afford them. Much
dissemination, development, and research must still be
done.

Portents for the Future
As I write this, our country is deeply embroiled in

an astronomically expensive savings and loan scandal,
a huge and ever-increasing national debt, large annual
national deficits that can only become larger, problems
with AIDS that are sure to get much worse, severe drug
problems, great increase in illegitimate births and single-
mother homes, much homelessness, and poor educa-
tional performance of American school children, many
of whom work far too much at dead-end jobs in order te
indulge in the rampant materialism that TV and other
ads encourage. Why should one bother to care about
idealistic enterprises guch as SMPY and CTY in the face
ef this invitation to pessimism?
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But remember that the United States has almost
always been in terrible shape. Are we worse off now than
at the end of the War Between the States? During the
Great Depression? Time will telL Meanwhile, there are
some reagens to be guardedly optimistic about the
education of the ablest. For example, in the 1990 Inter-
national Mathematical Olympiad (IMO), which pitted
high school teams from 63 countries against each other,
the United States ranked third, behind China (first) and
the Soviet Union. Five of the six persons constituting
the U.S. team were members of SMPrs 100-800 on
SAT-M Before Age 13 Group.* During the five years
1986-1990, 18 ef the 30 (Le., 60 percent) of them were.
We inform our "'proteges* frem age 12 or younger that
there is an IMO competition each year and that some of
them are able enough to be among the aix chosen from
about 400,000 examinees. Information, encouragement,
and role modeling are powerful tools for aiding the
academically talented.

For me, the message of SMIN is simple: fmd
youths who reason extremely well mathematically be-
fore age 13 and help them get the special, supplemental,
accelerative educational opportunities they must have
in order to use their abilities optimumly and move
toward satisfying personal and professional lives. That
formulation gives me the same kind of exquisite plea-
sure that creating an intricate experimental design
once did.
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WHAT THE GIFTED NEED: TOWARD A GENERAL
UNIFIED PLAN FOR GIFTED EDUCATION

Jessie IL Sanders, President, Illinois Council for the Gifted, and Leonard I IL Sanders

What do the gifted need? This question represents
the point to which we have come in the advocacy of gifted
education, in Illinois and throughout the nation. Over
the past 15 years, the cause of gifted education has
progressed from a largely uncharted territory, viewed
as a luxury by legislators and educators alike, to, atbest,
an integral part of the curricula of most school systems
in the United States. Recent cutbacks notwithstanding,
appropriations have increased slowly but steadily, even
during periods of economic difficulty. Public awareness
of the importance of' gifted education has risen dramati-
cally, resulting in the formation of a numter of support
organizations and advocacy groups at the local, state,
regional and national levels. In short, gifted education
has come of age. With all this machinery firmly in place,
the question remains: What do the gifted need?

Solutions to this question vary widely among school
districts, according to funding, the number of students
served, geographic circumstances, and the personali-
ties and tastes of gifted program directors. In some
areas, gifted learners are offered after-school enrich-
ment, but there is little acceleration or differentiation
during the regular school day. Other systems place
gifted in accelerated classroom environments, hut offer
little in the way of outside enrichment. Many students
are gifted only on Thursday afternoons from 1:30 to
3:00.

Toward the development of the best possible learn-
ing environment for all gifted students, the time has
come for a General Unified Plan for Gifted Education, a
basic structure from which gifted programs can effec-
tively be built. Such a platform would not presume to
dictate the specifics of each school system's gifted pro-
gram; rather, it would suggest a well-rounded outline,
adaptable to any school environment. Such a platform
would guarantee the awareness and development of
those skills most important for gifted learners. It would
also allow school districts to coordinate their services,
giving the gifted opportunities to interact with their
intellectual peers from other schools, even from other
states. Finally, this platform would niake gifted advo-
cacy uniform throughout the state and between states.
This advantage would enhance advocacy tremendously.

The foundations for such a General Unified Plan
are already in place. Networking among advocates of
gifted, while not perfect, is extensive. Numerous sup-
port groups exist in every state, many with regularly
scheduled conferences and meetings. Ideas about gifted
are disseminated rapidly through local and state bulle-
tins, newsletters and journals. The adoption of a plat-
form could be achieved rapidly once it became reality.

Devising such a comprehensive platform would
not be an easy task. The General Unified Plan would
have to be researched thoroughly and carefully, utiliz-
ing input from every available source. Parents, teach-
ers, administrators, educational psychologists and gifted
children, themselves, could contribute unique, impor-
tant insights as to the best possible ways to construct
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this platform. Through my experience wiLli gifted
education, I have found several concepts and methods to
be of critical importance to the maintenanCe of an
effective, well-rounded gifted program. Some points I
would like te see included in the General Unified Plan
include:

Standardization of training for teachers of gifted.
Those who teach our gifted learners should have a
knowledge of the ways in which their students awe
different than regular learners, ea well as an under-
standing of tried and current gifted trends, philosophies
and materials. Teachers of the gifted should be pro .
pared to create appropriate, challenging learning expe-
riences for their students.

A general goide for the content of gifted programs.
Such a vide would include a balance of aa:elerations
and enrichments; an emphasis on higher-level thinking
skills and problem-solving techniques, technological
subject matter, and the fine arts; and a global scope,
including the study of foreign language and culture,
international current events and other materials as
available. The knowledge base of the gifted student
should be as broad and as deep as possible.

Standardization of gifted identification guidelines.
Such a system would ensure that gifted students are
selected and served fairly and appropriately. Achieve-
ment and IQ test scores, teacher recommendations and
other factors should be analyzed and a common method
of identification determined.

Tsickine in the regular classroom. Placing gifted
learners with their intellectual peers is a vitally impor-
tant part of the General Unified Plan. This technique
stimulates gifted students intellectually, challenging
them to achieve and learn to the best of their ability. In
serving the cause of gifted, we should be advocates of
consistent tracking in the classroom at all grade levels.

The initiation of the General Unified Plan for
Gifted Education would be a huge undertaking, requir-
ing the efforts of supporters of gifted education at all
levels. Educators and partnts must work together to
convince the state legislatures that such a program is
not only advisable, it is necessary and feasible. As
members of gifted advocacy groups, it is our place to
expand the awareness of the need for such a plan and to
assist in its creation and adoption.

The points I have mentioned above are basic themes
I believe the plan should include. The General Unified
Plan would not place requirements, restrictions or limi-
tations on any gifted program. It would suggest new
ideas and areas in which already existing gifted pro-
grams can be expanded andfor modified. It would also
provide a nationwide model, for gifted programs just
getting started to study and develop. The General
Unified Plan for Gifted Education offers numerous
benefits to educators, administrators, gifted program
directors, and advocates of gifted education; but its most
significant beneficiaries will be the students, the gifted
of our nation. It's what the gifted need.
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Logic and Thinking Skills
Primarily Thinking - (Gr. 2-3) Attractive reproducible

worksheets give practice in six different thinking skills.
No.1-80 $7.50

Primarily Logic - (Cr. 2-4) Reproducible worksheets and
lessons provide practice in several areas of logic A
best-seller! No.1-28 $7.50

Lollipop Logic - (Gr. K-2) Seven different thinking skills are
presented in a format designed to appeal to the
pre-reader. No.I-25 $7.50

Analogies )ar Beginners - (Cr. 1.3) Seven different visual
analogies and 14 different verbal analogies are presented
for the young thinker. No.1-55 $5.50

Connections - Deductive logic puzzles strengthen the ability
to sort through information and make connections.
Introductory (Gr. 2-4) No.1-19 $5.00
klinning (Cr. 3-4) No.120 $5.00

Literature and Language
Junior Literature Companion - (Cr, 1-3) A gold mine of

timessaving reproducible worksheets to supplement any
literature program. Nc.1-67 $7.50

Primarily Literature - (cr. 1-3) Complete, illustrated study
guides for A Bear Named Paddington, Chocolate Tooth,
My Father's Dragon, Ramona and Her Father, and Stua t
Little. No.1-54 $10.00

Primarily Poetry - (Gr. K-3) Innovative lessons and worksheets
enable primary students to easily express their ideas in
poetry. No.I-68 $7.50

A Magic Carpet Ride - (Cr. 1-3) Fairy tales are the basis for an
Integrated learning experi.c.nce that includes reading
writing and thinking. No.1-16 $6.50

Sketch and Scribe - (Cr. 1-3) Thinking, drawing imagining and
writing are woven into this collection of open-ended
language worksheets. No.I-56 $7.50

Creativity
Primarily Creativity - (Cr i-1) Attractive reproducible

worksheets give students practice in all areas of rzreativity.
No.1-40 $7.50

Primarily Problem Solving - (Gr 2-4) Fascinating problems
from fairy tales and real life provide situations for creative
problem solving. No.1-14 $830

Enrichment
Primarily Research - (Gr. 1-3) Eight units pres .nt opportunities

to reseatch animals. Includes illustrated worksheets and
activity ideas. No.1-15 $7.50

Future Pathways - (c r,1-4) Expands students' awareness of
the future and builds skills that will enable thorn to choose
their futures. No. 52 $8.00

Our Town - r. i. ibis study guide for any community will
let students ge acively involved in learning about thoir
town. No. 1-33 $8.00

Science
Minds on Science - A complete course in thinking taught

through science content. Applicable to any scient-e
program.
Grade 1 (No.1-61) $t3.50
Grade 2 (No.1-( 2) $8,50
Grade 3 (No.1-6. )

Free Catalop
Dandy Lion also has many wonderful materiak for grades 4 - 8. Call or write to request a catalog listing all of our inateriak.

Ordering Information
Order from your st.hool supply dealer or directly from Dandy Lion Publications. Orders must be accompanied by school
purchase order or prepayment In the form of check, money order or Visa/Mastercard billing information. Add 10% postage and
handling (minimum $2.00). Satisfaction guaranteed . If not satisfied, return for full refund or credit.
Mail orders to: Dandy Lion Publications P.O. Box 190, Dept.11 * San Luis Obispo, CA 93406 or call toll-free 800-776-8032,
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TO BECOME A MEMBER OF THE ILLINOIS COUNCIL FOR THE GIFTED
Return this form with a cheek for $15.00 made payable to the Illinois Council for the Gifted. Membership will expire
after one year. Mail to ICG, 500 N. Clark Drive, Palatine, Illinois 60067.

Name Telephone ( )

Address City State Zip_
County School District'

0 NEW MEMBER OR 0 RENEWAL
0 I am a member of a local group for !:ie gifted (Name of group is:
o I am willins to serve as an ICC Contact Person
Your membership A: tax-deductible under Section 501 (0 (3) of MS Code of 1954.

El Member cf Illinois Council for Exceptional Children

MN MN IMMOMMINE1110111111101111 We MN MN rime um ma ami si= =IP on Imo mg me am me ma .......... sims dm OM Ms

The following materials may be ordered from the ICG at the address above:

Lapel Buttons (2 1/4 "). "Thin k Gifted" 504 ca.

Bumper Stickers (12")..."A gifted child is a natural resnulte 50c ea...

ICG Pamphlet #1..."State Gifted Advocacy. - A Guide" 50c ca.

ICC; Pamphlet #2..."Parents, Power, Politics & Your Gifted Child" 504 ea.

!CO Pamphlet 03..."Getting Your Money's Worth in a Gifted Program" .. 50c ea...

ICG Pamphlet #4..."Parenting the Gifted Child" 50c ea..

ICG Pamphlet 05..."Gifted Ideas - Resource Guide for Classroom Teachers" sot ea.

1CG Pamphlet ."Developing Your Gifted Program Manual (Coordinators)" 50c .

Name POSTAGE & HANDLING PER ORDER.... +=MMIlem=2

Address Apt. ft TOTAL ENCLOSED. .5

City State Zip (Write for quantity prices)

ILLINOIS COUNCIL
FOR THE

GIFTED NOT-fORPROFIT ORGANIZATION

GOO North Clark Drive
Palatine, Illinois 60037


